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ABSTRACT 

Flow induced noise generated by pressure fluctuations 

in a turbulent boundary layer is studied here theoretically with 

regard to its acoustic transmission through a dome to a trans- 

ducer element or array. Particular attention is given to a uni- 

r    layer dome in the form of a finite slab, described as a fluid 

*"    but serving as a prototype for a realizable solid slab, A 

P    similar dome with a thin outer cover having nonvanishing im- 

[.    pedance is also considered. Likewise, attention is given to 

acoustic modification of the flow noise on a flush element due 

to mobility of the surrounding baffle. 

To demonstrate clearly what properties of the boundary- 

layer pressure fluctuations are essential, high- and low wavenumber 

ranges are distinguished in the wavenumber spectrum of pressure at 

given frequency, the former range corresponding to possible gener- 

ation by a convected eddy field. By various approximations and 

simplification of boundary conditions, the contributions of these 

respective ranges to the frequency spectrum of average pressure on 

a dome-shielded element are related to their respective contrib- 

utions in the reference case of an element flush-mounted in a 

rigid plate. The high-wavenumber component in the flush case varies 
.3 

with element radius R„ as R^ , whereas the low-wavenumber component 
-2 

may vary more as R* .  If the latter component predominates in 

the spectrum at given frequency for a large flush element, it pre- 

dominates still more for a shielded element. The high-wavenumber 

component for a shielded element contains a part that is indepen- 

dent of lateral dome size (face area) when this is large, but this 

part is highly attenuated by the dome if L » U^/to, where L is 

L     dome thickness, ou angular frequency, and U^ asymptotic flow velo- 

city. The other part of this high-wavenumber component is reduced somewhat 

j     as though the pressure were averaged over the face area of the 

dome section. On assumption that the wavenumber spectrum changes 



'' 

little in the pertinent interval (in accord with area dependence as 

R~ for a flush element), the low-wavenumber component is reduced 

rather as though averaged over an area of radius given roughly by 

the smaller of one-third the sound wave length or three times the 

dome thickness whenever this area is larger than the actual area 

of the element. With reference to the noise-to-signal ratio for 

an array of elements, though a thin unilayer dome can thus be very 

effective against the high-wavenumber component of flow noise, it 

can reduce the low-wavenumber component by no more than the array 

factor, or by not as much if L < D/5, where D is the element spac- 

ing. 

In the case of a dome with cover having impedance, the 

effect of flexural resonances of the dome-fluid system is studied. 
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PART 0 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

0*1  Purpose and Context 

The present report is concerned with the modification 

of flow noise by acoustic means. The main instance treated is that 

of transmission of flow noise to a transducer, or array of trans- 

ducers, shielded from the flow by a dome. A secondary instance is 

that of a transducer flush-mounted in a non-rigid plate bounding 

the flow, where the pressure on the transducer is modified by the 

acoustic field excited by plate vibration. 

Two types of dome are considered. The first is a fluid 

dome or sheath, i.e., a slab of fluid separated from the outside 

flow by an impedanceless membrane. The fluid sheath is viewed as 

a conceptual prototype for an elastic sheath covering an array of 

flush-mounted tran ducers. The second type of dome is a covered 

fluid dome, i.e. a fluid dome separated from the flow by a mem- 

brane or plate having appreciable impedance. 

In each case we are concerned with the frequency spectrum 

of average pressure on the transducer generated by pressure fluc- 

tuations in the turbulent boundary layer. This spectrum is to be 

compared with that for a transducer flush-mounted in a rigid plate 

bounding the flow (the referent). 

We especially wish to demonstrate what properties of the 

boundary-layer pressure fluctuations are essential to describe the 

flow noise transmitted to a dome-shielded transducer.  In this 

connection we distinguish low- and high-wavenumber components in the 

excitation spectrum and show that the corresponding contributions 

to the dome-shielded spectrum are related to the excitation com- 

ponents and the dome parameters in distinct characteristic ways. 

More explicitly»in some contrast to previous work in this 

area, the following points are emphasized. First, the transmission 

of flow-induced roj.se by domes and modification of flow noise by 

0-1 
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plate vibration depend on the statistical properties of the boundary- 

layer pressure fluctuations mainly via certain gross features of 

the wavenumber spectrum at the frequency in question. They de- 

pend especially on the spectral density of the exciting pressure in 
2 2   -2 1/2 

the region k <^ (a: /c + L )  , where L is the dome depth, and at 

the wave numbers of any fairly unattenuated dome resonances, rela- 

tive to the spectral density in the range k > ^/U^, where the den- 

sity is greatest. Second, information on these relative magni- 

tudes is implied by the observed area dependence of pressure spectra 

for flush-mounted transducers, but the observations leave apprec- 

iable uncertainty, and a supporting theoretical account of the 

region of low wave numbers does not exist. Assumption of any ex- 

plicit form for the space-time correlation function or wavenumber 

spectrum of boundary-layer pressure fluctuations in models for the 

effects in question has no reliable basis and is unnecessary. Un- 

less the pertinent gross features are settled, it is not possible 

to conclude what flow-noise reduction by domes is theoretically 

possible. 

A great deal of this report pertains to contributions 

from the high-wavenumber component of the excitation pressure. 

The treatment of the nonresonant contribution from lew wave num- 

bers depends less on the explicit dome model» and this contrib- 

ution is probably the more important one. The amount of attention 

devoted to the former contribution resulted from a theoretical 

prejudice that the other, low-wavenumber portion should be very 

small.  In any case, the actual form of the wavenumber spectrum of 

boundary-layer pressure fluctuations is uncertain, so that a treat- 

ment of the contribution from high wavenumbers is not impertinent. 

Considerable discussion of the properties of the boundary- 

layer pressure fluctuations is given in the following. 

The model dome employed here is closely similar to the 

one introduced in Ref. 2. That reference is concerned with much 

0-2 
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the same questions as this report. In the classified literature, 
(1    we note Ref„ 13.* Similar models have been used to treat the prob- 

lem of transmission and radiation by plates representing a fuselage 
Q    and excited to vibration by pressure fluctuations of the turbulent 
boundary layer. This application differs from the sonar application 

,-    mainly in that the bounding fluids are air which, being much less 
I dense than water, yields an acoustic impedance that may be treated 

as small in certain respects in the coupled plate-fluid system 
(see also Ref. 2).  The physical quantities ordinarily computed 
or measured differ. Nevertheless, elements of the approach and some 

p    results of the present work are applicable in this related area. 

Among the pertinent references, including some experi- 
mental work, Refs. 5-12 are mentioned as representative. 

0.2  Summary Discussion with Conclusions 

In this section we summarize remarks, results, and con- 
clusions of this report. In the first subsection some of the sali- 
ent points are stated. The principal relevant sections of the re- 
port are noted in the heading for each configuration. 

0.2.1  Salient Points in Summary 
Fluid dome (no cover or cover with negligible impedance, 

depth L, lateral radius a).  (Sec 0.2.3, 2.6.1) 
1.  Measured average-pressure spectra 0 (p)  on flush ele- 

_2 
f     ments of radius RQ suggest an area dependence 00°

CR0 a range 
L TTU /ü) « R < R for some R .  In a range where such dependence 

oo'     o   m m 
holds, boundary-layer pressure components with wave numbers 
k < 2TTR01 contribute the major part of QA&) and also the major 
part of the average-pressure spectrum 

I !"     * Also Ref. 16, related to the present report. 

** Likewise, for example, the regime where conditions (0-24) or 
(0-32) below hold is outside that of interest. 

0-3 
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0(<»,-L) on a dome-shielded element. This part of Q(">,-L). say 

Q_(a)»-L), and hence the total spectrum Q(u>,-L) itself, has a magni- 

tude roughly equal to the average-pressure spectrum for a flush 

element of radius R defined by 

A;2 - (1/4)(Cü
2
/C
2
 + 1/2L2), (0-1) 

(or possibly a lower spectrum if Rg^> R^), where the radius rQ of 

the shielded element satisfies rÄ < RÄ. If r > R , Q (CD -L) is 
o "KJ  e     o /** e  - * 

instead roughly the same as the average-pressure spectrum QQ(
W) 

it      for a flush element of the same radius, r . The correlation area 
o       2 

of the pressure field at the shielded element is TTR . 

la. If Q(to,HL) is in fact d^ainated by a part Q_ having these 
properties, the spectrum of flow-noise pressure averaged over the 

active area of a sheathed array of elements, and hence also the 
noise-to-signal ratio for a fixed incident signal, are reduced 

relative to the value for a flush array of the same active area 
at least by the array factor [;(active area)/(total area)  (<1)], 

provided the sheath thickness satisfies 

L > (1/5)D(1-TTD2/A2)'1/2, (0-1.1) 

where ^(=2ne/<n)  is the sound wave length at the frequency in ques- 
tion and D is the center spacing of array elements. The noise-to- 
signal ratio is not appreciably reduced at all unless the less 
stringent condition 

L^ 0.36ro(l-Tr
2r2M2)"1/2 (0-1.2) 

is met. 

2. The bulk of the excitation spectrum presumably neverthe- 

less lies in the convective range of high wave numbers, k ^^/Uro. 

This range contributes to the spectrum Q(w,-L) a residual part Q™ 
that remains when the lateral dome size a becomes infinite but is 
very small for I, » U^A». Also, however, it contributes to Q a 

part QJ that varies as a for large a and is of the order of 
magnitude of the convective (high-wavenumber) contribution to the 

0-4 
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average-pressure spectrum on a flush element of radius equal to 

that of the dome, a. This pressure field is coherent over a 

shielded element of radius RQ <,c/a>. its contribution to the 

spectrum of flow-noise pressure averaged over the active area of 

a sheathed array of elements is small compared to its contribu- 

tion for a flush array with equal active area at least when, 

roughly, the lateral size a of each adjacent section of the sheath 

is rather larger than the wave length, 2irc/u>, and is large compared 

to the size of individual elements in both arrays. 

Covered Dome (dome with cover of appreciable acoustic 

impedance). (Section 0.2.4, 2.6.2) 

3. The dome cover introduces resonant contributions to the 

spectrum Q(co,-L) and alters the non-resonant contributions. For a 

laterally large dome flexible enough that the free flexural wave- 

number in the loaded dome cover, k (CD), satisfies 

kr(ci))2 <»
2/c2 + L"2)1/2, (0-2) 

the low-wavenumber part Q^ of the non-resonant contribution differs from Q_ 

for the fluid dome by terms of relative order h/L, for h/L « 1, 

where h is the depth of fluid having the same effective mass per 

unit area as the dome cover (effective fluid-equivalent thickness).(Good 

acoustic signal transmission requires h/L « 1). 

4.  Two types of resonant contributions may be distinguished, 

one due to wavenumbers near resonance (k — k ) and the other to 

convective wavenumbers (k^> to/U^), where it is assumed that kr ^ui/U^ 

(i.e., the regime is not one of hydrodynamic coincidence). Both 

types derive from nearly resonant response modes k ~ k ). In 

consequence, if the structural damping is small, the frequency 

spectrum of average pressure Q(tu,-L) may contain a series of rapidly 

declining widely spaced resonance peaks. As the damping is made 

larger, the peaks become lower and the half-widths borader, having 

only the background contributions 0^, cPt  and Q™.  For a 

0-5 
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large dome, Q^ is nearly the same as for a fluid dome, and Q™ is 
similar but smaller than for a fluid dome (see point 2; regarding 

QP, see point 3). In a given frequency range, the more completely 

condition (0-2) is satisfied, i.e., the more mass-dominated is 

the dome-cover impedance, the more attenuated are the resonant 

waves in the dome interior. 

Acoustic modification for flush element in nonrlgid 
boundary. (Section o.z.5, Z.6.3) ~ 

5. In the acoustic modification to the average-pressure spec« 

trum on a flush element due to boundary vibration, the same 

contributions may be distinguished as in the case of an ele- 

ment within a covered dome, except that the one analogous to Q 

is presumably negligible. From the evidence of point 1, low 

wavenumbers are expected to make the major contribution. For 

example, in the special regime where <D/C < R~ « k (<o), a non- 

resonant part of this contribution can be distinguished and is 

of the order of -1.7(RQ/IOQ^OO) for h'/R0 » 1, where h' is the 

effective fluid-equivalent plate thickness.  (Good acoustic sig- 

nal preservation requires h'/R0 » 1; in the opposite limit of 

negligible plate impedance, with u>RQ/c « 1» the element, as well 

as the boundary, is a pressure-release surface.) 

6. The convective nonresonant contribution to the acoustic 

modification is similar to Q? in the case of a dome (point 2), 

i.e., for large plate size it is of the order of the convective 

contribution to the direct (nonacoustic) average-pressure spec- 

trum on a flush element of radius equal to that of the whole 

plate section. 

u 7. The resonance contributions are similar to those for the 

covered dome, but there is no attenuation of the resonance peaks 

analogous to that which occurs in a dome interior when (0-2) is 

satisfied. 
- • 

^ Extended Summary 

These points are elaborated in the following more ex- 

tended discussion and summary. Some of the results are indepen- 

dent of the dome model employed; others are not, though stated 

in more general terms; before acceptance of the results 

as applicable to an actual configuration, the degree of 

0-6. 
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correspondence with the present model must be considered. 

0.2.2 Excitation Pressure Due to the Turbulent Boundary Layer 

— We regard this pressure field as driving the nonrigid 

(.       boundary without being affected by the resulting vibration. Con- 

sideration of its properties is needed to compute the desired acoustic 

pressure spectrum transmitted to a dome-housed element, or ex- 

erted on a flush element, and also to compare these spectra with 

I*       the spectrum of average pressure on a similar flush element in a 

rigid boundary. The frequency-wavenumber spectrum ? (£,u>) 

[It = (k^,k«)] of exciting pressure on a plane boundary presumably 

increases rapidly with streamwise wave number k-. just beyond 

k, ^WU^, u^ being the asymptotic flow velocity, and reaches a 

maximum somewhat above this wave number. Wavenumber components 

with k^ > ^/U^ (-.id hence k = |~kj > ^/U^) are termed convective, 

(        in the sense that they can be generated by time-independent frozen- 

in eddies convected downstream at speeds < U^. Components with 

low wave number, k « ^/U^, are presumably of much smaller ampli- 

**■       tude.,but important, as indicated below. 

We define a spectral density I0(k,cu) integrated over 

wavenumber direction 9: 

I0(k,">) - /do P0(k» . (0-3) 

Let QAu>)  denote the frequency spectrum of pressure averaged over 
2 a circular area TTR  and write 

Q0
(<ü) = Qo-^ + Qo+((JJ)> (0"4) 

1        where Q m  derives from wave numbers k < "VU^ and QQ+ irom 

k iXu/U^. In a reasonable approximation, we obtain in the case 

o)Ro/U00 » w  (large area) 

mR"1 

0 2, Q0.» - I      dkk[2J1(kR0)/kRo]'l0(k,cD),       (0-5) 
o 

0-7 
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Qo,^) ^(VTT)R;3 / dkk"2I (k,co), (0-6) 

* 
where m is regarded as a fixed number large compared to unity. 

-3 
The area dependence of Q  is thus as R . As for Q , 

assume that I0(k,co) varies moderately and smoothly in the interval 

0 < k < mR"1. In this event o 

V^^K1» *>• (0"7) 

where IQ^RQ I
03
) denotes an appropriately weighted average over 

the interval but is assumed nearly independent of R . If R is 

sufficiently large, (0-7) indeed holds; in fact 

Q0_ -> 2R;2Io(0,a>), (0-8) 

since (except by neglect of compressibility, viscosity, and in- 

homogene ity) we have I (0,CD) 4  0. For the range of R of usual 

interest, however, the average I of (0-7) is not necessarily 

identifiable with IQ of (0-8) . 

When ^„/c ^m, with c the sound velocity, the validity 

of (0-7) seems open to doubt.   It appears possible, in fact, that 

I (k,co) has a peak where k^cu/c, corresponding to the wavenumber 

of sound; if so, a "radiation" contribution to Q  could be dis- 

tinguished that would be independent of R so long as ^„/c ,£,!• 

Based on (0-6) and acceptance of (0-7), but with allow- 

ance for the tenuous possibility of the radiation contribution, 

we would have an area dependence for the total QQ of the form 

Qo(u>) = A(ü))R^
2
 + B(üi) + C(tü)R^3. (0-9) 

The lower limit in (0-6) (and in the definition of Q0+) may be 

taken <^/Um, provided it remains larger than mR" for the range 
of R0. 

JLJL 

Throughout, we limit consideration the regime of low Mach number, 
Uo,«C 

0-8. 
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Observed spectra for different transducer size,and measured narrow- 

band spatial correlations, place experimental constraints on A, B, 

and C. Observation has indicated that 0 varies more nearly as 
-2-3 ° 

RQ than as R^ (see Ref. 3). Hence the first term, in the range 

of «Rn/l
f
M in question, is apparently larger than the third, i.e., 

Q0_ % Q0+'    Some observational justification for the approximation 

(0-7) is thus also provided. 

0.2.3 Flow-Induced Noise Transmitted by a Fluid Dome 

We consider in this and the following section the fre- 

quency spectrum Q(u>,y) of average pressure on a circular area TTB? 

at depth -y(>0) in the dome interior at or near the inner surface 

(y « -L) and laterally near its center (see Fig. 0-1). The dome 

will be nominally regarded as circular with lateral radius a » R . 

In the specific model assumed in the text, the dome cover is sup- 

ported or constrained only along its periphery. Accordingly, the 

wavenumber spacing of modes of dome-fluid structure is~-7r/a. 

Inner and outer fluids are assumed to have equal density p and 

sound velocity c. 

We may divide Q( cu,y), just as Q0(<") in (0-4) , into con- 

tributions Q_(o),y) and Q,(u>,y) from k < k and k > k , respectively, 

0* 

Impedanceless membrane 

—H 

with k^ co/u. ■L.        '00 

\ 

\ 

Flow 
->- 

p,c 

— a 

Fluid P.c 
X" 
L 
X 

FIGURE 0-1.  FLUID DOME 

The possibility that the observed dependence is more nearly as 
-3 -2 

B + CR  than as AR  may still bear examining. Plausible esti- 

mates of Q . (u>) can be made from crude convection models, but 
o+ 

Q (cü) is more inaccessible theoretically. 
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In Che present section the interior fluid is regarded as 
separated from the flow by a dome cover with no stiffness or 
mass. 

0.2.3.1 Contribution from Excitation at Low Wave Numbers 

To obtain a rough estimate of Q_(<u,y), we 
assume that I_(k,co) does not change substantially in most: of the 

2 2   -2 1/2 range 0 < k < (fl) /c + L ) ' , an assumption similar to that at 
(0-7).  For each excitation wave number k, Q_ derives mainly from 
response modes of the dome having wave numbers nearly equal to k. 
Assuming a rigid inner surface and 

cua/c » TT, (0-9.1) 

(ü>L/c)(coa/c)"1/2 « 1, (0-10) 

we find the contribution Q_ at this surface to be 

Q_K-L) ^ 2Re
2I0(~R;

1,a>),     (RQ ^R^        (0-11) 

where R is an effective averaging radius defined by 

Re2 = U/4)[(o>/c)2 + (1/2)L"2]= (l/4)[(27r/X)2+ 1/2L2] (0-12) 

and IQ^RÖ ^ü)) again denotes a suitable average but is assumed 
nearly independent of R . By comparison of (0-7) and (0-11), we 
have as the relation between spectra for dome-shielded and flush- 
mounted elements of radius RQ 

Q.K-L) ^v H(R0/Re)
2Q0_(ü>)     (R0 <, Re)       (0-13) 

where H = I0(~Re ^o^^ö )'  
We Presume that H*»l; it: ^ be 

smaller, however, for R » R , where R refers to the largest 

The possibility that I (k,ou) in the major part of this range is 
much larger than I (0,°) need not be excluded. 

0-10. 
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.-2 radius for which <L(a>) is observed to vary as R . If R < R , 
o J o      e *■*>» o 

we find in place of (0-13) 

(0-14) Q.K-L)^Q0(co). 

Thus for a dome-shielded element the average-pres- 

sure spectrum due to the low-wavenumber contribution is 

roughly the same as for a flush-mounted element of radius 

Re = Re(\L) given by (0-12). By use of a dome then, one can 

reduce this part of the flow-noise spectrum substantially below 

that for a flush element of given radius R only for frequencies 

corresponding to sound wave lengths rather larger than 4RQ and 

then only by a dome (sheath) of thic >r»ess rather larger than RQ/2. 

According to (0-13) and (0-12), at frequencies low enough 

that ^ » 9L we have Q_(">,-L) varying with CD, {jgoi  and other flow 

parameters exactly as Q  for a large flush element. At frequen- 

cies high enough that ^ « 9L, on the other hand, Q_ contains an 
2 ~ 

additional factor cu . Accordingly, in the latter range Q_(">,L) 

does not sc*le with the boundary-layer parameters in the same way 

as Q0_. 

If there exists a peak in I„(k,tu) at k ^oo/c, as dis- 

cussed preceding (0-9), there will be an additional contribution 

to Q_(">,-L) that will be just the same, in the case of a large 

dome (toa/c » ir), as the corresponding contribution to QQO^) for 

a flush element of the same size, i.e., that will not be reduced 

by the dome for any A and L. 

If an infinitely deep interior medium is assumed instead 

of a rigid surface at y = -L, expressions (0-11) and (0-13) for 

Q_(<D,-L) are reduced by a factor "*> i/4. 

0.2.3.2 Spectra Averaged Over an Array of Elements 

We refer now to spectra of noise pressure averaged 

over the entire active area of an array of elements, 

0-11. 
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confining consideration initially to the conbributions from low 

wave numbers. These average spectra are of practical interest. 

Consider first an array of N flush elements of radius 

R , where o^/U«, »it  so that Q0_«c R^ . Let the center spacing 

of elements be D , and represent the active and the total area 

of the array respectively by A0[=N(TTR0) ] and Ag[«ND ]. The spec- 

trum of pressure averaged over the active area, say Q?o, is given 

by 

<£>> " Q0.»
/N " ZMAo/V'VV^o1) • (0-15) 

where the second form corresponds to (0-7). To the extent that 

IQ('X/R0 ,to) is independent of RQ, qjo thus does not depend 

specifically on the elemental area TR (in the assumed range 

R » TTU^/Cü) but varies inversely as the total active area AQ of 

the array. 

Now consider an array of N1 shielded elements of radius 
2 * 

r and center spacing D yielding the same total area A- = N'D . 

The correlation area, or area scale, for the pressure field on 

the elements (at depth L) is TTR*. In two opposite limiting con- 

ditions the spectrum of pressure averaged over the total active 

area A[=N'(T ) ], say qA, is given by 

2     '} 
1. Loosely packed array, D » TTR ' '. 

<£ (<o,-L) *Q.(<D,-L)/N' 

r 

* < if R    > rrt, (0-16) 

-2 -lw„2,A v*V, 
2r^I0(-r;

A)(DVAT)«(A0/A)Q0! 

e fv» o 

*» 
We still assume a rigid inner surface (including the surface 
of the elements). 

0-12, 
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where 

<£(a>,-L)^2>rA^I0(~A^ (0-17) 

2. Tightly packed array, D* « TTR 

Suppose that the total area of the array, whether 

flush or sheathed, is fixed independently of flow-noise 

considerations, and likewise the minimum element radius and 

spacing in the shielded array. If incident signal pres- 

sure is independent of active area, as is roughly true 

even for an active array, the noise-to-signal ratio is propor- 

tional to the spectrum of noise pressure averaged over the active 

area. So far as determined by low excitation wave numbers, the 

signal-to-noise ratio for a flush array is then maximized by 

maximizing the array factor A /A-,. For a shielded array, with 

assumption that H-/^ HO» 1, the signal-to-noise ratio is in- 

creased relative to that for flush array by a factor A~/A at 

frequencies below tu (-fcnc/A), provided that the spacing 
1/2 " * 

D £,Vir   «nd that the sheath thickness satisfies Eq. (0-1.1). 

At higher frequencies, or with a thinner sheath or wider spac- 

ing, such that (0-1.1) is not satisfied, the factor of increase 

is smaller; it becomes roughly equal to the constant value A/AQ 

at frequencies such that *> ^ 

thicknesses such that condition (0-1.2) is violated. 

r /ir, or at frequencies and sheath 

If H-. « 1, the factor of increase is greater, 

0-13 
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0.2.3.3 Contribution from Excitation at High Wave Numbers 

Two possibly significant contributions to Q (cu,y) may 

be distinguished according to the wavenumber range of the res- 

ponse modes of the dome. For given excitation wave number k, 

these correspond to response wave numbers k that are nearly 

(1) equal to k or (2) low enough that the corresponding waves in 

the interior fluid are propagated into the interior or at least 

are not attenuated to a negligible value at the interior surface 
2  2-2 1/2 

[i.e., ^^(ur/c +L ) ' ]. These contributions to Q+(^,y) 

will be denoted here respectively by Q, (^,y) and Q?(u>,y) and 

termed the direct convective and the propagating overlap con- 

tributions.  (The contribution from low wave numbers considered 

in the preceding section may similarly be termed the direct non- 

convective contribution.) Since we are dealing here with a fluid 

dome, we do not yet have to consider resonant contributions. 

The direct convective part, Q+(">,y) , for each contribut- 

ing excitation wave number k, is affected by area averaging over 

the interior element in the same way as the excitation pressure, 

and differs from it by the absolute square of the interior acous- 

tic response coefficient, r(k,o>,y) .  In order of magnitude, in 

the case of a rigid inner surface, Q is related to the high-wave- 
T" 

number part of the average-pressure spectrum Q [see Eq. (0-6)] 

for a flush element of equal area by 

Q+Ky) A/ exp(-2cuL/T1Ujch2[cü(y+L)/T1U00]Qo+(a)), (0-18) 

where the factor TI(<1) , which defines an effective velocity TJII^, 

increases   slowly with decreasing   w and increasing L but is re- 
garded as being close to unity even   in the higher range of frequen- 
cies.   In     any     case the factor multiplying Q      is extremely small 

■£  
Resonances of the interior acoustic field for certain relations be- 
tween the depth L of the dome and the sound wave length do not occur, 
or do not result in amplification of the driving pressure by a fac- 
tor greater than unity, on account of damping by the radiation 
field produced in the outside medium. 

0-14, 
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for y » U^/u), and this depth U^/ou is rather small except at 

very low frequency. 

The propagating overlap part, o£(o>,y), though readily 

computed numerically in the model employed in the text, is not 

expressible in a transparent closed form except in restricted 

parameter domains. In a certain limit based on the largeness of 

ttft/c(»2rX/a), a simple form applies; more specifically the form 

applies where conditions (0-9.1,) (0-10) and the condition 

(üJL/c)'1(a>a/c)"1/2 « 1 (0-19) 

are simultaneously satisfied. In order of magnitude in the case 

of a rigid inner surface and with u*0/c 4,1, Q? in this regime 

is estimated, again in terms of Q  for an equal area, as 

QP(ü>,y) * (T/4) <aL/c) 2f (a»/c) (*0/*)\+W ,     (0-20) 

where f(z) denotes a certain positive oscillatory function of the 

argument z having period w,  a peak value 3.4 and a value less than 
* 

half as large when averaged over z.  In the case of infinite depth 
2 

in place of a rigid inner surface, L in (0-20) is replaced by 

(l/4)y  (0o+ still refers to flush mounting in a rigid surface). 

Conditions (0-10) and (0-19) will not be satisfied in 
irk 

much of the parameter domain of interest.   Still, estimate (0-20) 

is perhaps not misleading. 

* The forms of (0-20) and of (0-27), (0-33), and (0-34) below depend 
. on the lateral boundary condition assumed in the explicit model. 
The forms quoted correspond to the larger of the two limiting 
types of expression given in the text and therefore roughly apply 
also, with reduced coefficients, to mixed conditions, which may 
most closely simulate actual configurations. 

lt-|Jr — 

The paradoxical increase of Qj? with dome depth L according to 
(0-20) occurs only in the limited range of L(if any) defined 
by conditions (0-10) and (0-19). 
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In the limit where it holds, the contributing modes are those 
with lateral wave numbers near that of sound in the inner and 
outer fluids, o>/c, and hence with nearly vanishing wave numbers 

Lj        normal to the outer surface of the dome, corresponding to in- 
terior waves propagating parallel to this surface. Q? is inde- 
pendent of R0 in the regime considered (in (0-20), C^,.* RQ ) . 
Crudely, in view of the factor (R /a)3 multiplying Q_, in (0-20), 
Ql is similar to the direct pressure 0.  averaged not over the 

2 ^"^ 2  ♦ 
area irR but instead over the entire area of the dome (ira ). 

On account of the factor o> f (oja/c), Q£ as given by 
(0-20) does not scale with the boundary-layer parameters in the 

rs same way as QQ+. In the case of Q~, estimated by (0-18), the 
difference in scaling relative to Q  is inferred to be less pro- 
nounced . 

*>        0.2.3.4 Comparison of Contributions; Possible Reduction by a 
Fluid Dome 

The component Q estimated at (0-18) represents a con- 
tribution to the interior average-pressure spectrum that still 
remains in the limit of a laterally infinite dome (a-*»), as does 
the direct component Q_ due to low excitation wave numbers esti- 
mated in the preceding section. The overlap component Q^, on 
the other hand, vanishes in this limit. 

Suppose we accept the estimates (0-13), (0-18), and 
(0-20) of the various contributions to the interior average-pres- 
sure spectrum as roughly correct in their common domain of appli- 
cation. By choosing L » U^/cu, which is still consistent with a 
rather thin sheath, we can make Q small compared to Q » or even 
compared to Q^ for any realizable lateral size a. Further, if we 
accept the observational indication stated after (0-9), we have 
Q0_^> Q0+. From (0-13) and (0-20), again considering u>L/c ~ 1 
(or at least not large) and recalling that coa/c » 1 for applic- 
ability of (0-20), we then infer that 

The factor ooL/c in (0-20) is regarded as of order of magnitude 
'- unity because of the assumed conditions (0-10) and (0-19). 

0-16. 
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Q.(CD,-L) » QP(CD,-L) 

and likewise Q„(ü>,-L) » Q+K-L)[= C* + Q~]. Hence, under the 

present assumptions, the area dependence of the average-pressure 

spectrum on a flush element indicated by experiment, namely as 

RQ (for ORQ/U^ » TT) , implies the predominance of the low-wave- 

number contribution to the average-pressure spectrum on an element 

shielded by a fluid dome or sheath. The earlier discussion of Eqs. 

(0-13) and (0-14) then applies also approximately to the total 

spectrum for an interior element. 

Thus, with regard to flush and shielded arrays, ac- 

cording to the preceding discussion and Section 0.1.2.2 above, 

a fluid sheath (or comparable elastic-solid sheath) of thickness 

L permits significant noise reduction over a substantial frequency 

range only if L^ r , where r is the radius of the shielded ele- 

ments used.  If instead the convective contribution from high ex- 

citation wave numbers predominated, significant noise reduction 

relative to a flush array could be achieved provided roughly only 

that L » U^/cu and that the lateral size a of the sheath (or each 

section thereof) is rather larger than a wave length (2TTC/O>) and 

is large compared to the size of individual elements. 

Present conclusions based on a treatment of a fluid 

sheath are believed to apply roughly to an elastic-solid sheath 

as well, provided that the transverse sound velocity cfc is of the 

order assumed with regard to c, notably that ct » U^. 

0.2.4 Flow-Induced Noise Transmitted by a Covered Dome 

,      In distinction from the preceding section we consider 

now a dome having a cover with significant impedance. We assume 

that, except at frequencies below the range of concern, the free 

flexural waves in the dome cover (coupled to the internal and 

} If there should prove to be a spike in the wave number spectrum of 
excitation at k^co/c, this contribution will not be reduced by a 

[sheath independently of L. It would be somewhat reduced for both 
flush and shielded arrays by tight packing to yield coherent can- 
cellation (provided the effective size satisfies k^l*- » c/o>) . 

0-17, 
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external fluids) have wave velocities greater than the asymptotic 

flow velocity (Uro), so that the waves of excitation pressure in 

resonance with free waves are nonconvective (k* < ^/U^) and their 

amplitudes therefore small, i.e., the regime of "hydrodynamic 

coincidence" is avoided. 

In the present instance, unlike that of the fluid dome, 

resonances of the dome-fluid structure occur, such that at a 

given frequency one or more modes may have acoustic response co- 

efficients of magnitude greatly exceeding unity unless the struc- 

ture is highly damped. [The resonant wave number, k (co), at any 

frequency exceeds both the sound wavenumber in the fluid, to/c, 

and the resonant wavenumber of the isolated plate, k (cu) . ] In 

this case the previously defined low-wavenumber contribution 

Q.C^y) to tne interior average-pressure spectrum Q(<»>,y), deriv- 

ing, at each excitation wave number k, mainly from modes with 

k— k, may have to be understood to include contributions from 

k's (and k 's) near the resonant wave number, even though contri- 

butions from k's somewhat higher or lower are negligible. Like- 

wise, the high-wavenumber contribution Q (o>,y), which formerly 
00 

was composed of a direct convective part Q , deriving mainly from 

modes with k ^k, and a propagating overlap part, deriving mainly 
2 2—2 1/2 

from modes with k ^ C00 /c + L )  , may have to be understood 

to include a further part deriving from modes near resonance, i.e, 

with k ^k-t which will be called the resonance overlap contribu- n   r 
tion and denoted by Q,(^,y). 

A given lateral mode v of the structure resonates at some 

frequency, ü) , and a corresponding half-width 6o> of the response 

may be defined. Likewise, for any given frequency CD, a resonant 

wavenumber k (a>) and a wavenumber half-width 6k may be defined. 

If the structural damping is small enough, we have 

6ka < ir; (0-21) 

in this case, at a given frequency at most a single mode can be 

near resonance, but the acoustic response at resonance can be 

0-18. 
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large. The parameter 6ka increases with mode number. If the 

done cover is highly damped and the mode number large, on the 

other hand, we have oka » ir, so that at a given frequency many 

modes lie almost equally near resonance; the response for each, 

however, is only moderately greater than for modes away from 

resonance, and furthermore their effects tend to cancel so far 

as their excitation by high wavenumbers is concerned. 

The resonant modes are more rapidly attenuated in the 

dome interior if the resonant wave length 2ir/kr(to) is small com- 

pared to both the sound wave length and, say, six times the depth 

L, roughly in accordance with a factor exp[-2(k£-o> /c ) 'T,] 

[see Eq. (0-23b) below]. 

0.2.4.1 Contribution from Excitation at Low Wave Numbers 

We refer first to the contribution from excitation at 

low wavenumbers (<^/Uw) removed from the resonant wavenumber, 

analogous to Q_ for the fluid dome. 

It is not possible to design the dome so that noise due 

to excitation wavenumbers in most of the interval k < <u/c is sup- 

pressed without likewise suppressing an incident acoustic signal 

at least from certain angles of incidence; that is, the dome-cover 

impedance in this interval must be low for adequate signal trans- 

missior.. 

In general, even under the assumptions of Sec. 0.1.2.1 

it is not possible to estimate Q.(^,y) for a covered dome by a 

simple closed expression analogous to (0-11). If (0-19) is satis- 

fied, however, the resonant part of Q_, say Q*, can be clearly distin- 

guished and is given in the neighborhood of a resonant frequency 

co , corresponding to modal wave number kv, roughly by the single- 

mode form 

QfKy) - (ir/a)kl(kv,co) 
(W<V1)Z+ev 

(0-22) 
TTb' 

t^j 

(CD/CO   -1)   +€ 
r-r (V^Wo-^ 

0-19. 
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for k R ,^1, where the second form follows from (0-7) on assump- 
tion that I0(kv,<»)/v/ IQ('vÄQ

1,a>). If kvRQ £ 1, (0-22) requires an 
additional area-averaging factor [2J^(kvRQ)/kvR0] . The resonance 
parameters in (0-22) are given roughly, for a rigid inner surface, 
by 

•,/^«Jl+2/*9,W"l/2. (0~23a) 

\** (\h)'1a+2^vYi)'leya?{^2vh)ch[lli2v{y+-L)}9 (0-23b) 

€. 
V E 60/V (0-23c) 

2 2 2 1/2 
with K«..«^-» /c ^  *  w*lere ^ov *8 t*ie resonant frequency of the 
isolated dome cover for wavenumber k , and h = a/p, with a the dome 
cover mass per unit area. The fractional frequency half-width c 
is of the order of a dimensionless damping coefficient for the motion 
of the dome structure. In the model explicitly pursued in the text 
this coefficient consists of a sum of terms for hysteretic and 
viscous damping of the dome cover, but more generally includes also 
damping at the joinings of the dome with the peripheral supporting 
structure (which commonly is the more important contribution). 

Since at fixed frequency k (p)  increases with decreasing 
dome stiffness, so does the k pertinent to a given frequency range 
and hence also the exponential-attenuation coefficient Kjy in Eq. 
(0-23b) for b . Thus b and the amplitude of the resonance maximum 
decreases as the stiffness decreases, on assumption that the rate 
of increase of I (k ,co) is not precipitous so long as k ^J^/U^. 

In actuality, resonance peaks of the character of (0-22) 
or (0-27) below seem not to be ordinarily distinguishable in the 
frequency spectra of noise for dome-shielded hydrophones. 

For a dome of sufficiently low stiffness that 
40(to)^ (CD

2
/C
2
+L"

2
)^

2
, the resonant modes with k^ kr(u>)(>kQ) 

: 
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are well removed and distinguishable from the other contributing 
1     2 -2 1/2 

range ^^(^ /c +L ) ' of propagating or veakly attenuated 

modes, whether or not condition (0-21) is satisfied. Furthermore, 

the dome-cover impedance is mass-dominated throughout the latter 

interval. In this instance in the regime where conditions (0-9.1), 

(0-10) and the additional condition 

(|zj/pc)(ü»/cr1/2 «1 (0-24) 

are simultaneously satisfied, where z^ represents the acoustic 

impedance of the dome cover at a wavenumber <o/c, we can compute 

a simple estimate for the nonresonant contribution, say Q£, to Q_. 

If the ratio h/L of the fluid-equivalent dome-cover thickness 

(h=a/p) to the dome depth is small compared to unity, as required 

for good signal transmission, Q?(u>,-L) differs from the corre- 

sponding expression (0-11) for Q_(u>,-L) in the case of a fluid 

dome by terms of relative order h/L. 

0.1.4.2 Contribution From Excitation at High Wavg Number 

The direct convective contribution, as in the case of the 

fluid dome, is estimated as 

Q*Ky)~ |r(o>/TiU00,a),y)|
2Qo+((D) (0-25) 

(with a slightly larger r\), but now the acoustic response coeffi- 

cient r takes account of the doiue-cover impedance. If the cover 

is dynamically equivalent to a thin plate or membrane, for a rigid 

inner surface and with tu/u^ » kr(co), we have 

IrOD/Tilk.a.y)! 2^exp(-2ü)L/i1U00)ch
2
L

rü)(y+L)/T1U00]     (0-26) 

-2 -2n, 
x 4<O*I/T|UN) *r*/T|BLka<«) ] 

£BQ_4.<CD) *o+' 

[cf. (0-18)], where n=4 for a plate and n=2 for a membrane. In 

the regime considered, H as given by (0-26) is even smaller 

than for the fluid dome. 

0-21. 
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The propagating overlap contribution, (£(<",y) , as for 

the fluid dome, can be computed numerically for the model of the 

text, but not generally expressed in a transparent form. Again, 

however, in the regime where conditions (0-9.1), (0-10), (0-19), 

and (0-24) are satisfied, the simple estimate (0-20) applies. 

As for the resonance overlap contribution, if condi- 

tion (0-21) for a single-mode approximation holds, for "VU^ » k 

aad kyR0 £1 we have, similarly to (0-22), 

r        (W2)b? t    3 
<£<a>ty)~—  ,V l     M(Ro/a)

3Qo+(<0) (0-27) 

Eqs. (0-22) and (0-27) relate Qf and Q* to quantities 

Q0_ and QQ pertinent to an imagined large flush element of radius 

RQ; Q* and Q*, for k R ^< 1, are themselves independent of the 

radius RQ of the interior element. Eqs. (0-22) and (0-27) yield 

as the order of magnitude of the ratio of direct-resonance to 

resonance-overlap contributions 

Q.f/Q* ™ 2(a/R0) (Qo./Q^) . (0-28) 

On acceptance of the observational evidence that Q  > Q^, we 

infer Q* » Q*. 

If the condition oka » ir opposite to (0-21) holds, then 

in contrast to (0-27) a number of modes lie within the resonance 

peak. If certain additional conditions are satisfied (as they are 

for sufficiently large a and nonvanishing damping), contributions 

from adjacent modes near resonance, as elsewhere (except those with 

k ^ co/c), nearly cancel one another. oT then vanishes relative 

to QP of (0-20)[or, pertinent to still larger a, relative to Q* of 

(0-24)]. 
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0.2.5 Acoustic Modification of Flow Noise on Flush Elements 
Due to a Non-Rigid Boundary 

~i We proceed to the question of the acoustic modification 
1       of the spectrum of average pressure on a rigid circular plug 

(transducer) of radius RQ flush with, but cut out from, a non- 
I        rigid plate or membrane bounding a turbulent flow. The opposite 

side of the plate is supposed to be effectively vacuous. The 
effect of the vibrating plate on the excitation pressure is 
neglected. 

The acoustic increment in the average-pressure spectrum 
Q (CP) , which includes an interference between the direct and acous- 
tic pressures, is denoted by wj. This is regarded, as usual, as 
composed of a sum of contributions from low wavenumbers, 6Q_, and 

j        high, 6^.. 

0.2.5.1 Contribution From Excitation at Low Wave Numbers 

No simple approximation can be written for the sum 
representing this contribution in the general case. If (0-21) is 

»        satisfied, however, as in the case of the covered dome the resonant 
L       part of 6Q_, say 6Q^,can be distinguished and is given in the 

neighborhood of a resonant frequency o>. , for ki0 < 1, roughly 
by the single-mode form 

b2 

i 6Q>) « (7r/a)kvI0(kv,o>) lv (1.8k R /37r)2 
((D/U>1V-1)*KJV 

(0-29) 

7Tb? (l-8k R /3TT)2 

(ü>/ü>lv-i)N-€jv 

[cf. Eq. (0-22)], where the resonance parameters are given roughly 
by 

"^ "oJ1 + 1/K2vh]"
1/2, <0-30a) 

bu<V (2kvh)"
1(l+l/kvh)

_1, (0-30b) 

0-23. 
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with the fractional frequency half-width e, again of the order of 

a damping coefficient for the motion. 

Unlike t>v of (0-23b), b, contains no attenuating factor 

governed by Kjv and is therefore less affected by the plate stiff- 

ness. 

For a plate of sufficiently low stiffness that k0(o>)Ro»l, 

whence also kr(o>)R » 1, which represents a regime excluding that 

of (0-29), the resonant modes are well removed and distinguishable 

from the other contributing range k £ mR." of modes that are not 

suppressed by area averaging. The plate impedance is then 

mass-dominated in the latter interval. 

In this instance, in the regime where conditions (0-9.1) 

and (0-24) hold, we can compute a simple crude estimate for the 

nonresonant contribution, say 60^, to 6Q , Let e = (l-q._)h/RA, 

where q represents the ratio of the stiffness contribution tc 

the mass contribution to plate impedance, evaluated at a wavenumber 

k ~ R" , i.e., (l-q~0h is an effective fluid-equivalent plate 

thickness for the pertinent interval; since kR » 1 by assumption, 

we have q^ « 1. In the limit of zero plate impedance (e ■* 0), for 
CUR /c <5 1, we necessarily have 6Q" — -Q , i.e., if the boundary is 

a pressure-release surface and the radiation impedance of the 

blocked and rigid plug is negligible, then the plug face is like- 

wise nearly a pressure-release surface. The noise may not thus 

be cancelled without likewise cancelling an incident acoustic sig- 

nal.  In order that a signal not be substantially reduced by boun- 

dary vibration, then, it is required in the frequency range of in- 

terest that e » 1. * For € »1 and cuR„/c « 1, we obtain the 

crude estimate 

** 

The equivalent thickness h introduced in connection with the 
contribution QP for the covered dome may similarly be construed 

2       2 
as reduced by a factor 1-q^, where q^ pertains to the stiffness 
at a wavenumber k '■voo/c. n 
If resonating devices, effective in a narrow frequency range, 
are employed for this purpose, they may be regarded as implying 
an equivalent plate thickness having a resonance-type frequency 
dependence. 

0-24. 
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U &(P) ft,-€"1(1.7-1.5€"l£ii€)Qo.((0). (0-31) 

More generally, in the regime in question, for arbitrary e but 

with o&0/c ^ 1» 6Q?/Q0„ depends substantially only on the para- 

meter e. The simultaneous conditions kQR0 » 1 and "&0/c <<, 1 

assumed above define a very restricted parameter regime, however. 

0.2.5.2 Contribution from Excitation at High Wave. Numbers 

The propagating overlap contribution6qP to 5Q can be 

simply expressed in a special regime analogous to that where (0-20) 

applies. The conditions for this type of approximation in this 

instance are (0-9.1), (0-24), and in addition 

l^o/P0 +*l"1 CWc)172 « 1, (0-32) 
2 where € = Zg/pcfirR ) with z» the radiation impedance of a piston 

n       of radius R at frequency w in the given nonrigid boundary. The 

result is given roughly in terms of Q_, for an equal area by 

»- 

6^>(ü))^(7r/4)|zco/pc + i\2  f(a>a/c) (R0/a)
3Q0+(a>),    (0-33) 

[ 
'-       where it supposed as in (0-20) that ^Q/C^I. Hence again, with 

reference to high excitation wave numbers, the non-resonance acous- 

tic average-pressure spectrum on the element is similar to the 

direct pressure spectrum averaged over the entire plate area (ira  ) 
demarked by the bounding structural members. The regime defined by 

conditions (0-4) and (0-32) is rather limited. 
' * ^*C A 
i The resonance overlap contribution &Q+ to &Q , if condi- 

tion (0-21) for a single-mode approximation holds, is given, fa* 

T       co/u« » kv and kyR0 ^1, similarly to (0-27) by 

A„          (Tr/2)b?J(l-8k JLJ3TT)
2 , 

*%<«>"       71„2    2    ^va(R0/a)3 Q0+(c) (0-34) 
(ü)/0)lv-l)    +€lv 

0-25. 
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The acoustic direct convective contribution to average 

pressure on the rigid plug, corresponding to modes of the sur- 

rounding plate with k  - k > to/u^ is reasonably neglected. 

0     L 

0-26. 
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PART 1 

DOMES OF INFINITE EXTENT 

Part 1 is concerned with the simple limiting case where 

the dome and its surface in contact with the exciting flow may be 

regarded as of infinite extent. (The conditions for this to be so 

will appear in Part 2.) Properties of the exciting boundary-layer 

pressure field and of the response of the coupled plate-fluid system, 

pertinent also in Part 2 on finite dimes, are discussed here. The 

former topic is considered further in Section 2.5. Except for Sec- 

tion 1.1, Part 1 may be omitted and used merely as an appendix to 

Part 2. 

1.1  Infinite-Dome Model 

This dome model is constructed as follows. A turbulent 

boundary layer is generated by the flow of a semi-infinite fluid 

along aii infinite elastic plate or membrane.  (See Figure 1-1.) 

The boundary layer Is regarded as having a finite thickness, how- 

ever, such as would occur in a finite flow of interest. The plate 

is planar in its undeformed state and is assumed to be thin, in 

the usual sense, for all excitations encountered. On the opposite 

side of the plate is contained a second fluid at rest in the shape 

of aa infinite slab bounded on its other face by an infinite sur- 

face parallel to the plate. For the acoustic field at this inner 

surface, a fixed impedance condition is assumed to be given for 

each frequency and wavenumber component parallel to the surface. 

The boundary layer pressure driving the plate is regarded 

as the same as would exist if the boundary were rigid, i.e., the 

effect of the boundary motion on the turbulence is not considered. 

Consideration will be restricted to the regime„of low Mach numbers, 

ÜV « c±. 00 

*The driving pressure should, nevertheless, b? regarded as the 
entire fluctuating pressure existing in the fluid (with rigid boundary), 
including the effect of compressibility; at wave numbers k ^,^/c  the 
pressure components likely differ substantially from those for a 
similar incompressible fluid. 

1-1. 
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FIGURE 1-1. MODEL DOME OF INFINITE LATERAL EXTENT 

FIGURE 1-2. RELATION OF PERTINENT HAVE NUMBERS OF THE 
DOME-FLOW SYSTEM 
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This problem is regarded as a simplified and partial model 

for Che transmission of flow noise to a dome-housed transducer via 

mechanical excitation of dome vibration by the fluctuating pressure 

on its surface and via the sound field within the dome generated by 

this vibration. The plate and inner fluid represent the dome, and 

the inner, parallel surface represents both the portion of the hull 

enclosed by the dome and the surface of the transducer Itself, unless 

the latter, instead of being contiguous with the hull, is considered 

to project in front of it without disturbing significantly the 

acoustic field. 

Many observations will be drawn that do not depend on 

assumption of a completely explicit form for the impedance z of the 

dome cover.* In some part, however, we treat specifically a thin 

plate or membrane subject to hysteretic and viscous damping, i.e., 

having impedance 

z(k,cü) = 00) [i(q2-l) + q2C + ß/<D], 

q = 
a kz/cu (plate) 

je k/ü), (membrane) 

(1-1) 

(1-2) 

where k denotes the wave number of an exciting pressure wave of angular 

frequency cu along the surface of the plate, 

i. 

«o2 ■ (E/Po)h02/12(l-o02) = et2h02/6(i-a0), (1-3) 

hQ is the plate thickness, pQ  the mass density of the plate material, 

E Young's modulus, aQ  Poisson's ratio, ct the infinite-medium shear- 

wave velocity, ß a viscous damping coefficient (with units of frequency) 

£ a hysteretic damping coefficient (dimensionless), a the mass per unit 

area (*p0h0 in the case of the plate), and, with reference to the mem- 

brane , 

c0 = (T/o) 
1/2 (1-4) 

In Part 2, some consideration is given to the fluid dome, which 
has z = 0. 
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with T the tension (force/length). The quantity q of Bq. (2) 

may also be written 

(k/k)2 (plate) 
« - <"  °   " (1-5) 

k/k    (membrane) 

with 

fa/a,,)1 

\*/c0 . 

1/2 (plate) 

(membrane) 

kQ is the resonant wave number (neglecting damping) of the plate 

or membrane in isolation, i.e., the wave number of free waves at 

frequency CD. The relation among wave numbers is illustrated in Fig.1-2. 

These parameters fix the effective values of quantities 

that have significance also in more realistic and complex situ- 

ations. For example, a hull or dome cover will not ordinarily 

be thin for much of the exciting spectrum of boundary-layer 

pressure fluctuation (i.e., we will not have o>h /U < 1. where 

U«, denotes ship speed). Nevertheless, the dynamic behavior will 

not on this account differ essentially from that determined by 
our model. 

1.2 Response of the Infinite Dome to an Exciting Wave 

We denote the impedance at the inner surface (y=-L) for 

wave number k and frequency » by z, = zL(k,u>). The density and 

speed for the outer fluid will be denoted by p+, c+ and for the 

inner by p , c . Suppose an exciting pressure wave 

p(K,t) = p0«
Ä,I"l8,tff - (kx,k3), I » (x,z)] (1-7) 

of definite frequency and wave number, e.g., a spectral component 

of boundary-layer noise pressure,is applied to the outer surface 

of the plate. The y components k£, k« of the wave vectors asso- 

ciated with the acoustic fields in the outer and inner fluids, 

respectively, are then given by 

* 
cQ is the free wave velocity in the membrane in the absence of 

damping. 

1-4. 
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(«her« the sign is chosen on assumption that « > 0). For use 

when k >(k~) »corresponding to exponential dependence on y, we 

define 

The resulting pressure in the interior fluid in this laterally 

infinite case has the form 

p-(F.t) - P^y).*'*-11*, 

where f(o) nay be normalized to unity. 

In Appendix 1 [see Eqs. (13)] the ratio 

r(k,a,y) = p"(r,t)/p(K,t) - p;f(y)/pQ 

of the acoustic pressure (8) to the driving pressure (7) is ob- 

tained for arbicrary dome-cover impedance z(k,w). The result may 

be written 

(1-7.1) 

(1-7.2) 

(1-8) 

(1-8.1) 

r(k,»ry) 
cos[k2(y+L)+a] 

cosO-i sine[(k2p+/k2p")+(zk2/p~(#] 

ch[K2(y+L)+oh 

chg + sh§[(K2'p+/K2y)+ L(ziq/p~<ü] 

(1-9) 

(1-10) 

«here 

e - kiJL + a, d - K^L + A(—i9) , 

tan a - ip'o^/k^,  th ft — ip'co/K^    (ö«-io). 

(If the inner surface is rigid, we note, 

l^lj "*" °°» a ■ ^ " 0») 
With z given by (1), Eqs. (9) - (10) become 

(1-11) 

L For the case where the inner surface approaches pressure release 
(Zj-0), a form more appropriate than (10) is given in Appendix 1, 
and likewise where the inner medium is infinite. 

1-5. 
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/ cos[k«(y+L)+a] 
r(k,iö,y) ^ . T    i      H      (1-12) 

[cose + kjh'sineCq^-l) ] -ikJTsinet (kpi ) "^tq^/»] 

(k<k±) 
CO 

ch[Kj(y+L)4ä] 

,ch6 + 8hi[(Kjh*/l^h+)-l2h"(qZ-l)]+iK2b"8lÄ(Cq2+ß/«») 

where hr is the effective thickness of the plate or membrane re- 

ferred to the density of the outer (+) or Inner ( •) fluid: 

h* - a/p*. (1-14) 

(We note that h"/h = p /p"; also, In the case of the plate, hr* = 

2 
In the factor q -1 appearing In the denominators 

o 
of (12) and (13), the q corresponds to cover stiffness and 

the -1 to cover mass. Assuming a pure Imaginary z. (purely 
reactive Inner surface) end 3 > -KlL, we see from (13) that both 

fluids act to Increase the mass loading on the plate. The only 

Imaginary (resistive) part of the denominator In this case, which 

will be Inversely related to the maximum of r at a resonance, Is 

contributed by the plate damping effects. We see from (12), on 

the other hand, that when k < «u/c— (or more generally when k < co/c ) 

there Is an added resistive contribution due to the radiation 

impedance associated with an outgoing sound wave in the outer fluid. 

We look apart momentarily from the dome problem to the 

question of modification of flow-noise pressure on a bounding 

flexible plate or membrane with no interior fluid, due to the ra- 

diation impedance associated with the acoustic field produced in 

the outer fluid by plate vibration. The ratio of acoustic to 
exciting pressure, I\(k,o:>), for this simpler instance is given for 

arbitrary z(k,a>) [Appendix 1, Eq. (15)] by 

Ctl+^/p«))]-1   (k < kj 
^(k,*) ={     2      ,       « (1-15) 1      Hl+KzKg/pco)] x  (k > k ) 
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the superscript + being dropped without ambiguity in this case. 

With 2 given by (1), this becomes 

F|CM 

; 

t 

-1 
1 + k2h(CqZ+ß/«o) 

-1 

+ ik2h(q2-l) 

1 - KjhCq2-!) + UyittqZ+fJ/c») 

(1-16) 

(1-17) 

1.3 nectra of Excitation and Acoustic Pressure- Averaged over a 
ircular Area in Terms of the Wavenumber Spectrum ot Excitation 

The actual exciting pressure due to flow noise consists 

of a spectral distribution in wave number and frequency of com- 

ponents of the form (7) assumed above. 

Let the ratio of some response pressure to the driving 

pressure for a particular component be denoted generally by r(k\<ß). 

In particular, r (£»«»,▼) [~r(k,w,y)] denotes this ratio where the 

response in question is the pressure at depth -y within the dome, 

which was given at Eqs. (9) -(10), and r1(k,w<) of Eq. (15) refers 
similarly to the acoustic pressure just outside the plate without 

interior fluid. 

Now the spectral density of such a response pressure, say 

P(K,<D) , is related to that of the driving pressure, say P (k",<») , by 

P(k\a>) « M(k",o>)P0(k»; 

M(k"^o) is related to the corresponding response ratio r(k",u»), 
provided 

(1-18) 

by 
r(k» -r (-k>4, 

M(k>) -|rfft<qf. 

(1-19) 

(1-20) 
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Eq. (19) is in fact satisfied by the r and 1^ given in (12)-(17)* 

With reference to either a dome-housed or flush-mounted 

transducer of finita size, it is appropriate to consider the spec- 

tral density in frequency of the average pressure over an area. 

This spectral density, say Q(u>), is given in terms of the spectral 

density in wave number and frequency of the point pressure, P(k\<4 * 

where k^ and k* [k~ - (kpk,)] are conjugate to the two spatial 

coordinates in the plane of integration, by 

Q(a>) = A;2 jd\ j d\Jd2k" e1 ' ^"^ P(k\4 , (1-21) 
A A 

in which the first two integrations are taken over the finite area 

^in question and the third is taken over the entire k~ plane. Sup- 

pose this area is circular, of radius R . Then 

/ 
d2R e1*** = 2irRok"1J1(kRo) , (1-22) 

A, o 
and hence 

Q(u>) = j  dkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]
2 I(k,o>) (1-23) 

o 

where, by (18) and (20), 

2ir 2T 

i(k,«>) - J  dep(k» » j  de|r(k»|2P0(k»       (i-24) 
o o 

with 9 - tan"1(k3/k1). In the limit of RQ ■* 0 (i.e., kmR0 * 0, 
where P(k"» is negligible at k > k^) Eq. (23) becomes, as it must, 

it 
To verify this, .one notes that, if the sign of the frequency is 
reversed (o> -*- o) , then the sign of the hysteretic damping coef- 
ficient C must also be reversed in order that the plate strain 
will still lag the stress just as before, i.e., £ is an odd func- 
tion of frequency. Likewise, the sign of kj must be reversed in 

order that the acoustic wave in fluid  + will be outgoing rather 

than incoming; however, if (kt) < 0 as in the case of Eq. (13) or 

(17), the sign of K^ remains unchanged when «> -»- a), since K» will 

then still correspond to attenuation with distance away from the 
plate. 

1-8, 
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Q(a>) -► P(e>) , (1-25) 

«here P(a») is the spectral density in frequency of the point pres- 

sure: 

P(«D) - fd2K*P(k",o>) . (1-26) 

As R0 Increases, the ares averaging reduces Q(co) below the limiting 

value P(o>). 

If the spectral density of averaging pressure Q(y,n) on 

an area of the inner surface (y — L), computed from P(Ic,ioty) 

N|r(E/D,y)rP0(Et9>M via (23) and (24), is regarded as representing 

the spectral density of force on a dome-housed transducer of this 

area according to the present model, the present assumption of 

impedance z, (k,o>) over the entire inner surface implies the assump- 

tion that the result is not seriously affected by extending the 

condition over the transducer face as «ell as the area surrounding 

it. Similarly if Qj(«>), the spectrum of average pressure on an area 

of the flow-bounding side of a plate^is regarded as representing 

the corresponding spectral density for a flush-mounted transducer 

(with the inner fluid omitted as at Eqs (15) -(17)), the use of the 

plate equation with impedance (1) unmodified for the separate 

transducer Insert implies the assumption that the result is not 

seriously affected on this account. The assumption in the former 

(dome) case appears reasonable. In the latter it probably is in- 

valid near a resonance if R is not small compared to the resonant 

i        wave length; a more appropriate approximation will be introduced 

later  (Section 2.6.3). 

If a response ratio r(Tc,tu) reduces to a function r(k,c»), 

i.e., is invariant to direction in the plane of the plate, as is 

true for all responses in the present model, Eqs. (23X24) may be 

written 

L Q<«> -Jdfck{ül(kib)/ttb]2M(kici) lo(k,«0, (1-27) 
o 

C 

1-9. 
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where 

I (k,«>) = J dePQ(k» . (1-28) 
o 

In (27) the driving pressure is characterized by the factor I (k,u), 
the system response by M(k,u>), and the area-averaging process by 
[2J1(kR0)/kRQ]

2. Likewise, Bq. (26) may be written 
00 

P(a>) = f dkkM(k,<D)lo(k,(ü). (1-29) 

1.4 Approximate Forms for Response Spectra Based On the Character 
Of the Excitation Spectrum and of the Response Function ^"" 

We consider spectra of force and pressure at the inner 

surface, designated by the subscript L. First we discuss briefly 

and qualitatively the spectrum of driving pressure, I (k,a>), or 

PQ(k>). 

In an approximation common to a fairly general class 

of calculational models of turbulent boundary-layer flow, some 

convection hypothesis is assumed such that the spectral density 

P0(k",co), expressed as an integral over distance (y) from the 

bounding wall, derives a contribution only from that distance, 

if any, such that the frequency u> and streamwise wave number k, 

are related by 

kL = w/u(y) , 

where u(y) is the mean flow velocity at the distance y. In such 

an approximation P (k~,o>) vanishes unless 

kx ± ü>/Uw. (1-30) 

Clearly any model that assumes pure convection of velocity 
fluctuations or eddies at a local mean flow velocity and therefore 
yields a pressure spectrum P (k~,oo) that vanishes for k < ^/U^ is in 
this respect only approximate.  In actuality, there must be a com- 
ponent, however rapidly decreasing, that extends on down to k - 0. 
Its magnitude and dependence are not yet known and will not be 
further considered here except for the following remarks» (see also 
Section 2.5). 

1-10. 
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i. 

Suppose there exists a wave number k = k (ou) such that m   mN 

PQ(k",(u) is negligible for k < km; e.g., if the convection hypothesis 

of ('30) vere accepted, one could take k = ^/U«,« Then for R suf- 

ficiently large that kjLQ  » l,Eq. (23) applied to the excitation 

pressure (I=I0) reduces approximately to 

L 
-3. %<P)-HV*)  / dkk(kR0) 
Jcos'(kR0-3Tr/4)I0(k,ü)) 

(1-31) 
00 

^ (4/7T f dkk"2Io(k,C0) 

2 
where the asymptotic form of J,  is used in the first step and 

replaced in the second by its local average over a wave number 
-1 but small enough that 

Under the present assump- 

interval Ak large enough that Ak » R 

the change in I (k,o>) may be neglected. 

tion, the area scale of the pressure field, being proportional to 

P-(k",co), vanishes.  Correspondingly, Eq. (31) shows that Qn(p) 
-2-3 decreases not as RÄ  but as R„  . As noted earlier, however, ex- o o *       * 

perimental evidence on the area dependence of average-pressure 

spectra due to a turbulent boundary layer indicates that this 
-2 ■ 

» 1, is more nearly as R   (e.g., see dependence, where OUR /UQ 

Ref. 3). The implication of such dependence is considered in 

Section 2.5. 

It is a common approximation in treating boundary-layer 

pressure fluctuations to set the boundary condition that the normal 

derivative dp/dy vanishes at the wall (Ref.1). To the extent of 

the validity of this approximation, it can be shown that Pri(0,co).=0 
"k-k 

without use of assumptions related to convection (Refs. 1,18). 

Again, however, this result will not hold exactly for the actual 

flow.  In any event, the actual IQ(k,cu) [see (28)] will have a 

** 

A vanishing area scale, does not refer to vanish- 
ing correlation between points with nonvanishing spatial separa- 
tion, but to a vanishing area integral of the correlation function. 

The vanishing of Po(0,">) is removed also by compressibility (Ref. 
14) and by inhomogeneity of the flow in the boundary plane. 
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maximum at k = CD/TJU^, say, where r\  is somewhat less than unity 

and depends on u>. On the low-wavenumber side of the broad peak, 

IQ will decline precipitately near k = ^/U^, and on the high side 

will gradually become very small between k = a>/6v^, the convective 

value of k^ at the edge of the viscous sublayer, and <JD/SV#+V*/6V , where 

-6v/v^ is roughly the thickness of the viscous sublayer and v* is the 

usual friction velocity, which is of the order of the rms fluctuating 

velocity (See Figure 1-3). 

It is assumed here that the spectrum of turbulent pres- 

sure remains substantially unaffected by the resulting vibration 

of the bounding wall. If the damping of this wall is sufficiently 

small, however, this approximation must fail; in particular, if 

there is no damping, at those values of k, CD for which the spectral 

density of wall displacement per unit pressure becomes infinite on 

account of a resonance, the actual spectral density of turbulent 

pressure as altered by the interaction must vanish. 

With regard to the response function i r(k,co,-L) = Mj(k,u>) 

of the present model, mentioned earlier and considered in detail 

below, it possesses a resonant spike centered at some V. =  k (co) and 

with some half-width Ek. The height and sharpness of this resonance 

decrease with increasing damping and decreasing plate thickness or 

membrane tension. In thelimit, the plate or membrane loses its 

dynamic properties and becomes merely an impervious separator of 

inner and outer fluids. In this case the attenuation of pressure 

by the dome fluid is not compromised by resonances that may produce 

high response. The resonant wave number, as this limit is approached 

at fixed u>, increases without limit. With actual plates, this limit 

could not be usefully approached, and it would be preferable to 

choose plate parameters merely to place the resonant wave number kr 

for the u) of concern well on the lower side of the peak in the 

excitation spectrum I (k,co), i.e., at some kr » "o/U^. On the other 

hand, uue would prefer to have k »to/c", since otherwise the reso- 

nant wave is not rapidly attenuated within the inner fluid. 

H  
These considerations apply also when (0 >) y ^ -L, with a 
suitable lower bound on jyj . 

** 
If kr < "Vc", the sound wave is actually propagated in the inner 
fluid. (If kr < u>/c+, we recall, there is an added contribution 
to plate damping due to a radiated sound wave in the outer medium.) 

1-12, 
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In these considerations for real domes, however, the 

finiteness of the dene is important, as seen in Part 2 to follow. 

Specifically, the finite size effectively diffuses the wave number 

spectrum I (k,io) of noise excitation by coupling it for each k to 

a modal response function, say jrn(w)T, which corresponds to a wave 

number kR + k (Ref.6 ). It thereby shifts the effective mean wave 

number (i.e., the mean wave number cf the excitation weighted by 

the response function) to higher values, where the exciting spec- 

trum is greater. Further consideration is deferred to Part 2. 

If resonance occurs at a kf < "Vu«,» i.e., below the 

range of large and rapidly varying I (k,a>), the frequency spectrum 

of average pressure at the inner surface, Q^ity , given by (27), 
may be approximated roughly, assuming a pronounced resonance in 

Mj/k,«»), as 

QLfr>) <*  \i&  + QjV), (1-32) 

with 

<*!>> * I0(kr,«o)Jdkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]
2ML(k,tt>) (l-33a) 

and Q. (öS) the same as the original integral (27) for QL(^) but 

with the interval of k near resonance omitted. The resonant con- 

tribution (33a) can be further simplified if the resonance width 

26k and the approximate width TR~ of a loop of J^ (kRQ) are highly 

disparate. If krRQ » 1, we have 

Qj>> «(      <4/TT)R;3k;2I0(kr,o>)J dkML(k,ü>)  if 6kR0 » 1 

l ° co <l-33b) 

l4R;2k;1J1
2(krR0)I0''-.r,«3)JdkML(k,ü>)  if 6kR0 « 1, 

* o 

«here an approximation similar to that in (31) is used in the first 

instance. If krRQ « 1, we may write instead 
00 

Qj>) - krI0(kr,u>)JdkML(k,o>) . (l-33c) 

1-14. 
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The high- and low-wavenumber contributions to the non- 
resonant part QJ of (32) can be estimated in order of magnitude 
in terms of the high- and low-wavenumber parts of Q0(<u) • We defer 

n       consideration of the low-wavenumber contribution to Part 2, where 
11       a laterally finite dome is treated. As for the high-wavenumber 

part, say (^ , defined as due to wavenumbers k > o/u^, let the 
wave number at the peak of kl0(ktco), or of k I0(k,o>) if an average 
over the factor [2J^(kR0)/kR0]*" is appropriate at the R in ques- 

]        tion, be denoted by ^/^u^. Then, evaluating the factor M. in the 
integrand at this peak and extending the integration over all k, 

1        we obtain a simple product with the corresponding part, say QQ 
'        due to wave numbers k > ^/Uw in the average-pressure spectrum 
r QQ(CO) on a flush element of the same size: 
i 

QL+(^) * MLKTjü^.tDX^Cü)) (1-34) 

In approximations (33b) cr (33c) for the resonance con- 
|        tribution, pertinent to the responsa function M. we need only 

|. 7dkML(k,<D), 
o 

I       which will be given below. With reference to the excitation spectrum, 
for the resonance contributions we need I (k ,<o) , which, since 

(       k < CJD/U , we are presently at a loss to estimate reliably. 

We note that it would not do, if one thinks the resonance 
contribution may be significant, to assume for the space-time auto- 
correlation function of the turbulent pressure some arbitrary, 

j        grossly plausible form, as for example 

f(q-TlVr,C3)e-
aN, (1-35) 

where (C,,C3) represents the vector separation of the correlated 
points on the wall, T the time difference, and T^ an effective 

1-15. 
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convection velocity. For such an assumption yields a definite 

dependence of I0(k,a>) on k in the region of importance> i.e., at 

k ■ kr « ci>/Uro in the tail of the spectrum, which has no rational 

basis and probably gives too large a value (see also Appendix 5). 

.1.5 The Response Fur.:tion and Its Resonance Properties 

Near resonance the form (13) is appropriate for r(k,co,y), 

or more generally Eq. (10) or Appendix 1, Eq. (13c). From (1), 

appropriate when the impedance at the inner surface is not too low, 

writing the dome-cover impedance as 

z(k,ci>) = R + iX, 

where by (1) 

R = oc6(q2C+ß/o>) , X = oo>(q2-l) , (1-36) 

we have 

ch[K:(y+L)-i£] 
r(k,o>,y) = —, -x —-± *  .    (1-37) 

ch9 + she[(K2P+/KJ/p")-XK2/p"<ü] + ish^RK^/p'ü)) 

If the dome damping is moderate and the depth y] not too great, 

in the neighborhood of resonance r(k,a>,y) can be approximated by 

the standard resonance form 

r<y.».y) -k-kr-i6k <l-*> 
r 

where b(u>) and the half width 6k(u>) may be regarded as roughly 

independent of k. Then M, given by 

2 
M(k,ü>,y) , |r(k,ü>,y)l2*     K g , 

I       I    (k-kr)%(5k)
Z 

attains a maximum roughly where fc=kr(a>). If the real part of the 

denominator of (37) is denoted for a given & by D(k) and evaluation 

1-16. 
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0 
)        of functions at k=kr is specified by a subscript r and differen- 

tiation with respect to k by a prime, Eqs. (37) and (38) yield 

ch[K^.(y+I.)^]     sh8r(RrK2r/p" °> 
b -fti^)    * -B'(kr)    • 

and kr is given by the equation D(kr)=0. 

We now assume p+ » p", c+ = c". Eqs. (36)-(38) then 

yield for k the equation 

A 
qr
2 = 1 + 2/K2rh(l-e"

2er). (1-38.1) 

If we suppose that at resonance we shall have 9 ; K2 L + a > 1, 

(38.1) reduces approximately to 

qr
2 * 1 + 2/K2rh (1-39) 

and (37) to 

2e"*ch[K2(y+l)-wi] 
r<k»<ü»y> * 2-(XR2/pa))+l(RR2/pco) ' <l-*°> 

i 

This approximation together with (38), when the dome cover is a 

plate, yields also 

JK 

b * 2k0
4K2r(kr

3h)    (5K2r + k^2)    e'^ch[K2r(y+L)4], | 
■ 

where k^s ü>/C. Eq. (39) is seen to imply that kr > kQ, i.e., the 

presence of the fluids bounding the plate decreases the resonant 

wave length, as expected for higher mass loading. 

1-17. 
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2    2 
Up to moderately high frequency, we may assume kr » k^ 

in order to obtain from (41) the more transparent forms 

, -1 -(K-L*^) 
b * (2/5) (h+2kr 

l) e ^r   ch[K2r(y+L)-Ä], 

6k * (l/5)kr[C+OAo) d+2/krh) 
x], 

2  2 1/2 
in which the exact form Kj.-Ckj. -lfo ) ' is retained only in the 

exponential functions. In the approximation of (42) it is further 

found that the integral appearing in Eq. (33b) end (33c) is given by 
00 

f dkM(k,<ü , -L) * (r/25) (1+e'2^ 2 (h+2k^) "2 

o (1-43) 

X exp(-2K2rL)(ek)"
1. 

In the case where the inner surface has low impedance and 

Eq. (37) is replaced by the corresponding equation based on Eq. 

(13c) of Appendix 1, in the approximation where KjJL. + y > 1, ana- 
logous to the approximation of Eq. (40), kr and 6k are given by the 

same equations as before, and b differs from that given by Eqs. (41) 

or (42) only in having Br[=K2rL+a] replaced by Kjr
1,4'* and 

ch[K2r(y+L)+S] by shtK^y+L)-^]. (1-44) 

To approximate k , suppose first that the dome parameters 

and frequency have values such that 

K^h « 1 and kr
2 » k^2. (1-45) 

then (39) becomes 

qr
2 * 2/krh. 

In the case of the plate, by definitions (5), the desired resonant 

wave number is thus given by 

kr*k0(2/k0h)
1/5. (1-46) 
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The first of assumptions (45) is thus equivalent to 

krh * 2
1/5(k0h)

4/5 « 1 or kQh « 1; 

by Eqs (6) and (3) we have 

(1-47) 

(1-48) 

As a numerical exanple to indicate the magnitudes of the 

quantities in (45) and (47), consider a steel plate of thickness 

hQ - 0.25 in. with water on each side. Ve find 

a0 - 8.5 m
2/aac, kQ - CBe^ir)

1'2*"1, kQh = 0.042(Cü/2JT)
1

-
/2
, 

kjj - 0.004l(a>/2ir)m , with ü»/2ir in cps. At 3.5 kc, for example,* ■ 
we have 

kÄ - 50.9 m 
-1 k^« 14.6 m"1, k0h- 2.5, 

so that condition (47) no longer holds at frequencies as high as 

this. 

In the case of the membrane, again assuming (45), Eq. 

(39) yields 

kr«k0(2/k0h)
1/3. (1-49) 

A perturbation procedure may be used to obtain the maxi- 

mum of M(k,oi,y) more exactly than given by (39). The results are 

of too little interest to be quoted here. If L is too large or C 

or ßh/ui is insufficiently small, however, specifically if kvl> £ 3/2C 
when 2C/krh£ p/o> or if krL £ 5/[krh(&/ü>)] when 2£/krh £ ß/u>s then 

ML has no resonance maximum at all; the resonant contributions are 

obliterated by exponential attenuation within the fluid, and contri- 

bution from low wave numbers is no longer correctly described by 

Eqs. (33a)-(33c;* In this uituaticn, however, these contributions 

tend to be unimportant. 

The relation (47) nevertheless holds in much of the limited re- 
gime where the thin-plate treatment is strictly valid (khQ «1) and 

the earlier assumption k > k„ holds, since k. > k , whence kji - 

■WPO/P) « Po/P- 
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If the mass density of the plate (or membrane) is not 

sufficiently low or its stiffness sufficiently high, the condition 

(47), in view of (48), is not satisfied. From (39), in the opposite 

limit, where 

1 

K2rh » 1, (1-50) 

we have simply 

k <* k Kr  Ko M ko "KD f\ f, (1-51) 

(plate n=4, membrane n=2) or simply k °« k , i.e., the resonrnt 

k is nearly that for an isolated plate. In view of the small 

fractional power involved in Eq. (46) for the opposite limit, it 

is clear that, except at very low frequency 

by only a modest factor, 

from (39) by 

k„ is larger than k r     °       o 
For arbitrary k h, k is given implicitly 

kr = k0(l+2/K2r) 
1/n (1-52) 

where n = 4 for a plate and n = 2 for a membrane. 

It is pertinent to dome design for control of resonant 

noise to consider the effect on the resonant wavenumber k of 

variation of the dome parameters. As the relative stiffness 

parameter a of the plate is increased at fixed density pQ, 

either by increasing thickness hQ or shear velocity cfc(see Eq. (3)), 

or as the tension in the membrane is increased at fixed area den- 

sity a  (see Eq. (4)), for a given <JD we have kQ 
A — 

0 and kr -» k^. 
From (38.1)   (assuming a - 0),  for kQ/k,n « 1 we find,  in fact, 

O) 

kr-kjl ^y)'l(kQ/^)n] 
111 

if 4(L/h)(k0/kü))
n « 1, and 

kr-kü)ri + 4(kü)h)  4(Vku>>     ] 2n,l/2 
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If 4(L/h)(ko/kl0)
n
-> 1; in the extreme limit of k^k^ ^ 0, the 

former becomes 

I kr
Ä^[l +(2kü)

2hLr1(k0/kÜJ)
R], (1-53) 

with n - 4 for a plate and n - 2  for a membrane. On the other 

hand, for a plate, if the thickness hQ -> 0 at fixod density and 

elastic properties, we have from (3) and (6) that kQ oc h    •* °° 

and, from (46), 

kr «C hQ"
3/5 -» oo. 

In this limit where h -* 0, the plate impedance vanishes. Thus, 

as the limit of a fluid dome is approached, the resonant wave 

number increases without limit. For a membrane, if the mass per 

unit area a -*  0, from (49) we have 

kr * (2pw
2/T)1/3. 

1/2 
If T remains fixed in this limit, we have k = a>(a/T) ' -> 0 and 

k -> const 4  0, but if T -> 0 also, corresponding to a limit of 

vanishing membrane impedance, we again have k •*■   »as a fluid 

dome is approached. 

In addition to the resonance considered above, at which 

the denominator of (13) vanishes except for the imaginary, intrinsic 

dome-cover damping term and which occurs at a k-k such that k > k 

and k„ > k , another relative maximum in r may occur at a k = k', 

say, such that k' < k and k' < k , at which the denominator of (12) 

vanishes except for the imaginary part.  In this case, however, the 

imaginary part, in addition to intrinsic dome damping term, contains 

a term -sinG corresponding to damping by radiation of energy into 

the outer medium. The value k' is given from (12) by the equation 

q ;
2 = i - cos e;/kjrh (1-53.1) 
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(cf.(38.1)) «here q' denotes q evaluated for k»k£ and likewise 

for k£r and 0^. Eq (53.1) can be satisfied only if 

kjrhtanö^ > 1. (1-53.2) 

The corresponding maximum of JrJ, even for negligible dome damping 

(£=ß=0), satisfies approximately 

ir1 r < 1/|sine^j 

Thus this value corresponds to a large amplification of the driving 

pressure only if 9£ 5 (k^2-^2) ^^ + a « 1. Assuming a^O, this 
condition together with (53.2) would imply 

(üh/c » 1, i.e., a>a/pc » 1. (1-53.3) 

Condition (53.3) is not satisfied for reasonable cover mass at 

frequencies of concern, since in the present context p refers to 

water (cf. air). Accordingly, we do not further consider this type 

of resonance. 

It will be pertinent in Part 2 to consider also the reso- 

nant behavior of r(k,y,u>) as a function of frequency w for a given 

exciting wave number k. Analogously to (38), then, we write for u> 

in the neighborhood of resonance 

r(M>,y) -«wF+ro» (1-54) 

The maximum, of course, does not occur exactly where the real part 
of the denominator vanishes. One may usefully plot the denominator 
of r in the complex plane with k as a parameter. 

1-22. 
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«here B(k) and the half-width 6cu(k) are regarded as roughly in- 

dependent of Q> . The resonant frequency <»r Is again given by Eq. 

(39) where a subscript r now denotes evaluation at <ueä>r with the 

given k. We let <*>0(k) denote the resonant frequency for the iso- 

lated plate or membrane at wave number k: 

CD =. 
o 

*ok' (plate) 

(1-55) 

, c k  (membrane) . 

2        2 
Then from (39), similarly to (52), since now qr = (a>o/a>r) , ü>r 
is given implicitly by 

[-. 

a>r = ü>o(l+2/K2rh)"1/2 (1-56) 

Corresponding to the approximation (51) when K^Jh »1, we have 

cu   ei a) r       o l+2/|k2-(<o0/c)2J     2h 
-1/2 

(1"57) 

On assumption that the k of concern is such that k » k^, simple 

expressions may be written for B and 6u> of (54) analogously to (42) : 

-i i "(Ko^L+a) A 
B-ü>r(kh) 

i(l+2/kh)"1e LX       ch[K2r(y+L)-tfi], 

-1. 
(1-58) 

6a>« <i/2)a>r [C+(ß/a>r)(l+2/kh) *]. 

In the case where the inner surface has low impedance, and again 

tU-L+^j^l, the quantities o>r and &o> are still as given above and 

B differs by the replacement stated at (44). 

If the damping and hence also &u> are sufficiently small, the mag- 
nitude of the half-width 6OJ becomes o£ less interest than a fre- 
quency width defined as that fraction of u> over which r exceeds 
its neighboring nonrescnant level by a factor large enough that 
the resonance contribution is significant. 
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At wave numbers high above resonance such that k » kr 

(>k^) and kL » 1, the response function for a high or low-impe- 

dance inner surface, by Eq. (5) and (13) or Appendix 1» Eq. (13c), 

respectively, becomes approximately 

I2e"kLch[k(y+L)45](k0/k)
n(kh')"1 

(1-59) 

2e-kLshtk(y+L)+7](k0/k)
n(kh-)'1 

where n = 4 for a plate and n = 2 for a membrane and, we recall, 

h" = a/ p". 

In the nonresonant contribution (X,, Eq. (34), the requisite 

response function M. evaluated at the wave number of peak excitation 

üi/qU^ = k is given, assuming kr « ku, by the former of Eqs, (59) as 

oA  2 -2      0n 
ML(ku,co) ^ (l-e_2a) exp(-2kuL)(kuh-)  (k0/ku)

Zn     (1-60) 

(plate n = 4, membrane n = 2). For typical parameters, the value of 

this response function is extremely small, but in the case of a 

strictly finite dome its value will no longer determine the response 

to excitation even at the high wave numbers Qp/Vj) . 

In the present infinite-dome case, the efficacy of in- 

creasing the damping parameters C,  and ß to reduce the response 

evidently depends, in view of Eq. (32)-(34) and (44)-(52), on 

whether the "tail" value of the excitation spectrum, I0(kr,^), is 

large enough that the resonant contribution predominates in the 

transmitted pressure. 

For reference in Part 2, we record the response co- 

efficient r for a few special cases. For a fluid dome we have 

z(k,o>) = 0 (1-61) 

In this case r(k,uo,y) displays no resonance behavior at any k. In 

the important special case of a fluid dome with equivalent interior 
+    - -        4-    - - 

and exterior fludis, i.e., with p = p = p and c = c : c, we 

have from (9) and (10) 
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t(k2U<x> 

e      ^     cos{k2(y+L)4al (k<kß)) 
r(k,a>,y) = / (1-62) 

[e      ^ chfl^y+U+Ä) (k>k0j) 

or in case of a low-impedance inner surface, by Appendix 1, Eqs. 

(13c) and (13d), 

I(k-Lf7) 
-le      r     sln[k2(y+L)4^] (k<\n) 

r(k,o>,y) . I . (1-63) 
|  -(K2L-#) A 
e      £ 8h[K2(y+L)+7] (k>kü) 

in which 7 or 7 now characterizes z,, or in case of an Infinite 
inner fluid, by Appendix 1, Eqs.  (13e) and (13f), 

|(l/2)e"k2y (k< ka>) 

Ky (1-63.1) 
(l/2)e 2    . (k>kCÜ) 

1.6 Average Pressure on a Non-Rigid Flow-Bounding Surface 

The work of Section 1.5 for a dome-shielded area may be 

carried through similarly with respect to an area in the outer 

surface, on which the average pressure due to flow noise is al- 

tered by the acoustic field produced outside by the flexible plate 

or membrane. 

In this case the net pressure on the plate is the sum 

of the flow-noise pressure and the acoustic pressure just outside 

the plate, whence the spectrtO. density is given by 

P^.co) = M1(k,cü)Po(lc,a>), 

M1(k,ü)) = |l+r1(k,ü))|
2, 

with I\ given by Eqs. (16)-(17). If the resonance contribution 

to the spectrum of total average pressure is significant at all, 

1-25 



we must have JTjT » 1 at resonance.    In such « case the average- 
pressure spectrum Q,(a:)  may be approximated analogously to QL(&) 
for the inner surface of a dome as at Eqs.   (32)-(33) by replacing 
M^kpO  in (33a)-(33c) by|r1(k^o)|2 and replacing M^D/nU^)  i» 
(34)  by jl+r^/TjU^CP))2. 

Analogously to (37), we may write r1 by (15) as 

-1 
rl<k»^ * l-Xtyp&flRRg/fO* (1-64) 

In the neighborhood of a resonance, we may write analogously to 

(38) 

b, 
r^k,») * k-kn-18ki 

(1-65) 

and analogously to (54) 

ri(k»^ ~ tPo^pnraj • 
B, 

(1-66) 

Comparison of (64) with (40) then shows that the quantities krl, 

, , b,, ü) ,, 6cu,, B, can be obtained from the expressions pre- 6k 

viously given for their counterparts kr, 5k, b, <P, 6ü>, B by re- 

placing p wherever it appears by p/2, and hence also h by 2h, and 

also replacing kr by krl [e.g., in expressions (42)], «>r by co^, 

and setting L=&=0.  In particular, the relation for k . analogous 

to (39) is 

Vl " l *  1/K2rlh 

where qrl - q(k«kr])  and K^ = ^(k-^^ 
to (43) 

(1-67) 

Similarly, analogously 

Jdk|r1(k,a||2 * (7r/25)(h+kr^)"  (ökj)"1 (1-68) 
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As, was true for t.He pressure interior to a done, a resonance 
of |r J may occur at a k-kj^ such that k'lr < k^, for which 

the dome damping is supplemented by damping due to radiation into 
the outer nedium [Jq. (16)].  It occurs,according to (16), roughly 
*t k*rl *kQ and hence only if kQ < k^,. The value of IrJ at this 
maximum sharply exceeds neighboring nonresonsnt values if 

2  2 1/2 ^^ 
(\>   ko '      h » l>  * coadttioa  that implies (53.3); even if this 
condition is satisfied, however, still]rj < 1 st the maximum. We 
do not further consider this type of resonance. 

From Eq. (16), at wave numbers high above resonance 
(k » kr]) the response function becomes, analogously to (59)-, 

T^k,») * (kh)"l(k0/k)
n (1-69) 

(plate n-4, membrane n«2). 

If the wave number of resonance lies well below that of 
the peak excitation,  i.e., krl « k^Cfce/rjJJ,  the non-resonant Mod- 
ification due to r^ in the factor 11+T, («>/t^Üw»«^P is small since in 
this case.by (69) . 

r1(ku,(0)^(kuh)-l(ko/ku)n« 1 

[cf.   (60)]. 

1.7 Focusing Effect 

If the dome surface is not planar, as assumed in the 
present model, but has proi.junced curvature, a focusing effect 
can occur that will increase the pressure or force on an interior 
area over the value for the planar case. For example, if the 
dome surface over vftich the exciting flow passes is circular- 
cylindrical and the inner surface shielded by the Interior fluid 
is also cylindrical and concentric, whether the flow passes paral- 
lel or normal to the elements of the cylinder, the acoustic pres- 
sure at the inner surface is amplified by the square root of the 
ratio of the radii of the outer and inner cylinders. 

In the context of radiation into air by a vibrating plate, such 
resonances require and receive consideration. 
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PART 2 

DOMES OF FINITE EXTENT 

2.1  Introduction 

In Part I a simplified model of a sonar dome with trans- 

ducer (and of a flexible plate with flush-mounted transducer) was 

studied with regard to the pressure fluctuations on the transducer 

that originate from the turbulent boundary-layer flow and are 

transmitted by excitation of dome vibration and generation of 

sound in the interior (or exterior) fluid. The dome (or plate) in 

part 1 was considered to be of infinite lateral extent. 

In the present part, the same basic simplified model is 

assumed, but the dome and the interior fluid are taken to be finite, 

being bounded by a cylindrical wall on which a fixed-impedance con- 

dition is assumed to apply (see Figure 2-1). Much of the pertinent 

development is contained in Appendix 2, and results therefrom will 

be taken without discussion. 

In the case of the infinite dome, suppose the dome param- 

eters (plate thickness, etc.) are so chosen that, for a fixed oper- 

ating frequency ou, the acoustic resonance of the plate fluid system 

lies at a lateral (x,z) wave number k substantially below the peak 

of the wave number spectrum of lateral pressure fluctuations due to 

the turbulent boundary layer, i.e., k < ^/U^. Then, as pointed 

out. in Part 1, unless the damping at resonance is very small, the 

pressure fluctuations transmitted through the dome and interior 

fluid to the transducer are highly attenuated relative to the ex- 
■ff 

citing fluctuations on the outer surface.  In the case of the 

finite dome, on the other hand, the excitation spectrum at wave 

numbers near its peak is coupled (by "functional overlap") to the 

response function at much lower modal wave numbers lying near res- 

onance or corresponding to propagating waves. Hence the transmitted 

pressure can be much larger than for an infinite dome, and can de- 

pend differently on the properties and parameters of the dome and 

the turbulent flow. 

*It may be said that the wave number spectra of the excitation and 
of the response are highly mismatched. 

. 
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FIGURE  2-1.     FINITE DOME-MODEL GEOMETRY. 
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FIGURE 2-2.  PLANE OF EXCITATION WAVE NUMBERS k AND MODAL 
WAVE NUMBERS kn IDENTIFYING REGIONS TO BE 
RETAINED OR NEGLECTED. 
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2.2 General Relations Between Response and Excitation-Pressure Spectra 

Let A denote the cross-section of the cylindrical dome 

(not necessarily circular) and 1 the two-dimensional position vector 

of a point In the cross section. Let /X_(R)> denote a complete set 

of orthonormal elgenfunctions cf the two-dimensional  Helmholz 

equation that satisfy the boundary condition prescribed on the bound- 

ary of A (i.e., on the lateral wall of the dome): 

(V2+kn
2)Xn(^) - 0. (2-1) 

Consider a random fluctuating pressure on the outer 

(y«0) end of the cylinder (i.e., on the outer surface of the dome) 

and assume It stationary In time and space with a spectral density 

In wave number and frequency P (fc",cß) [k"«=(k1(k«) ]. 

For any particular realization of the random pressure 

field let the spatial dependence of the exciting pressure at a 

given frequency be expanded in normal modes as 

P0(K) -2bnXn(5). (2-2) 

Any response quantity of interest, say the pressure at a depth -y 

within the dome, has a similar expansion; 

p(K,y) « Z ßngn(y)Xn(*) , (2-3) 

in which gn(y) Is defined to satisfy the one-dimensional Helmholtz 

equation 

[d2/dy2 + (k^-k^ gn(y)-6 (2-4) 

and the boundary condition at y ■- L, and is arbitrarily normalized 
to gn(0) - 1; Bqs. (4)*and (1) ensure that p(R",y) as given by (3) 

satisfies, as required, the three-dimensional Helmholtz equation 

tf+^hpfay)-*). (2-5) 

(The «»-dependence of such quantities as g_(y) Is here being sup- 

pressed.) The coefficients ßn in (3) are determined by the excita- 

tion coefficients b of (2) and the boundary condition for the 

An equation referred to by a number without hyphenated prefix is 
in thV same part, (1 or 2) as the reference; e.g.,(4) here denotes 
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acoustic field on the baffle surrounding the outer dome surface 

and bounding with it the exterior fluid. The relation is c linear 

one which we may write 

ft 2 7„.b.. n  8 'ns s 
(2-6) 

The coefficients 7  will be considered subsequently for a sim- 

plified form of the dynamic-acoustic model. 

The cross-correlation of pressure at two points TL-. and 

TL, At the same depth (-y) and time, per unit frequency range, is 

found by straightforward use of Fourier transforms and the above 

equations to be given by 

PKK^.y) « S2fX*(R1)Xn,(R2)gJ;(y)gn,(y) 

(2-7) 

where 

a (%)  - jftk*-*?M<R. (2-8) 

Hence, the frequency spectrum of the average pressure on any plane 

area A at depth -y is given by 

Q(ü>,y)  = A;2Jd2Rjd2R2P(üai>I2,y) 

i;2Jd\ P^Ot.ol 4jd2RXn(R)ign(y) 

= Jd2t Q(*,<»,y). 

?■•••« (2-9) 

Both g_(y)  and 7      here depend on u>.    According to Eq.   (9)  the 
resporse at lateral wave number k    to a driving pressure at k , 

n 5 
reflected in 7n8gn(y)t *

s coupled to the excitation spectrum at 
wave number k, given by P (tt/aS), by an overlap coefficient, ag(fc), 

between wave numbers k and k . 
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2.2.1 Elements with Fluid Boots 

We digress here from domes to note other results of 

interest. If the averaging area is coextensive with the cylinder 

cross section (A =A) and the wall is rigid, then in Eq. (9), by 

orthogonality of modes, 

/ d^CR) = 0      (A0=A, t^O) 
Ao 

for all modes except the piston mode X (R)=A~ ' . In this in- 

scance the average pressure at any y, formed by integrating Eq. 

(3) over the cross section [cf. Eq. (9)], is due solely to this 

piston mode. Likewise, the ratio of the average pressure (or 

frequency spectrum thereof) at any depth (y < 0) to that, say, 

just inside the outer surface at y=0 is independent of the source 

or wavenumber distribution of the exciting pressure, since, by 

use of Eq. (3), this ratio is simply g0(y)• 

Hence, if a flush-mounted transducer incorporates a co-ex- 

tensive boot over its face that is equivalent to a fluid and has rig- 

idly constrained sides, and if the transducer properly measures the 

force (in a given frequency band) integrated over its active 

face, the signal-to-noise ratio is expected to be independent 

of the thickness of the boot.'  This result does not strictly 

apply to the limiting case of no boot, however, for the follow- 

ing reason. The noted lack of dependence on excitation wave 

number is displayed by the depth dependence of the averaged in- 

terior pressure .    The latter, just inside the outer face 

(y-0_)» *s equal to the sum of the averaged exciting pressure 

and exterior radiation pressure. For fixed excitation pressure, 

i.e., fixed force on a bootless flush element, this radiation 

pressure due to the outer acoustic field excited by surface 

vibration of the fluid boot is wavenumber-dependent. Hence 

This independence of wave number noted for the area-averaged 
interior pressure can be shown to apply similarly under certain 
boundary conditions when the cylinder is an elastic solid in- 
stead of a fluid. Possible boundary conditions include those 
where the sides are rigid but slippery and so also is the 
inner face. 
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the ratio of interior pressure to excitation pressure is also wave- 

number dependent. But this ratio is just the ratio of the response 

of a booted element to the response of a bootless element. Since 

noise and signal have greatly different wavenumber spectra, the 

signal-to-noise ratios for bootless and booted elements may thus 

differ somewhat. 

If the fluid cylinder has sides that are not rigid 

but instead approach pressure release, the interior pressure 

averaged over the cross-section is no longer due to a single 

acoustic mode, and its depth dependence becomes wavenumber 

dependent.  In particular, the average pressure at greater 

depths is relatively smaller for higher wave numbers, since 

average-pressure-carrying modes excited by the higher wave 

numbers are more weighted toward higher modes that damp out 

more rapidly with depth. Hence in this instance the signal- 

to-noise ratio for a booted element is expected to increase 

with boot thickness.* 

The decreasing impedance of such an element is unwelcome in 
signal transmission, however. 
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2.2.2    Circular Cylindrical Dome 

We now consider specifically a circular cylindrical d 

of radius a.    The eigenfunctions X(R) are then identified as 

Xmn(I0  -  (2.r)-1/2eimeN   J(k    R) mn mn m    am 

in two-dimensional polar coordinates, where the eigenvalues k 

are to be fixed by the boundary condition at the wall ?nd nay be 

written 

am   an 

with x  independent of a. The normalizing coefficient N  is 
am am 

given by 

am 

- 2a" 

\2 <xom>" W^m> Wxom>] 

^^am)!1-^^)2}^;2^)]"1 (?-10) 

From (8)  one finds 

-imp, «_(*) ^-'^(k),     (k2^2^2) mn (2-10.1) 

where 

CiYm(k) - (27T)1/2imN a2     m ss: %     EL*:     *v aa: 
xmn - <ka>" 

(2-11) 

and ß = tan (k«j/k,). 

We wish to consider the spectrum of average pressure on 

a finite area A , representing a transducer in the dome interior, 

and in particular at to?* inner surface (y = -L).  It will be 

consonant with the rudimentary model under consideration to assume 

that the ar : An is circular of radius R and concentric with the u o 
dome cylinder (hence R < a) . In this case the spectral density 

of average pressure (9) reduces to 

-1 °° 
QKy) - 2(TTRO

2
) Jdkkio(k,Js k;X<WNn*n<y^, 'nn    n (2-12) 
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where I
0 

is the r.ngle integra 1 of ~he driving spectrum P 
0 

(it ,w) 
[Ec;.. (l-28) ], and the azimuthal modal number misunderstood to 
be zero and·ia dropped as an index here and hereafter whenever only 
m,,Q enters (e. g., c: : c , etc.). The unspec~.fied boundary con-n on 
clition on th~ sut'face of the baffle is assumed not to depend on 
.azimuth ang!.e, so that, for arbitrary azimuthal modal numbers m,m' , 

~..:e have 'Ym..,;rn'n1""0 if m+m1 or, say, 'Ymn;m1n1""'Y~n'6mm'· 

? ? ~ - ...... ..:» ~~ Acoustically Modifiec Pressure Outside Boundary 

OZ i·.tterest also is the spectrum of average pressure on 
an area A

0 
in the outer 3urface of the dome, which is due to the 

exciting turbulent pressure modified by the acoustic pressure in 
the outer fluid at the boundary (y=O). As discussed in Part 1, 
when the inner fluid is considered absent, this configuration 
parttally simulates that of a flush-mounted transducer in a finite 
flexible plate. Expression (9) again appl:~es with the response 
coefficient gn(Y)'Yns becoming now rather 

gln~'ns + 5ns' 

where gln is the function analogous to gn(y) but pertaining to the 
out~r medium at y=O and the Kronecker delta takes account of the 
direct driving pressure due to turbulence. In the case of the cir
cu~.ar: cylinder with the area A

0 
taken to be circular and concentric, 

Eq. (12) simil .. 1rly applies with gn(Y)'Ynn1 become gln~'nn'+6nn', 
where g1 now represents glmn and ')' 1 again represents 'Ym 1 for n nn nn 
m:=:O. 

Th~ sum over n of the unity term in Eq. (9) or (12) (i.e· 5nn) 
w:i.th gn(Y)"Yns replaced by gln~'ns+Bns ~an be performed expU.citly~ 
and ~,.ndeed we know that if g1n=O we must obtain the force spectrum 
due to the driving pressure alone. The sum is effected in the 
general case of Eq. (9) by use of the following closure property 
of the eigenfunctions Xn(lt): 

* ~ Xn (lll)Xn (~) = 6 <1; -~). 
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One immediately obtains for the spectrum of average pressure on 
the outer surface 

r 

o 

or in the special case of Eq. (12) 
«a 

Q1(4«2(rto
2)-1JdkkI0(k,a| (2r)

1/V1J1(kR0) 

f (2-14) 

2.3 Simplification of Boundary Conditions 

The dynamics of the model enter solely via the response 

coeff tents, e.g. ga(«),y)Timi (») in (12). The boundary conditions 
for the outer fluid have been specified only on the dome surface, 

and those for the periphery of the dome cover have not 

beec specified at all. In both cases approximate boundary 
conditions can be introduced that drastically simplify the solution 
to the acoustic-vibration problem. 

With regard first to the career, consider a com- 

plete set of orthornormal a&dal functions -_(R) that satisfy 
prescribed boundary conditions at its periphery. In general this 
sec of functions does not coincide with the set of modal functions 
XB00 introduced earlier to describe the acoustic fiold in the 

fluid for a prescribed boundary condition at its wall.  For 
■all boundary condition, however, there exists a correspond- 

plate boundary condition, forming vith it a conjugate pair, 
that the two sets of functions do coincide. The boundary 

and velocity at the interface of the plate 
I tme interior fluid can then be treated trivially just 
im täe case of infinite lateral extent. 

ime simplification is achieved at the interface of 
fluid, and the whole problem rendered trivially 

reset able by introducing certain artificial, but not disruptive, 
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boundary conditions on the outer fluid. Specifically, it is as- 

sumed that the effect of the outer radiated sound field on the 

quantities of interest is substantially the same as if the outer 

fluid were not laterally infinite, but were bounded by the (longi- 

tudinally infinite) cylindrical surface formed by extending out- 

ward the lateral wall bounding the inner fluid. The same boundary 

condition then applies on this extended surface as on the lateral 

wall itself (see Appendix 2, figure A2-1). This artificial con- 

dition is probably without serious consequence at least if the dome 

diameter is no less than a few wave lengths of sound in the outer 

fluid and provided the quantities computed pertain to positions re- 

moved by a similar distance from the lateral walls (not, for ex- 

ample, the force integrated over an entire cross-section). 

As for the conjugate pairs of boundary conditions, the 

two extreme conditions of a rigid, immovable lateral wall and of 

a free, pressure-release wall will be mentioned. The condition 

on the dome cover conjugate to the conditons of a rigid wall is 

that of perfectly free motion (normal to its plane) at the boundary. 

If the cover is a plate rather than a membrane, we must include 

the further condition of clamping to fix the slope at zero rela- 

tive to the equilibrium plane (i.e., the condition of a sliding 

clamp). Inversely, the condition on the dome cover conjugate to 

the condition of a free wall is that of a fixed boundary, with 

free hinging at this boundary if the cover is a plate. 

Granted these assumptions, a response pressure in mode 

n is excited only by an excitation pressure in the same mode, i.e., 

ehe matrix [7ns] of Eqs. (9) or (12) is diagonal, and further- 

more the pertinent diagonal response coefficient, e.g., 

g (oo,y)7 (co), is identical with the corresponding coefficient, 

Inclusion of viscous and hysteretic damping of the plate (or 
membrane) motion does not affect the stated conjugateness. Con- 
jugate boundary conditions also exist that provide for damping 
at the periphery of the dome cover and a related damping at the 
lateral wall (see also Appendix 4). 
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r^k^y), for the laterally infinite system of Part 1 evaluated 
at the modal wave number ksk^, i.e., gn(

co,y)7nn(
ü))=r(k ,o),y) and 

similarly gin(
CD)7nn(

a>)=r1(kn,a)) #*»+»"H\ The response coefficient? 

r and r^ have been studied in Part 1. Eqs. (12) and (14) may now 
be rewritten as 

oc 

Q((D,y) = 2(TTK0
2)'1   I  dkkl0(k,ü)) 

o 
-1 S kn*J1(knR0)Cn(ka)r(kn,co,y) (2-15) 

Q1((ü)=2(TTR2)-
1
 / dkkl(k,ü)) 
o 

-1 

(27r)1/2k_1J1(kR0) 
(2-16) 

WJl<WCn<k*>rl<kn»a>> 

whöre the product Nncn(k) is denoted by Cn(ka). 

2.4 Approximate Forms for Average-Pressure Spectra 

Average-pressure spectra can be computed numerically from/ 
the basic Eqs. (15) and (16) for arbitrary values of the parameters. 

Consistently with the rudimentary model, however, soine orienta- 
tion and insight can be provided by considering various simplified 
approximate forms, based for the most part on various assumptions 
of large dome radius a. The pertinent mathematical work is lirgely 
done in Appendix 2. 

/ 

Expressions for the power radiated by the dome cover in this 
model are given in Appendix 3. 
In general, the damping coefficients ß and C could depend on 
mode number n. 

We expect in a later report to treat numerically the problem 
where the actual coupling to the acoustic tieid in the Infinite 
outer half-space is retained, with assumption of a rigid baffle 
surrounding the outer dome surface, in place of the present 
artificial extension of the lateral boundary condition. From 
the exact formulation, one can see that the off-diagonal co- 
efficients 7 i in Eq.(1.2) do vanish relative to the diagonal 
ones in the limit of a dome diameter large relative to the 
sound wave length. It may be expected that the extended-wall 
approximation is poorer if the impedance of the dome cover is 
low and the dome is shallow. 
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For convenience we rewrite Eqs. (15) and (16) as 

* -1 » 
i 
! 

I 
! ! 
i 

I r 
! 

i   f 

Q(y) - 20T0  / dkkl0(k) |B(k,y)| 
l, (2-17a) 

o 
00 

Ql - 2CTR2)-1 / dkkl0(k) l(2r)
l/VlJ1(kE0)4B1(k)| 

2, (2-17b) 

where 

B(k,y) . 2 (-)%(*,*), B,(k) - 2 (-)BBll|(k),      (2-18) 
n«0   ™      *   n«0   *™ 

n 
Bn<k»y> " knljn<knRo>Cn<ka>r<kn»y>» <2~19a) 

and Bln(k) la similarly related to ^(k^). 

2.4.1 Basic Expressions Appropriate to Rigid and Free Walls 

Before proceeding, we give BR and B^ explicitly for 

particular lateral boundary conditions corresponding to rigid or 

free (pressure-release) dome walls by introducing Eqs. (10) and 

r        (11) for Cn(ka)fscn^l] with the eigenvalues knsxn/a determined by 

J.(xj=0 (rigid wall) (2-20) 
j *   n 

Jo(xn)=0 (free wall) (2-21) 

We then have 

I27ra"1/2kJ1(ka)Tn        (rigid) 

1/2 (2"22) 

2ira"1/zJ0(ka)Sn,        (free) 

where 
I 

| | Tn(k,y) - ^\(K%Kl/\U2^kn2)mlrOin97), 
ml     

n (2-23) 

Sn(k,y) -k-lJ1(knR0)en
1/V72^2-^2) " r<kn^> ' 
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Bln(k) is similarly related to T^k), S^k) and T^, S^ to 

r\ (k ). Here e is the quantity introduced in the respective 

cases after Eqs. (47) and (67) of Appendix 2 and defined as 

en" 2*TVi2<*n> I"* (2-23.1) 
«here 1=0 In the rigid case and 1=1 in the free case and the sets 

of x^ differ for the two cases in accord with (20) and (21); in 

both cases e_ ■+ 1 as n ■*■ •. n 

2.4.2 Factors Governing Contributions Fro» Various Modal and 
Excitation Wave-Numbers   ~*~ 

As a preliminary to introduction of simplifying approxi- 

mations, it is ustiful to discuss more generally the pertinent fac- 

tors in Eq» (19a) for B^ and B^ and in Eqs. (17) for Q and Q^. 

Generally, with regard to the sum over n and the integral over k 

in Eqs. (17)-(18), the size of the contribution to Q(y) or Q^ from 

a particular pair kQ and k (actually a triplet kn, k ,, k, where a 

product of terms n, n1 arises from the squaring of B or Bj) depends 

mainly on the size of the following factors: (1) the excitation 

spectrum IQ(k), which,as previously noted, declines in a rapid but 

uncertain fashion below k *OD/UW; (2) |cn(ka)| , which mainly declines 

with increasing |k-kn| ; (3) |r(k,y)| (or|rL(k)| ), which may have a 

more or less sharp resonance peak at k_ — k and behaves otherwise 

as noted below. The alternation of signs of the terms in %i is also 

highly pertinent to determining the contribution from a given inter- 

val Ink as discussed in Appendix 2. 

Regarding r(k ,y), pertinent to pressure in the interior 

fluid, we recall that it decline» approximately exponentially with 

**&**** 0Ln
2-*J)in\y\ for kn 

> ** f8ee ■*• t1*10)! «^ for 
a possible increase near resonance (k ) if such occurs. Regarding 
ri(k_), pertinent to pressure on the outer surface, we do not have 

an exponential factor as in r(k ,y) that cuts off contributions 

as k Increases. Nevertheless, there is a fairly rapid decrease 

with ICQ above resonance (kQ > kr) due to the factor q -1 in z(k,ca) 

[Eq. (1-1)1, which occur8 in the denominator of r^ [Eq. (1-15)]; 

specifically, At k roughly high enough that q (k) » 1 and t k^ re n' 
kR > k^ we have I I*j] decreasing roughly as k^  in the case of a 
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plate or kR in the case of a membrane [Sq. (1-69)]. A similar 

factor declining for k > kr occurs in r(kn,y) in addition to 

the factor declining exponentially for kn > k^, and this factor, 

rather than the exponential factor, may determine the effective 

cutoff on k if L is sufficiently small. Even if the exponential 

factor virtually cuts off r(kn,y) at a kß < kr> contributions in 

a limited range of higher kn near kr may nevertheless be apprecia- 

ble if the resonance is sharp enough. [ 

I 

2.4.3 Progressive Approximations 

He thus may distinguish regions of kQ and k that «ill 

contribute much more to Q(y) and Q, than others and may attune 

our approximation and neglect accordingly. 

He introduce first an approximation based on assumption 

that contributions to Q(y) (or Qj) from wave number pairs (k,kn) 

are negligible if both k < k+ and kn >i_, because of the small- 

ness of I0(k) and r(k ,y) [or I*^(k. ) ] under these respective con- 

ditions, and on further assumption that 

i (k+ - kja/» » 1. (2-24) 

(Rough explicit conditions for this and subsequent approximations 

will be given later for the several cases.) He also neglect contri- 

butions from k not satisfying ka/ar » 1, independently of kR. In 

the region k > k+, kn > k_, we also neglect the subregion k > k+, 

k, < kn < k+, and in the region k < k+, kft < k_ we neglect the 

subregion k_ < k < k+, kn < k_, since in these subregions (24) 

implies (k-k^) a/* »1, so that the factor Cn(ka) in Eq. (19a), 

as well as one or the other of the pertinent factors I0(k),:(kR,y), 

is small there (see Figure 2-2). Setting 
I 

B Ä B_ + B+, Bt * B1. + B1+, Bw = (2^)1/V1J1(kR0) . 

(2-25) 
Q * Q_ + Q+» <*! Ä Qi- + Qi+» 

where B_ (and Bj.) derive from k0 < k_, B+ from k^ > k+, Q. from 

k < k_, and Q+ from k > k+, we then obtain from Eqs. (17)-(18) 
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*+ « 2(rto
2)"1f dkkI0(k)|B.+B42 

«1- * 2^o2)"1/ "•tto<Mho4*i-f 
o 

<*1+ - «^V^ "WlhJH*h£ - 

(2-26) 

(2-27) 

tte significant region o£ kQ with regard to B+ and B1+ 
is that «here k^^kio that Cn(ka) la relatively large (e.g., 

aee appendix 2). In the prevent approximation thia region ia 

separated fron the region kQ < k_t and I\ rx vary aanothly «1th k 

over intervals » v/a. Therefore we nay farther restrict the 

partial suns B^, B,+ to thia region, with the snail contribution 

fron the neighboring regions included approximately by use of 

Bq. (17) of Appendix 2 «1th residual terns omitted; thus 

B+S2 c->\r S2n° (-)X"(1/2)B(g'°o4l/2)+(1/2)B(,+tio+x/2)* <*-* 
v*«u+     n-e-nQ 

snd similarly for B1+, «here n+ and s are defined by 

n » l(but n net so large that s-nQ < nj, and B(n) for non- 

integral n ia given by Bn vith use of the aayvptotic expressions 

for large n, 
k^ ♦ (n+l/4)v/a   (rigid) 

(2-30) 

k^ * (n+3/4)x/a   (free). 
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A further Approximation is based on negligible variation 

over the interval s-n +1 £ n < s+n in Eq. (28) of all functions of 

n In Bt or Bln, as given by (22) and (23) or more generally (19a), 

except the factor (k-kR) . In this approximation, [see Appendix 

2, Eq*. (84) and (50) ] we have 

B+(k,y) **Bcp(k,y) 5 (2r)
1/V1J1(kRo)r(k,y), (2-31) 

and similarly for B1+ with r replaced by T*.    This approximation 

to the partial sum B+ is just the result for the total sum B in 

toe case of a laterally infinite dome (••»•, k, L, and RQ fixed) , 

treated In Part 1 (see also Ref. 15). 

The factor J,(ka) (rigid case) or JQ(ka) (free case) 

contained by Bn in Eq. (22) has disappeared in forming the approxi- 

mation (31) to the partial sum B, on account of the related behavior 
2  2-1 

of the factors (k -kn )  for the various n in the vicinity of 

kQ* k. The factor JQ (or Jj) in the partial sum B_ in Q+ of Eq. 

(26), however«produces uncrmpensated oscillatory behavior, since 

Jk-kl» r/a throughout the pertinent region of (kjc). Under 

previous assumptions, and assuming reasonably that I„(k) varies 
-1 

negligibly over an interval -a  in k, i.e., 

(dI0/dk)T/a « Io (2-32) 

2 2 
for all pertinent k, we may replace the factor J (ka) [or J^  (ka)] 

in the squared termJB I  in Q^, by ita local average value 1/vka. 

Likewise, since Jn(ka) oscillates in k about a vanishing mean, we ° * 
may, under the same circumstances, neglect the cross term 2Re(B_B+) 

in the integral for Q+. Ve shall denote B- as modified by replac- 

ing Jo(ka) [or J^ka)) in (22) by (rka)"
1/2 as fi_. 

Turning to Q_, by Eq. (26) we have 

Q. - 2(TR0V
1J dkkIo(kVti-)**^ (2-33) 

See Appendix 2, Eq.  (83.1) 
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and similarly for Qx_. We insert BQ explicitly from (22) and (23)t 

employ the asymptotic forms for J0(ka) And J^(ka) (since ka » 1 

for most of the range of integration), and interchange the double 

summation (Zn2ni) with the integration in (33). Assuming that IQ(k) 

varies smoothly in the range .0 < k < k_and, in particular, that 

(32) holds there, we may approximate IQ(k) by IQ ((1/2) (kn+kn,)] for 

fixed n,n', and similarly for powers of k, and extend the k inte- 

gration from -« to +». Since 

.2 

/* (z-nJ)(z-n'ir) * ^nn* 

we thereby obtain for both rigid and free cases 

Q.(y) * (*/a) Z kn[2jl<knV/knRol2 h(*JrCkn*7i ' (2-34) 

In the case of Qi» Eq» (27) produces three typ^s of terms due to 

the square of B10+B,. Proceeding as with Q_, we obtain a result 

that may be written 

for both rigid and free cases, in which the direct (nonacoustic) 

force spectrum due to that part of the excitation spectrum with 

wave numbers k < k_ has been approximated for uniformity by 

k n 
rdJdchj^kR^/kRl2!^^ (tr/a) J- kjij, (W'WVV •   (2-36) 
o * 

As a -* ~ at fixed k_(«n_Tr/a), we note, expression (35) becomes 

properly independent of a. 

To summarize the results based on the rather modest 

approximations introduced up to this point, we have 

Q •* Q. + Q+ + Q;       • (2-37) 
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Q.(y) * (W«) r kn^2Jl<knRo>/knRol2lo(Mr(kn»yf ■ <2"38a> n=0 

00 

Q"(y) -/ dkk[2J1(kF0)/kR0]
2i0(k)(r(k,y)|2 

Q;(y)  * fiR0"2a2f dkkIQ(k) Xl     t n_ 
it| S"(-)Xl       (rl*ld) 

n=0 

t^ (free) 

with Tn, Sn given by (23); 

«l*«l- +^l+ 
+ «I+. 

(2-38b) 

(2-38c) 

(2-39) 

00 _ 

Qj+ -  f dkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]
2I0(k)|l+r1(k)| , (2-40) 

with Qx_ given by (35) and Qj[+ by Q+(y) in (38c) with T , Sn 

replaced by T, , S, according to the remark following (23). 

In a further approximation , employed below, if 

a is sufficiently large that many moded n have real 

wave numbers (0 £ k< k \, where equivalent inner and outer 

fluids are now assumed so that k^ = k^ 2 kU), then, as discussed 

in Appendix 2, the modes that contribute significantly to Q~ or 

QT from the sum over 0 £ n £ n_ separate into groups centered 

about wave numbers k * k . k. •* k (resonance). This circumstance n   CJO' n   r ' 
is represented by writing the sums in (38c) schematically as 

n- 

n=0 

where the two terms denote partial sums  (again supplemented in 
accord with Eq.   (17)  of Appendix 2)  over 2^ and 2nr terms cen- 
tered at kn — k^ and kfl •* kr,  respectively: 

(2-41) 

2-lb. 
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ä =   T
2    C-)1^ -(l/2)T(j-n2+l/2) + (l/2)T(j+n2+l/2),      (2-42a) 

40 ■ n«j-n2+l    n z z 

^.   2 r H«f-<l/2)1TCr-n+l/2)+(l/2)T(r4Ä+l/2),     (2-42b) 
n*r-n +1 r 

except that the sum for 2 is understood to be truncated appro- 

priately if it overlaps 2^, and Zr is to be omitted for the 

fluid dome (for which no resonance peak occurs in r(k,y)). In 

Eqs. (42), we take ru » 1 and nr large enough to cover the reso- 

nance peak of width 26k centered near n=r, i.e., n ^ öka/r; j is 

defined by 

(Eqs. (42) apply also to the other cases related to (38c) with 

Tn replaced by Sfl, TJn, or 8^.) 

If the mode spacing (** ir/a) is small enough to satisfy 

certain further conditions, the variation of all factors of T * n 
in Zm may be neglected relative to the factor r(k_,y) whose derive- 

tive becomes infinite at the value k= k, and the limiting re- 

suits discussed in Appendix 2 then apply.  These conditions are 

satisfied for only a restricted range of realistic values of the 

model parameters, but the results become transparent and easy to 

discuss and are probably not misleading in order of magnitude. 

Explicitly, we then have 

z^ * (201/2a"1/2t^ogy/*Jk&k2*«2)"l(at/ay, 

x (-)j+1[M(b)-iK(l-b)] 

(2-43) 

with s=l for rigid walls and s = 2 for free walls, where 

$(k,K2>y) represents r(k,w) in a notation separating out k2 as 

an explicit argument and the subscript 0 on 3g7dk2 signifies 

evaluation at Y^i  (and hence at k=k0Li); M(z) is a function de- 

fined (for 0 £ z < 1) in Appendix 2, Eq. (26), and shown in Fig. 2-3; 

argument b is the periodic (linear-sawtoothed) function of k^a 

with approximate period ir defined by 

Consistently with the nature of the approximation (43). we may 
replace x. In (43.1) by its asymptotic form for large j. So doing 
restricts the range of b to Q < b < L which is the, only range 
in which M(b) isusefully defined. The function b=b(ka>), we note, 
differs accordingly to the particular boundary condition. 
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PROXIMITY   DIFFERENCE b 

0.8 

FIGURE 2-3 FUNCTION M(b) AND V(b) RELATED TO PRESSURE WITHIN 
DOME DUE TO HIGH EXCITATION WAVE NUMBERS AT VERY 
LARGE cua/c. [See Appendix 1, Eq. (26), and Eq. 
(2-91.1).] V(l-b) - V'(b). 
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b = k^a/ir - XJ/TT      (Xj = kja) (2-43.1) 

which describes the position of k^ between the modal wave numbers 

k., ki+1. Eq. (1-9) yields for use in (43) 

(ög/ök2)0 = e
t2a |-ye"iasina+i[L+(^H8ina co8a] f    (2-44) 

with z^z (k^ , «^(k^. In the case of a rigid inner surface (a=0), 

(44) reduces to 

(äg/äk2)0 * iL   (rigid inner surface) (2-45) 

independently of z^ and y, in the case of a pressure-release inner 

surface it reduces to 

(dg/dk2)0 = -i(L+y); (free inner surface) (2-46) 

in the case of an infinite inner medium^Appendix 1, Eq. (13e), 

similarly yields 

(ag/*k2)0 = -(l/4)(i2y+züJ/p(D). (2-46.1) 

In a similar approximation Eqs. (43) apply also to the 

pressure outside a plate or membrane [i.e., to Qi. ]» as well as 

to the pressure within a dome [i.e., to Q~(y)], with g(k,k2,y) re- 

placed by g1(k,k2) s r1(k). In this case the required derivative 

is given by 

(^g1/ök2)0 = z^/pq), (2-47) 

where again zCD=z(k(ü). 

If the excitation spectrum IQ(k,co) due to the turbulent 

boundary layer declines sufficiently rapidly with decreasing k 

for k < as/U^ that the contributions to the sum for Q„(y) (or Qj.) 
in (38a) are negligible except possibly for those modes n near 

resonance (r-nr + I < n < r-mr), then in the approximation of (43) 

the only sums left to be performed explicitly in order to form the 

average-pressure spectra are the resonance sums in (38a) and (41). 

The experimental result that the average-pressure spectrum due to 
a turbulent boundary layer varies as R~% corresponding to a non- 
vanishing area scale, and not as R~3, we recall, casts doubt on 
this inference. 

2-21. 
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2A4 Conditions for Approximations 

Conditions for previous approximations will be given 

here mere explicitly for the distinct cases of a fluid dome, 

a covered dome, and a simple plate. Where a dome is in 

question, we restrict consideration to force on an area of 

the inner surface (y *- L). 

2A4.1 Fluid Dome 

2  2 1/2 
On account of the attenuating factor exp[-(kn -k^ ) ' L] 

in r(kn,-L) in Eq. (1-62), the condition for the initial approxi- 

mation that led to Eqs. (25)-(28) may be expressed roughly as the 

condition that IQ(k) be negligible for k < k+ with reference to the 

contribution to Q(y) in Eq. (18a), except possibly for n such that 

<k"kn>a>6 V» where 

k+= k_ + N2(ir/a) 

k. = [(^/L)2 + (IQ2]1''2 

with Np N2 taken such that N^ 1, N2 » 1 [recall (24)]. If 

I (k) is negligible for k £ co/U^ (apart from the possible excep- 

tion for (k-kn)a < nQTr) and if Uw « c_ and «a/U^ » 1, as in 

cases of concern, this condition requires simply that 

L » Vja, 

which at reasonably high frequency is a very weak condition. 

Conditions for approximation (31) are 

R0/
a « l* 

(2-48) 

(2-49) 

(2-50) 

[k^-O^)]1" * 

The condition for (41) is 

k^a » TT 

41« i. 

(2-51) 
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Further conditions for (43), on assumption that k+^ 2K , «re 

k L(k «f1/2 « 1, 
CO        00 

[<y-> "*< v> "1/2«l   ifkA^1 *-52> 

2.4,4.2 Covered Dome 

Two alternative sufficient conditions for Eqs. (25)-(28) 

apply in this case. First, the condition given above for the 

fluid dome suffices if k_ is redefined to be the larger of the ex- 

pression given in (48) and k +6k,  where ok is still the resonance 

half-width, thus insuring also that IQ(k) is negligible in the 

neighborhood of resonance. In view of Eq.(l-59), an alternative 

condition is the previous one with k_ redefined as satisfying 

<Vk-)A y. -\K)V\ fc'Mil (2'53> 

with N3 taken such that Hj. » 1. 

The conditions for (31) may be written as 

(2-54) 

R0/« « 1, 

,*+  I« 

The condition for (41) 
• 

once more is 

, kaa » TT. (2-55) 

The conditions for (43), generalizing conditions (52), may be 

expressed as 

(^V)A   _  .,-1/2        . 
&Ü&FI  °*m)    <<l> 

(2 -56) 

(wfex w1'2« * w2'o *c 



f1 

li 

■ 

«here e subscript 0 denotes evaluation at k=k (I.e., k2=0) and 

Ik   If , .      k R £ 1 

On assumption that k+ ^ 21^, these conditions reduce to the condi- 

tions (52) together with a further condition on the dome-cover 

impedance z at wave number <q/c, «here we set z(k*d>/c,<i>)s «fo: 

<|2b)|/Pc)<V>"1/2 « *• ^-57) 

2.4.4.3 Nonrlgid Boundary Without Pome) 

The condition for Eqs. (25)-(28) may be expressed as the 

condition that IQ(k) be negligible In contribution to Qx for k < k+, 

except possibly for (k-kn)a £ nQTr, where k+ Is as specified at 
(48) and k_ Is defined, by reference to Eq. (1-69), as satisfying 

i ^^i'^^8,       (2"58) 

The condition, for (31) may be written as 

R0/. «I, 

The condition for (41) is again 

V » »• 
For Eqs.(43), conditions (56) again roughly apply. In this in- 

stance, these reduce to 

[ (|3bj/pc)(kaa5'
1/2 « 1, (2-60) 

n (pc/yxv)"172«1 if Wo<,1 <2-6i> 
I i 

Wk|><^>"l/2<<l">.fcal- (2"62) 
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2.5 Average-Pressure Spectrum on a Rigid Boundary and Its Relation 
to Dome Effectiveness; Scaling Laws     """"^    ~"~ 

We return once more to the question of the driving spec- 

trum P0(k,o))[or I0(k,co) ] due to a turbulent boundary layer and the 

corresponding frequency spectrum Qc(o>) of average pressure on a 

circular area ITR  of a rigid boundary, and relate this question to 

the effectiveness of a dome. 

2.5.1 Character of Contributions from High and Low Wave Numbers 

Suppose <*L0/iS„  »1. We recall that 

00 

Q0(ü>)=/ dkk [2J1(kR0)/kR0]
2 Io(k,o>) (2-63) 

o 

[Eq. (1-27) with M ; 1]. Below its peak, which lies somewhat above 

k = &/\Jm  (see Figure 1-3), I0(k,uo), for fixed to, presumably de- 

creases monotonically with decreasing k, while the envelope of 

the averaging factor [2J1(kR0)/kR<)]>where k,> irR"1, decreases mono- 

tonically with increasing k. Hence, two intervals of k may be dis- 

tinguished from which the contributions to the integral of (63) 

together will greatly exceed those from the rest of the integra- 

tion interval. In particular, setting 

% = %- + %+> (2-64) 

where 0^. derives from k < OD/U^ and QQ+ from k > tu/u^, wa have 

approximately 

-1 mR 
0 2, Qo-H- /   dkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]

ÄI0(k,o)), (2-65a) 
o 

00 

Qo4.0») * (4A)Rl3 / dkk"2I (k,o)) (2-65b) o+ o ^    o 

[see Eq. (1-31)], where the minimum permissible m may be considered 

fixed at a moderate multiple of unity. The point pressure spectrum 

P (oi) may be written formally without approximation as o 

P = p  + p (2-66) 
o   o-   o+, 

T  
A local increase may occur again at the very low wave numbers 
k ~ o)/c, as noted below. 
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P0. - /        dkkl <k,o>) , 

o 

P^   -   /        dkkl   (k,0>) . 0+ 
w/U, 00 

(2-67a) 

(2-67b) 

In view of (65b), (67b), and the character of IQ, we have roughly 

Qo+(d>)^ C«*0/nuj 
-3 V«- (2-68) 

where T)UM is an effective convection velocity that declines slowly 

with increasing frequency but may be taken^ 0.61k ^n tne high-fre- 

quency range of main interest. Also, if I0(k,u>) varies not too 

rapidly in the interval 0 < k < mR" , by extracting 1 from under 

the integral in (65b) we may usefully write 

[ 
r 

Q0.<<
D)~ 2R;2I(AiR-1,a>)f (2-69) 

.-1 where I-C^R- ,<»>) denotes the appropriately weighted average of I 

over the interval 0 < k < mR 
-1 * 

As seen from (68) and (69), the average-pressure spectrum 
—3 

on a large area (f^J^   » 1) is expected to vary with RQ as R0 
lf Qox » Qn.» *•••» roughly if *o+ 

PftJ">) » ( R^/tiU.) o+ 
,-2 

'f** A  ; (2-70) 

it is expected to vary rather as R  if the inverse inequality holds. 

The latter result as we have noted, accords better with measurement, 

though the former perhaps accords better with our present understand- 

ing of Io(k,0>) for k « uVU«. [Even if QQ_ £ Q0+, it may well be true 

that P , > PÄ,, so that P , may be identified with the total point o+ <** o+ *        0+ 
spectrum PQ(ü>) in (68). and (70) . ] 

In Appendix 5 it is shown that if I0(k,<u) varies substantially as 

kn up to some k > mR"1, then 0    (p)  varies with R   as R*^2+n^ if r _0 0- O     O 
0 < n < 1 and as R"3 if n > 1. 
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From the formal expression of I, (k,co) in terms of the 

boundary-layer velocity field in the general case of compressible 

flow, it appears, contrary to the assumption in (69)v that some 

anomalous behavior of I , perhaps a pronounced peak, occurs in the 

neighborhood of k = w/c (see Appendix 5, Section AS.l, and Ref. 14). 

If such a peak occurs, it will be reflected in an additional con" 

tribution to the average-pressure spectrum QQ (via Q0_ in (65a)) 

that is independent of RQ so long as "%0/c 4,1, i.ef, RQ less than 

roughly a quarter wave length of sound. In this event the area 

dependence of QQ for *\}Jv>« RQ £,c/co would be roughly of the form 

(^(co) = A(OO)R;2 + B(co) + C(CO)R;3, (2-70.1) 

where the first and third terms correspond to (69) and (68). Ob- 

served spectra for different transducer size, as well at; measured 

narrow-band spatial correlations, place experimental constraints 

on A, B, and C. Hereafter we ordinarily ignore the possible radia- 

tion contribution B(u>) . 

In Appendix 5 the relation between Q  and 0     and other 
U— 0*T" 

quantities are examined under various assumptions. Also, two dif- 

ferent explicit assumed forms for I (k,u>), cne of which has commonly 

been used in dome analyses, are considered. This one accords with the 

observed variation as R  and with the gross time decay of the spatial 

pressure correlation in the appropriate convected frame, but probably 

not with the frequency dependence of the area scale; neither form has 

any theoretical basis. 

The extent to which a dome is capable of reducing flow noise, 

and in particular the possible success of a fluid sheath,is critically 

dependent on this question of the relative contributions to Q (p)  due 

to wave number comoonents with k > OD/U and with k < mR~ . This 

dependence results because the former component in the transmitted 

pressure spectrum Q(u>,y) is strongly attenuated fcr dome size a not 

too small (and U^ « c~), whereas, except for relatively small RQ, 

the latter is not.  In the approximations of (37) - (38), the former, 

attenuated contribution is contained in 0*(y) + 0"(y) and the latter, 

* A re-examination of observed data to set an upper limit on the 
possible effect of the value of B in reducing the apparent ratio 
A/C appears desirable. 
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relatively unattenuated one In Q_(y). This point will be made more 

explicitly in the course of drawing estimates and conclusions for 

the individual configurations. 

2.5.2 Scaling with Boundary-Layer Parameters 

We consider briefly also the probable scaling laws for 

the direct boundary-layer pressure . We shall refer to these later 

in considering their modification by a dome or by a non-rigid 

boundary. At high frequency, perhaps where wv/v|^ 0.1, with ref- 

erence to wave numbers k > ^/U^ corresponding to the part of the 

spectrum generated by convection, we have reason to expect the 

pertinent length and velocity scales to be proportional, respectively, 

to v/v* and v*, which are character!-tic of the portion of the bound- 

ary layer just outside the viscous sublayer. In such case, the wave 

number-frequency spectrum P (£,<*>) of the point pressure has the form 
( t 

L P0(M>) - p
2v3F+(Ev/v£, <ov/v2),  (k^cü/üj (2-71) 

c where F+ is some function of the indicated dimensionless variables 

and p is the fluid density. Hence, after integration over the angle 

of 1c, we have likewise 

I0(k,o>) - p
2v3G+<kv/v*,ü>v/vJ),   (k^co/UJ (2-72) 

where the function G (and similar functions introduced below) are 

related to F.. Eq. (67b) then yields the form of P_, (to): 

PO+((ü) = p
2w2 H+(o)v/V2) . (2-73) 

Eq. (65b)(with U^ more appropriately replaced by a multiple of v^) 

yields in turn the form 

Qo+(^) = («*0/V*)~3P2™1 L+(^v/v
2). (2-74) 

y ■ ■ 
These points are discussed further in Ref. 16. 
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In some other domain of frequency and wave number, the 

pertinent length and velocity scales may well be those characteris- 

tic of the boundary layer as a whole, namely 6* and u , rather than 

the "inner" parameters v/v* and v^.  This presumption appears likely 

to be valid at least in the domain k ;£,&*• In such a domain the 

wavenumber-frequency spectrum, contrary to (71), his the form 

2K3„3. -1, 
P0C*,a>) - P*W-<*>*•«**/*•> <k&6* ) (2-75) 

whence also 

I0(k^) = P
26*^G-(^,CD6#/UJ. (2-76) 

From (76), in the low-frequency regime where «tö*/1?«, ^1 we obtain the 

conventional "outer" form 

and likewise,. from (63), for nonvanishing radius 

(2-77) 

(2-78) Q^) = ("*o/ü0B)"
2p2ö*ü3N(6jRo,ü)6^/Jw). 

If IQ, given by (76), varies little for k < mR^ , which may be so 

for "^/ik < 1 only if RQ » 6^, Eq. (78) reduces to the simpler form 

0(d)) = 2(o*0/Uj"y6*U
3Gjco6*/Uj,(üVU < 1,R > b*)  (2-78.1) 

where the function G_ is identified as a suitable average over k of 

the function G.(k6#,ü)6^/U0O) of Eq. (76). 

In the higher-frequency regime (a^/U^ £ 1), accepting (75), 

we nevertheless cannot' infer the form of P. (u>) without knowledge of 

the form of Ip in the range 6* j^V.  < cu/U». Hence, we remain 

The difference between assumption of velocity scales proportional to 
v* and to U,,,, is relatively minor, since v^/U,,, varies only weakly with 
Reynolds number, expecially where the latter is vary high. 
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uncertain whether PQ.(ü)), like P0+(
ü>) , scales for cuv/v2 > 0.1 as the 

"Inner" form (73) or as the "outer" form (77), or whether its form 
essentially contains both inner and outer sets of parameters. Since 
the relative importance of P  and P  is also uncertain, it is un- 
certain how their sum, the total point spectrum P(co), scales with 
these parameters  (see also Ref. 16). 

On the other hand, for R0^ 6*, form (76) alone 
permits inference of the form (78) for Q_ , which, tinder the stated 

2 assumptions, reduces to form (78.1). If oov/v£ > 0.1 holds in addition, 
we infer from (74) for Q . and (78.1) for Q  a form for the total Q : 

Q^u) = 2(ü*o/U00)"
2p2&*U0

3,6.(cü6*/U00) 

+ (^o/v^rVw^v/v2) («v/v^O.l.R^). 
(2-79) 

i 

The assumption that form (76) holds for I in some interval 
of low k is probably inconsistent with the belief that IQ in this inter- 
val may b« taken equal to its value at k = 0.  In fact, we know that 
for the pressure in a turbulent boundary layer, I vanishes at k = 0 
apart from effects of compressibility, viscosity, and inhomogeneity 
in the direction of flow. The first of these three effects involves 
an additional parameter, viz. the velocity of scund, and hence at 
least if the value of I at k = 0 is largely du<» to compressibility, 
I near k = 0 will not have the form (76) . At the same time, the factor 
O        o 

(CJORQ/U^)  *" ehe result (79) accords fairly well with experiments 
(e.g., see Ref. 3, but cf. Ref. 17).  It is conjectured, therefore, 
that IQ(k) does not differ greatly from its average value over most 
of the range 0 < k < mR~ , where TTU^/CO « RQ £,c/oo, but that this 

average value is substantially larger than Io(0). 

T TT 
The same factor R  would be obtained whatever the cause of a non- o 
vanishing I at k = 0, but the same scaling with to and U^jin 

general, would not. 
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2.6 Estimates for Various Configurations 

2.6.1 Fluid Dome 

2.6.1.1 Contribution from High Wave Numbers 

Regarding first the contribution (^ ■ Q* + Q~ to Q(a>,y) , 
it is useful to define the modification factor A(k,y) by which the 

frequency-wave number spectrum of average pressure on the area 
2 

TR0 at depth-y differs from that due to the excitation pressure 

(excluding the acoustic) on an infinitesimal area in the outer 

surface, with reference only to excitation wave numbers k > k+: 

00 

Q+(y) - Jdkkio(k)A(k,y) (2-80) 

[cf.  Eq.   (26)].    This factor includes both the effects of area- 
2 

averaging over irRQ   and cushioning by the intervening medium.    We 
take k,  = <*>/u . 

T 00 

As implied by the approximation and discussion in the 

paragraph containing Eq. (32), A(k,y) contains a part that oscil- 

lates rapidly with a period in k that is short compared to any 

interval of significant change in any other factor, including I_(k). 

We may then replace A(k,y) in 80) by its local wave-number average, 

say A(k,y). In the approximations of Eqs. (38), then, 

where 

A(k,y) =A00(k,y) +A.(k,y), 

A.Ck,y) - A0(k)|r(k,y)|
2, 

(2-81) 

(2-82) 

igid) (k| ?"(-)%!  (r 
Ajk,y) =8(Roa) 

2x , 

k"1! 2-(-)V  (free) 
\  ' n*=o 

(2-83) 

A0(k) - AJ1
2(kR()/(kRo)

2. (2-84) 
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Here A (k,y) represents the limiting value of the modi- 

fication factor A(k,y) (or A) for an infinite dome (a -*• « at 

fixed k, RQ, L). Similarly A_(k) represents the value pertinent 

to the same circular area irR in a rigid surface exposed to the 

exciting pressure fluctuations and merely reflects the area averag- 

ing. For <UR /U » 1. with assumption that I (k) for k > <»/U is 

substantially unchanged over an interval R" in k, as at Bq. (65b) 

we may appropriately employ a local k-average also in place of 

A    in (84), say K  i 

(4/ir) (kR0) 
-3 m0K »i) (2-85) 

i 

i 
I 

In the opposite case where kRQ « 1 for all significant k, or 

roughly where «»& /U^ « 1» we naturally have 

k *■ l ("V"«.« x> -o  -     , -~0.-w .. -, (2-86) 

as at Eq. (&P>) 

If the additional condition (51) is satisfied, approxi- 

mation (41) (with Zr m  0) may be employed in (83) as previously 

in (38c), and if conditions (52) are satisfied, approximations (43) 

may also be employed. Though the latter conditions can apply only 

for a diaphragm radius a very large compared to the sound wave 

length, especially if the thickness L is not a substantial fraction 

of a wave length, this affords a suitably simple regime to examine. 

As an inessential further simplification, we assume a rigid inner 

surface, whence (45) applies. Then Eqs. (43) yield for the finite- 

ness term A. *-n tfte modification factor A of (81) at the inner 

surface 

/Uk»y> Ä*  16^(ka)"3[J1(k(üR0)/kCDR0]2(küL)2[l-(Wk)2]"2 

x [M2(b)4*2(l-b)]x 
(HoA) 

(rigid wall) 

(free wall) 

(2-87) 

If the inner surface is instead a pressure-release one, by (46) 
2 2 

we have only to replace L in the numerator by (y+L) and like- 

wise in Eq. (91), below; similarly, if the inner medium is 

2-32. 
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2        2* infinite, by (46.1) we have to replace L by (1/4)y. Thus, the 

contribution of A - t0 tne average-pressure spectrum Q(<*>,y) , in 
the regime of (87) , is independent of depth (-y) if the inner 
surface is rigid, increases quadratically with distance from that 

surface if it is pressure release, and increases quadratically 
with distance from the outer surface if the inner medium is in- 
finite. 

According to (87),A - for the case of a free wall is 
2 

smaller than for that of a rigid wall by a factor «~»(k^k) »i.e., 
the square of the ratio of the wave length of excitation to that 
of sound. If the boundary conditions were mixed, which perhaps 
would best simulate actual configurations, a contribution of the 
type of the rigid case presumably remains and is the dominant term, 
though with a reduced numerical coefficient. The significance of 
this strong dependence on the lateral boundary condition satisfied by 
the fluid diaphragm in the envisaged application is subject to some 

doubt, however, inasmuch as the boundary condition in the present 
model was artifically extended outside the fluid diaphragm in- 
definitely into the region of the outer fluid. For this same reason 
the model itself may have doubtful quantitative applicability if 
the thickness L of the diaphragm is too small a fraction of a wave 
length. 

We proceed to obtain explicit estimates of the several 
contributions to the interior average-pressure spectrum Q(u>,y) . 
In the present case of a fluid sheath (fc = 0) with rigid inner 
surface (& = 0), we recall from Eq. (1-62) that 

|r(k,y)| 2 = exp[-2(k2-k£ )1/2L]ch2[(k2-k^)1/2(y+L)];   (2-88) 

The contribution Q~(">,y) to Q(u,y) , deriving from Aw in (81), 
•is estimated very roughly as related to the high-k contribution 
X) (Cü) to the spectrum of averaging driving pressure Qn(^) on an 

equal area of the outer surface [Eq. (65b)] by 

These replacements are approximately correct even though the , 
surface of the element itself remains rigid, provided R < k" 
[cf.(99.2)]. * °~ * 
The case of the diaphragm will be treated more adequately in 
a later report. 
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<£(<*>,y)~ Irca/ifl..».*)! ^(P) (2-89) 

(In which, however, r\  should be regarded as slightly larger than 
it was in Eq. (68) on account of the weighting factor r(k,o>,y)| 

in the integral over k in (80)). 

By (1-62),(1-63), and (1-63.1) we have approximately 

(for Ik « c) 

. , 9 ~2ttL/T)U_    9 
IrWiUk^y)! z<-f e ch'loiy+D/rflJ (2-90) 

L for a rigid inner surface. 

The contribution Q"(^,y), deriving from A_ in (81), is 
estimated from (80)  and (87) for a rigid inner surface, with 

Vo &l» as 

CKy) ~ <kj.)2f (k^a"3 "       dkk*2I (k,a>) 

* (TT/4) (k^L) 2f (k^a) (R0/a)
3Q0+(o>),   (rigid wall) 

where f(ka) is the positive oscillating function with period r 

(2-91) 

defined by 

f(küa) = 4*" [M2(l-b)-m2(b)] = ^(b) (2-91.1) 

*(b) is shown in Figure 2-3; it has a peak value 3.44 and a value 
somewhat less than half as large when averaged over k^a. In the 

?.-34. 
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case of free walls the estimate (91) is reduced by a factor of 

the order of (TIU^/C)2. The second form In (91) relates <£ to 

the high-wave number part Q  of the spectrum of driving pressure 

over an area of radius R , where R is understood to be such that 

«V*. » 1. 
We give the expression corresponding to (91) outside 

the regime where (87) applies, i.e., when conditions (52) are 

not satisfied, but where the condition ü)/Uä » (if2 + k^)1^2 still 

holds (and, for simplicity, ly^ <^1). From (83) and (23) we obtain 

Q+K-IOR* 2 \  <-)nkn
/2r(kn,o>,-L)j

2 a"2 
n=0 

X Ll      dk k"2lo(k»ü))      <rl8id wall>  <2"92) 
■  00 

^ (7r/2)a 

by use of (65b). 

i 

g(-)nky2r(kn,co>-L) f(Ry/a)
3
Qo+(co) 

2.6.1.2 Contribution from Low Wave Numbers 

Unless I0(k,u>) is negligible for wave numbers kOu/u^, 

the contribution to Q(o>,y) from Q.,Ky) of (38a) must also be 

included. The sum may presumably be confined to kn ^J^0 

(  for R > k"1), where m is a fixed number exceeding unity by a N    o   + 
moderate factor, on account of attenuation by the area-averaging 

factor [2J1(knR0)/knRQ]
2. If wave numbersk < mR"1 actually 

predominate in the wave-number spectrum of the driving average- 

pressure spectrum Q0("), as suggested by the measured R0- 

dependence of the latter (see Section 5), we must have 0 (">,y) 

of the same order of magnitude as 0Q(">). inis conclusion holds 

unless R0 « mk^1 and Try/RQ » 1, since the factor/r(kn,y)j  in 
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(38a) attenuates only for kn such that kn > k^ and (k2 - k*) ' y >1. 

The fluid done, in such event, will be Ineffective relative to 

flush mounting  [ see Eq. (94) below]. 

We know too little about the wavenumber spectrum 

I0(k,cü) of turbulent pressure for k < ^/U«, to be able to estimate 

Q_(CD,Y) reliablyi even In terms of Q (u>)»in the parameter regime 

where these differ appreciably• For indicative estimates, however, 

we assume that IQ(k,cu) varies only moderately throughout the per- 

tinent Interval 0 < k < K , (except possibly for a negligible sub- 

Interval ), where the rough cutoff K Is defined by 

Kc = lesser of mR^
1, (k* + |y|2) 2x1/2 

Provided conditions (51) and the first of (52) are 

satisfied, the sum (38a) may be approximated by an Integral: 

1 
I 

00 

Q_Ky) - / dkk[2J1(kR0)/kRo]
2Io(k,co) |r(k,o>,y)| 

2      (2-93) 

We assume c dome sufficiently large that this approximation may be 

used. For definiteness, we consider a depth y - -L at a rigid 

inner surface, except as later noted. 

First, if mR'1 <(k£+ 1/64L2)1/2, from (1-62) we have 
rlh ,-i 1 > |r|' > e A/"* for k < mR0

J";  (93)and (65a) then yield 

mR"1 

Q.K-L) - /   dkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]
2IQ(k,co) 

0 

= Qo-^) • [R0 »(^ + 1/64L
2)"1/2] 

(2-94) 

This result does not depend on assumption of slowly varying IQ(k), 

except as Eq. (38a) does, and holds,in particular, when R exceeds 

about a wave length. 

The possibility that IQ(0,U))« I0(k,co) for most k < Kc thus need 

not be excluded. 
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Next, if k^L > 1, corresponding to a thickness greater 

than about a sixth of a wave length, and k^ < mP" , we find 

Q.(<",-« ~ 1  dkk[2J1(kRo)/kRo]
ZIo(k,0i) 

o 

~* aA(^y»w (2-95) 

^FT(kü>R0)Q0.(ü)) 

by use of (69), where the function T is defined by 

T(x) = 2 / dwf^jjoo, (2-95.1) 
o 

1 ("^sk^ denotes the suitably weighted coverage of I_(k) over the 

interval 0 < k < k^, and F represents the ratio of lQ(r*\>)  to tne 

weighted average of I over the interval pertinent to Eq. (69): 

F ■ Io<'s*ü))/Io^vRö1> ' (2-95.2) 

If Wo ^z1» We haVe 

T(Vo>^   <1/4> <kcoRo>2» 

whence (95) yields 

Q.(<ö,-L)r^ (l/2)fc£x0('vig <s, (1/4) (k^)^Q^C») . (2-96) 

In this regime the effect of the sheath is roughly equivalent to 

averaging the pressure spectrum over an area of radius ^/fr(=2/kü)) 

in place of the actual (smaller) area of radius RQ. If IQ(k) in- 

creases appreciably from k^Vk^ to k^vRQ , so that t  « l,the 

factor of reduction by the sheath, from (96), will be larger. 
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If KD^ "^O1» Eq# *95> wltil F 5 X a8aül h°lds, T(kü^0)= 1, and 
(95) reduces to (94). 

If kyj <^RQ and *L/R « 1, corresponding to a thin 

sheath, by expansion In the parameter L/RQ and appropriate 

approximation, assuming still a rigid inner surface, we estimate 

Q.(ö>,-L) **i\*»l& |l-2r-la/Ro)[ln(Ro/L)-0.6]i 

Wi-ar"1 
(L/R0)[ln(R0/L) -0.6]j 

(2-97) 

Qn-C^). 

where I0(^*
R1 ' denotes a suitably weighted average over 0 < k <mR~ . 

In the range in question, where ^/R. « 1, according to (97) 

Q_(CD,-L) is smaller than Q^C») by less then 10%. 

Again, if RQ 4,(k£ + L"
2)"1/2, i.e. roughly if the 

diameter 2R is less than a quarter wave length and less than 1.4 

times the thickness L, we have the estimate 

Q.K-L) *  / dkkl0(k,co) + / dkkI0(k,cü)exp[-2(k
2-k2)1/2L] 

~* 2Rl\<r»Kll) (2-98) 

^H(Rft/Rp)X.(0J) o' e' no- 

where R. Is an effective radius defined by 

A;2 * (1/4)[k^ + (1/2)L"2] = (1/4)[(2TT) V2 +(1/2)L"2]; (2-99) 

I (wR* ) denotes the appropriate weighted average of IQ(k), 

determined, on account of the exponential factor in (98), mainly 
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by IQ(k) for 0 < k £ (k2 + L"2)1/2 and H, similarly to F in (95). 

represents the ratio of I-C^R" ) to the similar average I_(~R" ) 

of Eq. (69): 

H= l0i~*&noi~l£) (2-99.1) 

Where the approximation (98) holds at all we have R > R . e   o 

According to Eq. (98), the spectrum of average pressure 

for a shielded element of radius RQ £R is independent of R and 

has a value corresponding to a flush element of averaging radius 

Re if H^l (or smaller than this by a factor H, in general). For 

example, if L <^ V9, the contribution to Q_ in (98) from the 

second term in (99) is the larger, and the effective averaging 

radius is ^ 2.8L.  If L^> A/9, on the other hand, the first term 

is the larger, and the effective radius is ^ A/TT. For an element 

with given radius R , then, the sheath reduces the spectrum of 

average pressure only to the extent that the relations 

L » RQ/2.8 and RQ « V 

are satisfied. 

Though the domains of validity of approximations (94) 

and (98) do not overlap, there being a transition region between, 

we may crudely regard (94) as applying if R > R and (98) if 

R    < R . 
O r^f    e 

The effect of the sheath is shown graphically in Figure 

2-4 as a function of L at fixed A with R as a parameter. The 

form of dependence is shown for three values of R , say R , ^02^03» 

which are introduced as arguments in the respective spectra Q_(tu,-L). 

It is supposed that h  » RQ1 » UMAu and RQ2 J^V
71 <J  RO3* For 

Q_(o),R , ,-L) ,Eq. (98) then holds over the range L > R0]/2.  In the 
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FIGURE 2-4. AVERAGE-PRESSURE SPECTRUM Q_(^,-L) WITHIN FLUID DOME 

DUE TO LOW EXCITATION WAVE NUMBERS VS. DOME DEPTH L 
FOR SEVERAL ELEMENT RADII, RQ3 > RQ2 > RQ1 » U^/u). 
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range L > Lß2, where Lg2 is defined by Re(^»L=Le2^"
Ro2 with Re 

given by (99), the Q_ spectra for R - and RQ2 coincide, since 

the effective radius there is Re for both. At L = 0, on the 

other hand Q_(ü>,Ro2>0)/Q_(a>,Rol,0)5 Q0.(^,Ro2)/Q0-(
ü).R0i) 

= (R0i/
R
02) • The assumed condition on R « makes R « > R for 

all L; hence R0g is the effective radius for all L, and Q^iR^»-!") 

is independent of L. 

It has been assumed above that the exciting pressure 

spectrum I (k,o>) varies smoothly and moderately in the low-wave- 

number range in question. As noted In Section 2.5 and Appendix 

5, however, I may behave anomalously near k = k^ ■■ cu/c. If it has 

a significant peak there, but one that is broad relative to the 

spacing of the modal wave numbers k , there will be an additional 

contribution to Q_(">,-L) which by (93), since rO^co) = 1, is just 

the same as the corresponding contribution to the spectrum Q.(w) 

for an exposed area and, like the latter, is independent of R for 

Wo i1. 

All the estimates of Q_(<u,-L) above referred to a rigid 

inner surface. With regard to dependence on the impedance assumed 

at this surface, suppose the latter is transparent (infinite inner 

medium) but the element is still regarded as rigid. Then for wave 

number k, if kR_ < 1, the corresponding average pressure on the 

element is reduced relative to the rigid case by a factor 

* (l/2)[l+SF(k
2-k2)1/2/kJ (2-99.2) 

[with (k^-k2)1/2 -> i(k2-k,J)1/2 when k >' kj, where eF0rR2pc) denotes 

the radiation impedance of the rigid element in free space and is 

If such a peak exists but is narrow relative to the spacing of the 
kn, this contribution to Q,(w,y) is identified rather as a term 

Or/a) KJl[2J1(kji>R0)/lc|iR0]
2I0(k^,a>) in the sum (38a), where \i  denotes 

the mode such that k lies nearest k^. Such a contribution would 
have a resonant character with peaks at frequencies to = ck . 
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given for k^Q < 0.5 by ^ = ^ - U2 = 0.25(k^Lo)
z- 10.6141^ 

[cf. Eq. (140) further on]. When RQ < Re/2, we then find in place 

of (98) 

Q.(%-L) ^2I0('VR;
1
)(1/4) {(l/4)[l+(4/3)^+(l/2)(41+^2)]k^ 

1     (2-99 3) +(l/8)[l+2?2(kü)L)-
1+(3/2)(^+t2)(kü)L)-2]L-2j § 

which reduces to Eq. (98) when ky^+0. The ratio Q./QQ may be 

formed as in the second form of (98) by writing 210^*g J* HR
2 Q0„. 

It is more useful, however, to consider Q_/Q* , where Q' denotes 

the result for a flush element, not in a rigid baffle as QQ_, but 

in a transparent baffle similar to the inner surface assumed in 

deriving Q in (99.3); for this purpose, one would need to solve 

the acoustic problem yielding QQ_.   For RQ/£ Re/2, the value of 

Q_(CL)»-L) complementing Eq. (99.3) is also not so trivially obtain- 

able. 

2.6.1.3 Summary Discussion 

Consideration of (91) for Q* indicates that the effect of 

a fluid sheath relative to flush mounting, so far as the excitation 

from high wave numbers (k > u>/Uw) is concerned, is somewhat of the 

nature of averaging the fluctuating pressure over the entire exposed 

area of the sheath, instead of over the area of the transducer itself. 

X 
Similarly, if the inner surface instead approaches pressure 
release, for wave numbers k £ R~l the factor |r(k,u>,L)| z in 

Eq. (93) is replaced by 

[(k2-k^)1/2->»i(k2-k(J)
1/2 when k > k^], where £o0rR2pc) denotes 

the radiation impedance of the element in a pressure-release 
surface. A result analogous to (99.3) can again be derived. 

For wave numbers k^R  only, the contribution to Q' is 

modified relative to QQ_ by the factor (2-99.2) but with the 

sign of £„ reversed. 
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There is the additional component Q" in the transmitted pressure 

that is averaged only over the transducer area, but provided 

oL/U^ » 1, it will be smaller than Q~ unless a is very large 

and at any rate very small relative to Q +.  [see Eq. (89)]. 

On the other hand, the effect of the» sheath so far as the excita- 

tion from low wave numbers (k ji mR~ ) is concerned is not sub- 

stantial unless the sheath thickness is roughly at least half 

the radius of the area (transducer) in question and this radius 

is roughly at most a quarter of the sound wave length. 

2.6.1.4 Spectra of Pressure Averaged Over the Active Area of 
Arrays of Shielded and Flush Elements    ■——    - 

In practical application, not only the average (noise) 

pressure on an individual area beneath the dome or sheath is of 

concern, but still more the average pressure on an array of such 

areas. Thus the effect of the sheath on the correlation of the 

pressure between areas (elements) must also be considered. There- 

fore, imagine an array of elements of radius t with center spacing 

D(> 2r ) and suppose r « R [see Eq. (99)], corresponding to the 

regime where the sheath appreciably reduces Q_(CD, -L) . The effec- 

tive radius R was s»en to correspond to the largest area over which 

the average-pressure spectrum is roughly independent of averaging 

area; for much larger areas the pressure may be regarded as roughly 

constant over each partial area r*J   TTR , and the spectra of force 

on these areas added powerwise to obtain the spectrum of total 

force, and thence average pressure, on the whole area in question. 

Explicitly, the average-pressure spectrum on a large interior area 

is 2TTA"1IO(0) by Eq. (93)* since |r(0,-L)|2 = 1; but, by defini- 

tion of the correlation area A , this spectrum is given by (A /A)(i, 

where Q is the pressure spectrum at an interior point; the latter 

by (98), is given by Q_ - 2R~ IQ( <**> Rß ) ; hence, on assumption that 

I 0-^R"1) - I (0), we have A ^   v  R2, where R„ is still defined oe     o e      e       e 
by (99).  (If we consider an area at y = -L in an infinite inner 

medium instead of at a rigid inner surface, the spectrum of average 

pressure on a large interior area is smaller by a factor 4, since 

r(0,-L)j  = 1/4, but Q_ is smaller by the same factor, and the 

correlation area naturally i., still A = TTR .) e 

For a large area TTR2, if iQ is constant for most k < mR"
1 but 

I_ (~R"/)^Io(0), the argument k=0 should be replaced by 
Jo (-R"1)- 2-43 
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Consider first, for comparison, an array of N flush 

elements of redius R , where cuR /U » TT SO that 0     «T R~ . We 
O O  «0 n O" ^~   O 

represent the active area of the array as N(jrRo)=*A. The spectrum 

of pressure averaged over the total active area, say Qv_, is given 

for center spacing D0#> 6^, by 

<£-(<») ~ Qn.C^/N^^A-1! (-R"1) (2-100) 

in 

i. 

[ 

To the extent that IQ^RI ) is independent of RQ, Q^ thus does not 

depend explicitly on the size of th« elements (where RQ » irU^/o)) 

but varies inversely as the total active area A. 

Now consider an array of N1 shielded elements of radius 
2 

r and center spacing D such that the active area i. -  N (irr ) is 

the samt. We define AÄ * irr^, AÄ = (rjr.    Two opposite limiting o    o  e n    e 
conditions are distinguished: (a) D » Ae (loosely packed array); 

o 
$b) D « Afi (tightly packed array). In the case of loose packing 

contributions of the elements to the spectrum of total force on 

the array are nearly statistically independent. The spectrum of 

pressure averaged over the total active area, say Q_, then becomes 

(^(CC-D^QJCü.-D/N' (2-101) 

f 2TrA-1I0M;1)(r2/R2)^'H(r2/R2)QA_(ü)) for -^«^ 

2TA"
1
I0(^;

1
) -Qo_(co) for r >>Ro o  e 

(D2 » TR2) 
(2-101.1) 

from (98) and (100). In the case of tight packing, the spectrum of 

pressure averaged over the total active area differs little from 

that averaged over the total (active plus dead) area A™ : A(D /AQ). 

Hence, 

QA>,-L)*' »TA*lI0(~A^
1/2) » 2TrA-1I0(^

1/2) (irr2/D2) 

-HrCirrJ/D^Qj.CcD) 

(2-102) 

(DZ « TTR2 « ^ 
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by reference to Eq. (93) for a circular area AT z TTR_ (or its 

equivalent for another shape), where ' 

«T - ^K^^oK1) (2-102.1) 

We recall, however, that (93) constitutes an adequate approxima- 

tion to the corresponding sum over modes of (38a), and the latter 

in turn an adequate approximation only where a range of excitation 

wave numbers k that is equal to many modal spacings (i.e., » ir/a) 

is in question and where [2J^(kR )/kR ] , in particular, varies 

only moderately over an interval TT/&  in k. This condition applied 

to (102) requires that the array extent be small relative to the 

dome size, R~  « a.  In application, we will have EL,^va; we may 

hope the results will be still roughly applicable if JL, ^a« 

If we consider an area at y = -L within an infinite 

inner medium instead of at a rigid inner surface, Q_(<u,-L) and 

likewise Q\ü>,-L), given previously by Eqs. (101)-(102), are 

equal to 1/4 of their previous values. 

We also want to consider arrays composed of ad- 

joining independent domes housing arrays of the type considered 

above.   In this case we may reasonably assume the spectra of 

noise pressure on elements in separate dome sections are uncor- 

related. Eqs (100)-(102) then remain valid for spectra of 

pressure averaged over the active area of the elements in all 

the sections taken together, provided A in (100) is now interpreted 

If H™ <£ 1, there can be a reduction in average pressure due 
to a tight packing effect in the case of the flush array also, 
requiring Eq. (100) to be modified, as discussed further on. 

In the further regime where TTR £ AT, we have Q^(oo,-L) — Q_(Ü)»,*L) 
~ 2R~ I (~R~ )*=* (A/7TR )(T (°°T • Even for cc ="0 the former con- 
dition ?s satisfied onlf i?"L^ RjV-.S. 

*** In such a configuration the present circular geometry assumed 
for each section is clearly inappropriate, but the basic 
relations and conclusions remain valid. 
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In as referring to this grand total active area (but with A-, still 

referring to a single section). 

The probability that IQ(k) is much smaller near k=0 

than I0(A/R" ) is sufficient to merit further attention. Suppose, 

therefore, IQ(k) in the region of low wave numbers may be regarded 

crudely as given by 

i i I0(k) = 

I' for k < k 

I" f or k > kg 

(2-103) 

[ 

where I' and I" are constants with 1" > I'. 
2 I0(k) |r(k,-L)| Z of Eq. (93) then behaves similarly 

rather sharply where k *v R~ (see Figure 2-5). 

The pertinent product 

but cuts off 

I 

15 

■ II 

^  I' 

rr 

FIGURE 2-5.  EXCITATION-RESPONSE PRODUCT I0(k)|r(k,-L) FOR 

A HYPOTHETICAL STEP DEPENDENCE OF I. ,AND r FOR 
A FLUID DOME. 
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I (k) as given by (103) may be regarded as composed of a sum 
IQ - I± + I2 of a spectrum ^(k) = I" for all k and a (negative) 
spectrum Ix(k) = -(I?-I') for k < kc, li(k)=0 for k > kc- Two 
pertinent correlation scales, Rg and k~ (>k^ ) now enter. We 
must then distinguish loose or tight packing relative to the 
scale IL from that relative to the scale k . e c 

We find in the several combinations of interest, 
assuming A-, > k" • 

1) Loosely packed relative to both scales, element small 
relative to both scales; D » k^ , r « R : 

<£(o>,-L) ^VA"1^ (R;2-(l/4)k21I«+(l/4)k2I' ]     (2-103.1) 

2) Loosely packed relative to small scale, tightly rela- 
tive to large, element small relative to both; 
k"1 » D » ?^t  rrt « R • C e'  o    e 

0t(u),-L) ^27^A■1r2[Rg2I,!•7(D"2(It,-I,)] (2-103.2) 

3) Tigh y packed relative to both scales: D « R : 

(£(<u,-L) ~ TFk^iirT^lvi1)!' (2-103*3) 

4) Loosely packed relative to both scales, element large 
relative to small scale only; D » k" , k" » r » R : 

<£<«,-L) ^27TA":L[I"-(l/4)(kcr0)
2(I"-I') ]       (2-103.4) 

5) Loosely packed relative to small scale, tightly relative 
to large, element large relative to small scale only; 
k"1 » D » R0, k"

1 » r » R • c e' c     o    e 

Q^((ü,-L) <^2TrA"1[IM-(7rr2/D2)(IH-I1)]. (2-103.5) 
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If the constancy of I (k) for k > k is regarded as somewhat 

relaxed, I" in cases 1) and 2) are to be regarded as XQC^RI ) 

and in cases 4) and 5) as \A~r~  ). 
'    r   o  o 

j From cases 4) and 5) the similarly generalized re- 

sults for a flush array may he inferred by letting R -»- 0. With 

rQ replaced by RQ and with I" = I (*vR~ ), these become 

j 4»)    D » kjl, R0 « k;1: 

j <£.(«>) - 2*A1[I0{«J*~0
L)  -  (l/4)(kcR0)2 floC'V^h-I'} ]  (2-103.6) 

5«)    D «k;1, R0 «k;1: 

i (£_(ü>) * frhhl^Kl1)  - (TTRJ/D
2
) (IOC^R;

1
)-!']   ]        (2-103.7) 

I Once xore, if we have a number of independent dome sec- 

L      tions, Eqs. (103.1)-(103.7) still apply to the spectra of pressure 

averaged over the total active area, with A interpreted as the 

new total area. 

The formulas above remain roughly correct when 

the stated extreme inequality conditions are satisfied 

only roughly as inequalities. Eq. (103.6) and (103.7) generalize 

(100), Eqs. (103.1) and (103.2) generalize (101), (103.5) general- 

izes (101.1), and (103.3) generalizes (102). In order of magni- 

tude, however, (100)-(102) remain correct provided the factors 

H and H-, are retained in general form.  We recall, in the case 

of several dome sections, that IQ^A^ ' ) in H» refers to an 

i       area A-, of the order of the area of a single section. 

To compare dome-shielded and flush arrays, it 

suffices to consider a single dome section. Let the center spacing 

of the flush array now be DQ and its active area be AQ, which may 

differ from the spacing D and active area A of the shielded array. 

x 
We note, however, the substantial reduction possible, according 
to (103.7) or (103.5), by tight packing, if I (k) should have the 
dip hypothesized. 
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Suppose the total area A_ of the flush and shielded arrays is fixed 

independently of flow-noise considerations, and so also the maximum 

array factor iriC/D» of the flush array and the minimum element radius 

r and minimum spacing D in the shielded array. We then have 
O      2  2        2 

A-, = AQCDO/TTO = A(D/irro). In such case, since the active areas of 

the flush and shielded arrays are not assumed equal, in place of 

Eqs. (100)-(102), we rewrite the spectra of pressure averaged over 

total active area for the flush and shielded arrays, for fixed 

total area A-, as 

(£>) ^ 27r(A0/AT)"1A^1I0(^R;1), (2-103.7a) 

<£(«>,-L) ^ 

H(D/DO)2(R2/R;)QJO 

= H(A0/A)(r2/R2)(£,  (ro<< Re)" 

<D/D0)2(R0/r0)2<& 

=  (A0/A)Q° , (r0»Re) 

(D2»TTR2) 

HT^R2/D2)Q0° = HT(A0/AT)Q^o m      (D
2«^^«^) 

I " 

(2-103.7b) 

Suppose also that, within the given restrictions, the 

incident signal pressure, in active as well as passive operation, 

is nearly independent of element radius or spacing. By this 

supposition, the signal-to-noise ratio vattes inversely as the 

spectrum of noise pressure averaged over the active area of the 
it 

array. According to (103.7a), so far as determinined by low 

Thus, in the regime considered, the power transmitted by a cavita- 
tion-limited active array is recognized as roughly independent of 
active area, in consequence of the effect of mutual coupling. 
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excitation wave numbers, for a flush array the signal-to-noise 
ratio is maximized by maximizing the array factor A /A_. According 
to (103.7b), for a shielded array the ratio is maximized for fixed 

2   2 r0, so far as the higher frequency range where vR ^D   is con- 
cerned, by minimizing D. Figure 2-6 shows the factor by which the noise 
(0.) is reduced relative to that for a flush array of the same 
total area (<j£6) (with element radius RQ » TI\JMM as a function of 
R , i.e., of frequency on a certain nonlinear scale. It is as- 
sumed that HL—'H—-1. Dashed lines show the same factor for a larger 
D, and again for a smaller rQ. Figure 2-7 shows the ratio in 
question where it is assumed instead that H™ « H when R « AZ' 
and H thus increases with R~ . e 

Returning to the assumption that HT
/X/H'^/1, we see 

that the reduction factor due to the fluid dome can be made 
only as low as the plateau value A /A^, in Figure 2-6, i.e., 
equal to the array factor for the flush comparison array. Thus if a 
100% array factor were achievable in a flush array, the low- 

wavenumber noise would not be reduced at all by use of a fluid 

sheach. 

If tu (=2TC/A ) is the highest frequency of concern, the 
mv    m w \/2 

same (maximum) noise reduction is attained for any D^^m/
ir  » 

provided the sheath thickness is taken to make R ((&=<»> )^£ D/^ ' ; 

this condition yields 

i 

L2 (l/5)D(l-7rD2/^)"l/2. (2-103.7c) 

The requisite thickness is thus minimized by minimizing D.  (At 
fixed D the noise reduction is nearly independent of r at all 

frequencies such that Re^ £■„•) 

The minimum spacing D is constrained by the economic 
limitation on the number of elements to be employed. In an active 
array it is further constrained by its relation to the minimum ele- 
ment radius at which the elements radiate power with adequate 

efficiency. 
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li 
Figure 2-6. Ratio of spectrum of low-wavenumber flow-noise pressure 

averaged over active area for a shielded array to that 
for a flush array as a function of [Re(\L) ]~2. [See 

Eq. (2-99).] The flush and shielded arrays have same 
total area A- and active areas AQ and A, respectively. 

Three curves (drawn with unrealistic square corners 
for simplicity) are shown, corresponding to two differ- 
ent radii r and center spacing D for the shielded 
elements. 1° (*vk) is assumed roughly constant for the 

pertinent low-wavenumber ranges« 

3 

3 

o 

tlL 
. u 

HTUQAT) - 

Figure 2-7. Reduction factor defined as in Figure 2-6. It is now 
assumed that the average I (r»k) (and hence H) decreases 
in some way as the effective upper limit on the wave- 
number range in question decreases, so that Rj. « 1. 
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Assuming, for example, a flush comparison array with 

array factor < 25%, we may similarly compute the maximum frequency 

co , say, below which the reduction factor for the shielded array 

corresponds to an improvement of signal-to-noise ratio by at 

least 6 db.  The result is shown as a function of L for two 

values of r in Figure 2-8. The value of to approached asymp- 

totically at large L is c/r ; to equals 0.86 of that value when 

L « 1.4rÄ or 0.71 of it when L = r . If c has the value for o o 
water, for example, at L= r0 we have to /2TT = 13kc/2r with the 

diameter 2r expressed in inches. 

Still assuming 1Lr>J H'V 1, we compare a specific typical 

array when shielded with the same array when flush mounted. Suppose 

D = 7.75 in., r = 2.5 in., to/2Tr=2.4kc (A=24 in.). Then the array 
2    2 

factor is A/Aj, = 0.327. For any L > 1.9 in., we have TTR^ > D , 

whence Q^^* 0.327 Q?_, i.e., the low-wavenumber noise is roughly 

4.8 db below that for the same array if flush mounted. Now com- 

pare a shielded array with the same A- but a 100% array factor 

(A/A-,= l) . For any L (including L=0 if such an array without dome 

were structurally possible) this array averages the noise over 

A„ and thus yields the same noise level as did the 32.7% array for 

L > 1.9 in.** 
We consider crudely the array aspect of the noise con- 

tribution from high excitation wave numbers. As we saw, by taking 

L » U^/'-o (a modest requirement for most frequencies of interest) 

we can substantially obliterate the direct convective part Q°° 

(Eq. (88)), leaving the propagation overlap part Q£. In a limited 
T 

regime, roughly for very large cua/c, we saw also that the interior 

pressure spectrum is then conveyed mainly by wave numbers k ^ co/c 

[Eq. (87)]. 

We regard first an array of N flush elements of radius R , 

where toR /U^ » wt  with cross-stream spacing^> 6^, yielding an 

active area A = N(TTR ) . For the high-wavenumber contribution to 

the spectrum of pressure averaged over the active area we have 

roughly 
3  
This reduction refers to the case of a rigid inner surface at y = -L. 
If L refers instead to depth in an effectively infinitely deep inner 
medium, as noted before, there is an additional-^6-db reduction 
relative to flush mounting in a rigid baffle. 

if 
This result neglects the effect of any difference in the impedance 
properties of the inner surface for the 100% and 32.7% arrays. 
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Figure 2-8. Upper frequency Halt for 6-db reduction by a fluid 
dome of low-vavenuaber flow-noise pressure averaged 
over active area of an array. Element radius rQ, 
dome thickness L, total active area fixed and less 
than 1/4 of array area, inner dome surface rigid. 
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j l! Q^^) - Q0+(^)/N ~ (i*2)1/2A"l8(a>)f (2-103.8) 

where s(d>)  is given from Eq.   (65b) as 

00 

s(o>) =  (TTR^)3/2()    (Cü) «4ir1/2 /      dkk"2I  (k,o>) (2-103.9) 
-U1- ^y O 

00 

[cf. (100)]. Regarding now the shielded array, we again distinguish 

loose and tight packing. Considering the regime where Eqs. (87) and 

1 |      (91) are indicative, the packing criterion pertains to the relative 
-1 

magnitudes of the spacing D and k  (= c/cu = V2TT) • With N' loosely 
-1        —1 

packed elements of radius r -i.e., for D » k^ , with ^ <kflJ , we 

have a high wavenumber contribution to the spectrum of pressure 

averaged over the active area given by 

QJK-L) ^QP(ü),-L)/N' = ^A"1^. (2-103.10) 

Using the order-of-magnitude form 

QP^.-LW^/a^Q^H (2-103.11) 

based on Eq. (91) together with (103.8), we then obtain the rela- 

tion of Q^(u>,-L) to QQ+(CU) for a flush array of the same active 

area 

qJ(a>,-L)^/Tr?(F«2)"3/Vl8(a>) 
+ ° (2-103.12) 

~ <r^o/a3><4f<CD>- 

With tight packing, D « k"1, Q^ will be still smaller 

provided the total area A„ » k^ , since the interior pressure 

spectrum falls off for k < k , resulting in cancellation [cf. (102) 

or (103.3)1. We consider crudely the average pressure for an area 
-1/2   1/2 

A-, by replacing k^R by TT    '  k^A-, ' as the argument of the area- 

averaging factor [2j,(z)/z] in Eq. (87), and consider the resulting 

factor as-«(k^-, ' )"', We may then suppose, in order of magnitude, 

that 
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Qj(»t-L)^Cka^
/2)"3^K-L) 

MV) "3A^3/2s (a>)^ (k^a) "3(Trr2/D
2) 3/2A"3/2s (*) 

~(a>a/c) "3(k/Kj) O^R2/^) X/^(CD) 

(2-103.13) 

o>« KL1) 
by use of (103.8) [cf.(103.12) ]. (p&/c  » 1 where this result has 

validity.) 

The crude estimates (103.12) and (103.13) are based on 

results [e.g. Eq. (87)] valid only if the averaging area is small 

and far from the dome periphery; hence (103.12) and especially 
2 

(103.13) require A-, « ir&  , i.e., the total array area in each dome 

section must be small relative to area of the section. This con- 

dition is not well satisfied in cases of interest. Furthermore, 

the results depend sensitively on the lateral boundary conditions. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that 0v(^,-L) for a shielded array can 

be made much smaller than (r* (u>) for a flush array of the same 
0+ 2 

active area by taking the sheath area (Tra ) large relative to the 

area of individual elements and somewhat larger than the sound 

wave lengths of concern. 

We may now consider the probable noise reduction achiev- 

able by use of a fluid sheath of small thickness. The conclusions 

may be presumed applicable also to an actual elastic-solid sheath, 

provided the transverse sound velocity in the latter greatly exceeds 

U^, meeting the order-of-magnitude assumptions made here regarding 

c. If the contribution Q_ frcm low excitation wave numbers in fact 

predominates, as indicated by the observed area dependence on large 

flush transducers, present analysis shows that a fluid dome permits 

significant noise reduction only if L„> r , where rQ is the radius 

of the shielded elements employed (Figure 2.8).* If instead the 

If, however, the wave-number spectrum of excitation contains a 
spike at k ~  ui/c, as speculated before, this contribution 
will not be reduced by the sheath independently of L. 
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convective contriution from high excitation wave numbers predom- 

inated in the average-pressure spectrum on large flush elements, 

significant noise reduction could b'i achieved, provided only that 
L » U«/00 and that the lateral size of the sheath (or each section 

thereof) is large compared to individual element size. 

2.6.2 Covered Dome 

, When the dome has a cover (plate or membrane), a more 

: or less sharp resonance in r(k y) occurs if ^ "^k , This 

resonance may conceivably be sharp eujugh that, even if IQ(k) is 

relatively small for k < k , nevertheless Q_(y) in (26) contains 

a significant contribution from k^k ; in the approximation of 

(38a), the terms with k -6k < k < k + 6k, if no others, may * r      n   r    * 
then need to be retained.  (As we have seen, however, Q.(y) is 

indicated by the observed area dependence of noise on flush • 

mounted transducers to be the dominant contribution even in the 

absence of resonances.) Likewise the k, in this interval make n _ 
a pronounced contribution to the sum in Q~(y) in (38c); thus, 

in approximation (41), 2 , which was set equal to zero for the 

fluid dome, now contributes.   The regions of the (k,kfl)-plane 

embraced in this approximation, including the non-resonant contri- 

bution to Q.(y), are shown in Figure 2-9 (cf. Figure 2-2). The 

relevant regions are crosshatched. 

* 
Consistently with Eqs. (37)-(38) and (41), representing Eq. 
(23) by Tn(k,y) = tn(k)r(kn,y) (and similarly for Sn), we 

may neglect t - t i in £ and write for use in (41) and 

(38c) 

^ f*  <r » 
V-)'\*^ yr(kn,y)-r(kn+liy)] 

where the prime on the sum on n on the right denotes restriction 
to even n only. 
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Figure ?.-9. Regions of (k.k^) Plane Retained in a Specified 
Approximation for Large cue/c. 
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2.6.2*1 Contribution from High Wave-Numbers 

Referring to (^(y) only, we may «gain define a spectrum 

modification factor A(k»y) by Eq. (80), and thence the local 

average /\ (k,y), whence Eqs. (81)-(84) again apply, provided ehe 
requisite conditions of Section 2.4.3 for Eqs. (38b)-(38c) are 

satisfied. If the conditions for (43) are also satisfied, a 

suitably modified form of Eq. (87) applies with a contribution 

from 2r of (41) included. (The crossnatched strip centered at 

k^ « k~ in Figure 2-9 then contracts to vanishing width.) 

Further and alternative approximations also merit uen- / 

tion. If the resonance is sufficiently broad (relative to ir/a) 

and damped that, in addition to (56) the appropriate one of the 

following conditions is satisfied: 

(2-104) 

r- kJ/2(6k)"V3/2k;1gr[(c>g/0k2)o]-
1 « 1 (rigid) 

I (2 

J k^2(6k)-V3/V8rC(
ä8/^2)or

1 « 1.        (to«) 

where gr - r(kr,/) and it is assumed that k„£ fkr, then in (41) 

the partial sum 2r, as estimated by use of Eq. (17), Appendix 2, 

is small compared to 2^ as given in Eqs. (43), and the resonance 

contribution in Q^(y) orA„(k,y) nay be neglected. In this ex- 

treme limit, which would apply for sufficiently large a, the 

|     resonance behavior of g(kn, ^2n'
y^ Clr(kn»y)J is entirely ir- 

•     relevant to the part of the force spectrum deriving from k > k+, 

in consequence of the alternation of signs in Zr and the assumed 

close spacing of the kR such that contributions from neighboring 

n cancel one another except where ^^k^. 

I Similarly, if the resonance is sufficiently broad that 

öka/Tr » 1 (2-105) 

We recall that gr may be considered roughly proportional to 

(6k)"1 [see Eq. (1-38)]. 
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and, in Addition, roughly 

kra/ir »l, krL/|k^-k£   a « 1 (2-106) 

(cf. 50)), the contribution of (33), if assumed to derive appreciably 

only from k and k both near k as suggested in the paragraph fol- 

lowing Eqs. (43), may be approximated alternatively to (34) by the 

corresponding form for an infinite dome: 

kr+6k 

Q_K-L)^ /    dkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]
2I0(k)|r(k,y)|

2     (2-107) 

kr-6k 

When on the contrary, the spacing of the k is rather 

broader than the resonance peak in F(k,y), i.e. 6ka < "&", it may 

suffice to include only one pair of terms, or even one term, in 

Sr in (41) and in (38a). When 6ka « ir (but the other assumed 

conditions for (37)-(38) still apply),, no terms at all may con- 

tribute appreciably, except that as the frequency <D and hence the 

resonant wave number k(<D) is varied, a succession cf single terms 

n will contribute over the successive narrow frequency Intervals 

where their respective k's satisfy roughly 

k (<Jo) - 5k < kn < kr(co) + 6k. (2-108) 

Let us consider the resonance properties in the vicinity 

of the frequency, u> say, at which the v-th mode, of wave number 

kv, is in resonance [kv - (ir/a)(v + s) , where, in the present model, 

S
V= lh  for x  rigid wall and s = 3/4 for a free wall]. Thus we have 

(jo = CD (k ), with a> given by Eq. (1-56) or equivalently kr(^v) = \t 

with k given by Eq. (1-38.1).* We denote also other functions of k 

* If we had k (CD) <^ sir/a up to the highest frequency of interest, 

there could be no mode v in resonance in this frequency range. 
Since, however, k (CD) ^> kQ (=CD/C) , independently of k , i.e., 

no matter how stiff the isolated plate, this condition would imply 
^a/c ^STT, i.e., a lateral dome radius a small compared to a 
sound wave length in the fluid. 
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evaluated at k » kv by a subscript v. Assuming that 

kr—kQ in accord with Eq. (1-52), by Eq. (1-4.1) the 

frequency spacing mv  of resonances in the vicinity of the v-th 
resonance is given crudely in terns of the wave-number spacing 

Aky 'A'tr/a by 

AU>v/a>v   rv   uir/kva^fi/(v+s) (2-108.1) 

where \i -  2 for a plate and M- = 1 for a membrane, I.e., the 

logarithmic spacing is roughly inversely proportional to mode 

number v. As for the absolute spacings, we have 

"vf2"°(T/,)2(v + 8)      (plate) 
ic ir/a (membrane). 

To test whether resonance is broad enough in wave- 

number that more than one k can be near resonance at the same 

ü), we must consider whether 6k a/7r > 1. where 6k for a plate is 

given by Eq. (1-42) evaluated at k^^k and <ü ^<üV, whence 

6kva/7T ->/(l/5)(v+sXC+(ß/ü3v)(l+2/kvh)"
1]. (2-109) 

1      At fixed damping, this dimensionless resonance breadth is thus 

roughly proportional to mode number. 

| In the vicinity of the resonance at <u = a>v, we may 

write r(kv,ü),y) for use in Q.(^,y) by Eq. (1-54) as 

r<kv.^y> -WTC (2~110) 

where by Eqs. (1-56), (1-58) 

CO 
V 
*CDov(l+2/K2vh)-

1/2, [K2v =|k;-(u)v/c)
2| 1/2]   (2-111) 
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x ch[K2v(y+L)+3], 

(2-112) 

€v - 5^(kv)/cov * (1/2)[C +(ß/o>v)(1+2/k^)-
1],      (2-113) 

and for a low-impedance inner surface b must be modified as 

stated at (1-44). The peak value of r, namely r(kv,a>v,y) -bvf*v 

contains a factor (k^)"1^. (v+s)*1 that decreases with increasing 

mode number v; in addition, however, the exponential factor decreases 
to the extent of an increment » -Tr(L/a)(kv/fc2v)in its argument per unit 
increase in v. 

To fix ideas, we consider again the example of a steel 

plate of thickness 0.25 in.  (and unstiffened by resonators) with 

water loading both sides and assume a dome radius a = 0.5 meter. 

We then have 

a » 8.5 m /sec, h ■ 0.049 m. 

For example, we consider the properties of resonances with fre- 

quencies CDV in the neighborhood of 3 kc. We take k — (v + l/4)7r/a 

(appropriate for rigid walls but nearly correct in any case when 

v » 1). From (112) we find by use of the approximation (1-57) that 

the resonances of modes v = 8 and v = 9 fall at 

ü)8/2TT^2700cps and CDO/2TT - 3460 cps (2-114) 

(For comparison, these modal frequencies for the unloaded plate 

would be ü>og = 3630 cps and to^ = 4570 cps.) The corresponding 
resonant wave numbers k are 

kg = 51.8m'1 and k9 - 58.1m"
1. 

At the frequencies <üQ  and a> , the wave numbers of sound in the 
water are 

o)g/c - 11.3m"1 and o>o/c , 14.5m"
1. 

In Eqs. (112)-113) the quantity kvh for v~9 is given by kgh-2.85. 
W'.th reference to the exponential attentuation of the resonant mode 

<V „, ,« /« n/.N 
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with depth as given by (110) and (112), for v - 9 we have 
K2V » 50.6m"

1, whence the exponential factor in Irl at y « -L 
(with a-0) is only 0.01 for a depth as shallow as L * 4.6 cm« 
For a thinner or leas stiff dome cover the attenuation of the 
modes resonant in the same frequency range would be still more 
rapid. 

2.6.2.2 Estimated Spectrum (Excluding Low Non-resonant Wave- 
•'^TTTl 

As an example for estimation, consider the regime where 
Eqs. (43) hold for 2^ , but 26ka < w,  so that 2r and the resonant 
part of Q_, asy Qf, may be approximated by retention of the single 
n nearest resonance, say n - v (v thus changes with u>) . Collecting 
previous equations, we then havo 

Q(y) * Q.(y) + / dkkIQ(k) A CM) , (2-115) 
k+ 

Q.(y) - <£(y)-i<fi(y), (2-116) 

Ql(y) ^(^/c)kv[2J1(kvR0)/kvR0]
2I0(kv)|r(kv,y)| 2, (2-117) 

A(k,y)-A» +/\, (2-118) 

Aoo - [2J1(kRo)/kR0]
2|r(k,y)| 2 (2-119) 

Rigid-wall case: 

Jj/kyRj,) ky. 
A ****** <->* Hi^L   -%, r(kv,y)+ ^    , (2-120) 
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20> 
-(2r,VVV2W^ [H;)(-)»+l[MCb).lK(l.b)l 

(2-121) 

Free-wall case: 

A.^8R-V2k xv¥W      kv      „,1r      v   .    T    2    ,9 199. -(-)   —c      2   3 ' Cfcv,y) +   s     , (Z-12Z) Kv k -kj        v I 

^~ (ao 1/2.-1/2 Wo> jg ^ |y_j (.^lfK(b).IMa-b)].(2-123) 

Consideration of the non-resonant part, Q^(y), of Q_(y) will be 

deferred to the following subsection. 

Assuming once more that k ~<U/U , we esti- 

mate crudely the various contributions to Q(^,y). We denote 

the contribution in (115) due to A«, in (118) by Q°°(o),y), 

calling it now the direct convective part; we denote the contribu- 

tion in (115) due to the squared (pure) resonance term of/\_ in 

(120) [or (122)] by (£(">,y), calling it the resonance overlap part, 
2 

and that due to the pure non-resonance term 2^  in (120) by 

QP(CD»y)> calling it the propagating overlap part; finally, we now 

call the contribution Q*(<u,y) in (116) the direct resonance part. 

We do not estimate explicitly the contribution due to the cross- 

term of A, in (120), since at most its magnitude will lie between 

those of the two squared terms. 

In connection with Eq. (119)^ we recall Eqs. (85), 

(86), and (65b). The estimate (89) once more applies to Q"("\y), 

but | r|  is different from what it was for the fluid dome. For 

a rigid inner surface, assuming u>/Uw >> k , we have from (1-59) 
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fi 
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- 

jrctD/nUoo^.y)!2/* M«/nü.k0>'2n<<*/T)Uc.r
2 

xexpC-ÄüL/nUjc^CcuCy+L)/nUM] 
(2-124) 

in which n ■ 4 for a plate and n = 2 for a membrane and the ef- 

fective T) will be slightly larger (near unity) than that in 

(90) . 

The other non-resonance contribution QJ* in the present 

approximation is again given by (91) in the case of rigid lateral 

walls and a rigid inner surface and, as before, by (91) with 
2 2 

L replaced by (y + L) in the case of a pressure-release inner sur- 
2 

face. In the case of free lateral walls a factor (TJU^/C) must be 

adjoined. For a mixed impedance condition at the inner surface or 
2 

an infinite inner medium, L is replaced by a factor containing 

the dome Impedance for k = kw [Eqs. (44), (46.1)]. The correct- 

ness of th approximation (91) in this instance requires, we recall, 

that condition (57) as well as conditions (52) be satisfied. 

The direct resonance contribution, for k RQ ^TT, is 

estimated from (117) by insertion of Eq. (110) as 

b2 

0>,y) - (7r/a)kvl0(kv,co)      
v  2 2 

[(">/<%)-!] + % 
2 (2-125) 

b'' 

v     U__    (Ro/
a)kvRo0o-(ü))» [<"V<v-in- s    °    v0° 

where the second form follows from Eq. (2-69) on assumption that 
-1 T 

I (k ,oo)^v I (<vR ,^) .  (Q_ is independent of R in approximation 

(125) notwithstanding the explicit introduction of RQ in the 

second expression.) As noted before, the magnitude of Q* depends on the 

excitation spectrum in the    obscure range of wave numbers 

k << o)/u . 
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The resonance overlap contribution, for k RÄ < ir * "       v o ^5* 
and kv « cu/u^, is similarly estimated from (115), (120), and 

(110) in the case of rigid walls, as 

b2 

Q+Ky)~f ; x
v, 2 2 ^QU*)\j& (2"126> +      L  [(cD/a>v)-l]

z+€J   
v  °    °+ 

(which is independent of R ). In the case of free walls, an 

added factor (T^U^/ü}) 
2 is required [cf. (87)]. 

We reiterate that for sufficiently large 

6ka many terms n must be retained in the resonance sum ?,    in 

/y_ (rather than only n = v), and in the limit these contributions 

cancel, leaving to lowest order in (120), 122) only the non-reso- 

nant parts. 

Eqs. (125) and (126) yield as the order of magnitude 

of the ratio of direct resonance to resonance-overlap contribu- 

tions 

Q^/Q^2(a/R()(Q0./Q0+). (2-127) 

In the case of free walls the ratio (127) contains the additional 

factor (u>/r\Um\)     (> 1) • On acceptance of the observational 

evidence that Q £> Q  for «R0/Uw » 1, we infer Q* » Q*\ 

2.6.2.3 Contribution from Low Wave-Numbers 

The contribution Q_(<A\y) was considered in detail for 

the case of the fluid dome in Section 2.6.1.2 on assumption that 

I (k) varies little with k for 0 < k^mR* with m > 2?r,and does 

not become much larger until k > <*>/U . In the present case, ap- 

proximation of the sum (38a) by the integral (93) will ordinarily 

fail for k near resonance unless the damping is high or the level 
I     I 2 

spacing (* ir/a) very small. If the interval of k where | r(k,y)  »1 

near resonance is « ir/a, however, at most a single k   will be 

significantly nearly resonant at any given frequency.  In such case 

Q_(cu,y) may be reasonably approximated as a sum of a single-mode 
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resonant term n = v and an integral representing the remaining 

modes and properly excluding some interval of k near k . The 

single-mode part was considered already in the preceding sub- 

section. The crudity of our model does not justify a thorough 

treatment of this separation. We must inquire, however, broadly 

how the non-resonant contribution to Q_ differs from that for a 

fluid dome and whether, in particular, it can be made much smaller 

by proper choice of dome-cover parameters. 

Q_(o>,-L) can be made appreciably smaller than its value 

for a fluid  dome only by making the absolute value of the dome-cover 

impedance large enough that jr(k,-L)| « 1 for most k < k^, as 

well as for k moderately larger than k^. Obviously, however, to 

do so will reduce signal transmission as surely as it will reduce 

noise and therefore affords no advantage. Specifically, if a 

signal is incident from an angle 0 from the normal, it corresponds 

to a wave-number component (">/c)sin9  parallel to the dome face 
and will be attenuated in accord with the value of j r^tu/c)sin0,-LÄ . 

Even if a "window" is arranged such that this value is not small 

for some particular value of 9, making jr(k,-L)  « 1 for most 

k < k^ will imply poor transmission of the signal for some other 

value of 0. We proceed to indicate how Q_ is modified by the dome 

cover, though for the reason above one would not wish this modifica- 

r      tion to be great. 
I 

From Eq. (1-12) with p+= p", c+ = c", negligible damp- 

ing, and a rigid inner surface (a = 0) assumed, we have 

cos[(k^-k2)1/2(y+L)l 
r(k'y) = exp[-i(^k^^^LH(^k2)W,h8in[(k^)l/^](q^1) 

(2-128) 

The value of Jr(k,y)  near a non-pressure-release inner surface 

(y m  -L) is seen to be appreciably smaller than unity for most 

k <. k^ unless 
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[we recall that h = o/p = hQ(p0/p)]. 

We consider first a dome cover with low stiffness, 

since this type yields a simpler analysis and has some advantage 

for noise attenuation. For low stiffness, we have k » k^, 

i.e., free-wave length of the isolated cover small compared to 

wave length of sound. Since the resonant wave length k of the 

loaded plate satisfies k > k , the resonant contribution to Q_ 

is then strongly damped within the dome. Moreover, 
2 

since q « 1 for k < k..., the stiffness part («icq ) of the denomina- 
I 12 

tor of r|  in (128) is small and may be neglected. 

Since the sharp resonance near k = k is far removed 

if k » k^, we may, for reasonable dome size, employ the in- 

tegral approximation (93). Omitting the resonant part, in any 

event, we separate Q_ as 

Q. - Q! + Q!. (2-129) 

where Q* derives from k < k^ (waves propagating into the interior) 

and Qa from k > k„ (waves attenuating). We assume that 

(k,,+L )/k < 1 and at present, in order to neglect area averaging 

as at (98), that RQ < K~ , where 

K* lesser of (k£+L"2)1/2,<k&f8/taL)l/2 (2-129.1) 

For k > k^, we recall from (1-13), the form complementing (128) is 

ch[(k2-k£)1/2(y+L)] 
r(k'y) " exp[k^)l/^]-(k^^^Kk^^](q^-^  

(2"130) 

From this, assuming conditions (51), the first of (52), and (57) 

for use of (93), we readily approximate Q* as 
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Q!K-L)^/ dkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]
ZI0(k) |r(k,-L)| 

**i0<A'V<4L2)"l(Uh/*L>"2» 

(2-131) 

a form that properly reduces when h - 0 co the corresponding fluid- 

dome form given by the second term of (99) in (98) . Here I-C^K ) 

refers to the appropriately weighted interval above k = k . From 
t 

(123) we may likewise express Q„ as 

(2-132) 

Qj(<D,-L) = / dkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]
2I0(k)|r(k,-L)|

2 

k
ü)L 

*vL"2I_(*vlOJ dxx(l-Ax sin2x+ A2x2sin2x)_1, 

where A 5 h/L (and(ka)-k ) 'HL. = x is the variable of integration). 

I ("vk^) refers to an interval below k = k^. Combining (131) and 

(132), we may write 

Q.((«,-L)'vH,(R0/Se)<Q0.((D), (2-133) 

where 

and 

Se
2 -  (l/4)k2 + (l/8)L"2(l+h/4L)'2, 

kooL 

k2 = a"2 /    dxx(l-Ax sin2x + A2x2sin2x)"1 
E o 

H' = I0C^Ke)/I0(/vR;
1) 

(2-133.1) 

(2-134) 

(2-134.1) 

with I (rvK ) redefined to take account of the interval in (132) 0   e „1 
as well as (131) and IQ(>vR0 )  the quantity in f 69). Approximate 

evaluation of this integral for certain regimes yields 
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k2^ 
b 

f,.2 k>(h/L)[-(l/2)k"cos2k L + (l/2)tJL Mn2lLj. 00 CD CO CO IXT 

IT-2 + (1/4)L &(cos2kJL-l)] ur if h/L « 1, 

2.8(L/h)1/2L"2   if h/L^> 2.5 and k^L < TT 

l[2.8(L/h)1/2f 2^/hjL"2 if h/L > 2,5 and k.,L > ir. 

(2-135) 

The first approximate form for kg properly yields the first term 
of (99) in (98) when h/L = 0. The Ust form given, which is rough, 
reflects the fact that, apart from the transmission window where 
k^k^, additional windows occur where (kco-k ) '^X^s^ for integer 
s. The condition RQ £  (k2+L"2)"ly/2[or alternatively R^k^+S/hL)"1/2], 
we recall, has been assumed in deriving the form (133). Likewise, 
the contribution from a mode or modes near resonance must be added 
if appreciable. 

In Eq. (133), Se, unlike Rß in (98), is not generally 
interpretable as a rough correlation distance of the interior 
pressure field, since it reflects not only an upper wave-number 
II 2 I 112 r(k,-L) ~ but also the substantial variation in r 

in the pertinent range of k. With reference to arrays of elements, 
similarly to (101) we now have in the case of loose packing 

Q?(O>,-L)^Q.(ü),-L)/N' 

^ 27rA-
1Io(^Ke) (r

2/S2) * H' (r2/S2)(£.(a>) 

for r  « K o    e 

(loose packing:D » K ) 

(2-136) 

The fact that KÄ does not reduce exactly to R~ in the limit e J e 
h«=0, despite its role in Eqs. (134.1), (136), (137) similar to 
that of R'1 in (98), (101), (102) results from our rather loose 

use of the notation I (~k) and the nonuniform expression of ex- 
treme inequalities. ° 
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sir Similarly to (102), we have in the case of tight packing, as- 

suming a large total area (A-, ^> h/k^), 

^HjC'rJ/D^lrCO.-Dl^C«) (2-137) 

(tight packing: D « K"1), 
12 

i 2 with Hj as in (102) and r(0)j  from (128) given by 

|r(0,-L) = exp(-ikL)-k h sin k "UJ CO yj -2 

cover such that k «k(jQ 

We mention briefly the opposite case of a stiff dome 

In this case, the resonant k(=k ) lies 

just above k^, and is not rapidly damped in the dome interior. 

If the corresponding interval where |rj > 1 is smaller than the 

modal spacing(*= ^/a) , the contribution to Q_ has a single-mode 

character and becomes substantial periodically in frequency 

as discussed earlier.  In addition to the windows near 

(k2-k2)1/2L = sir where CO 
rl 2rv 1 (even if k„h > 1 or q2kmh > 1) 00 00 

there is another where k = k so that q' o -1=0.  The condition 

k0 « k Xü  implies relatively high signal attenuation for fixed 

kmh, since q
2 » 1 in (128) over mu^h of the interval 0 < k < k to •oo 

The noise from k < k„ is also somewhat more attenuated on this 
CO 

account. 

2.6.3 Flush Element, Nc.i-Rifiid Boundary 

The discussion of Section 2.5.2.1-2 on the covered 

dome applies virtually without change where the average pressure 

spectrum refers to an area on the outside of a flow-bounding 

plate or membrane rather than one interior to a dome, with the 

previous response coefficients r(k,oo,y) understood to be re- 

placed appropriately in accord with the differences between 

corresponding terms of Eqs. (37) and (39). 
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In practical application, however, we are interested 

not in the average pressure on an imagined area of the non-rigid 

boundary, but rather in the average pressure on an area of a plug 

cut from the surrounding plate and representing a transducer. 

The modification of the high-wavenumber component of response 

pressure Q^ of Eqs. (39) and (40) by the term r1(k,co) in (40) 

due to the finite impedance of the bounding surface, which was 

derived under the former supposition of an intact baffle, has no 

validity for the plug problem if R is large compared to the 

wave length 2rrk in question, that is, if kR »1, as is so if 

k Xu/U^i.e., k+^Wu») and ^RQ/U«, » 1. For this part of the 

response is determined locally by the stiffness, and this is not 

the same for the cut-out transducer element as it was for the 

surrounding plate.  Moreover, if k » k„,, the contribution due 

to this term in (40) is quite small in any case (see Eq. (1-69)). 

In modifying the results to apply to the cut~out situation, we 

shall therefore merely neglect this contribution. 

If,on the other hand, the wave numbers k  of the 
n- 

remaining appreciable contribution to Q^_  of (34) and Q-  of (38c) 

are such that kR < 1, (i.e., if U < 1, since no 

k much greater than the resonant wave-number is important), these 

contributions correspond to wave lengths at least somewhat larger 

than the size of the area and, with certain modifications, represent 

the desired result also for the cut-out situation.  In particular, 

the plate motion for given driving force will not be sub- 

stantially altered even near the cut: where the plug is inserted. 

We assume that the alteration in the force on the plate due to 

altered motion of the plug area, and the consequent alteration in 

the acoustic force on the plug area due to the plate, are also 

negligible; this is probably true for moderate k...R . Then on 

neither account is the plate motion for k ^R" appreciably 

altered by cutting and inserting the plug. 

We assume that the inserted plug (transducer) is ef- 

fectively inflexible and that it responds to 
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T 
the integrated net force over its outer face at the frequency 

in question. Regarding the transducer as rigid (immobile) let 

t denote the force exerted on it by the acoustic field due to 

the baffle vibrations. By superposition of fields, this force 

is given by the difference between the force f« that would be 

exerted on the same area if it were part of the continuous 

baffle partaking of its computed local velocity, say u„, anc1 

the force on the transducer if it had the same velocity u- with 

the surrounding baffle not otherwise excited, i.e., 

* = fB * ZRUB' 
(2-138) 

where zR is the well known radiation impedance of a piston of 

radii!3 R„ in the actual baffle, writter, in terms of a dlmen- °      ** 
sionless function £  =£(üJR /e) as 

ZR - PC0*o>* (2-139) 

The spectrum contribution Q^ + Q^+ of Eq. (39) is identified as 

the spectrum of (^R,)" f„; the desired average-pressure spect .urn 
2-1 

for the cut-out situation is rather the spectrum of (J^0) 

j(fR-z_uB), where the contribution to uß from each mode can be ob- 

tained immediately from the solution of the simple acoustic prob- 

lem. This procedure, we repeat, is valid only for low-wave number 

modes n such that k R <'l,  for which the velocity contribution no f,,/ 

u„ to un is substantially constant over the area of the plug; »n    D 
the effect of boundary non-rigidity on the average pressure con- 

veyed by high-wave number modes is simply neglected. 

The transducer may still have a non-infinite 

I* Since this will be true also when the bt 
ernal impedance 
ing baffle is 

rigid, the corresponding reduction factor for tue net force, 
zJ/(Zj+z„), with zR the radiation impedance of the transducer 

in the baffle, will apply in both cases and may be regarded as 
compensated for in the calibration of the transducer; accordingly 
this factor is ignored. 

** 
As CUR /c*00, we have t»l and as ^R /c>0, we have £-*0. 
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For mode n the ratio of velocity to pressure in the 
acoustic field just outside the surface is given by 

«oV*. ■ We". rk2n - (■£-•$ V2J 

whence 

£
B»-VBO - W^aA.) <2"140> 

[e.g. see Appendix 1, Eq. (8.2)]. Hence, for the lower group of 
modes the intended modification is achieved by applying 
to the response coefficient r,(k) in the definition of 
Tln and Sln at Eq. (23) the additional factor 

in which k« is replaced by iK« when k > cu/c. Let Ti and 
I tit J      tii   /\   n   '       In 

S-,^ so modified be denoted as T , S . in n  n 
Introducing the prescribed modification of r\(k )into the 

I approximate Eq. (39), omitting r^k) in Eq. (40), and identifying 
the contributions from the unity part of 1 + r, in Eqs. (35) and 

|      (40) as representing the average-pressure spectrum Q0(^) for a 
rigid boundary, we have for the approximate spectrum q(u)) for the 

I     non-rigid boundary 

where 

n- ,2, 6Q_(a>) ^ (7r/a)nZ0 V
W1<W'W   VV 

* [ 
2 

(2-142) 
i+riV^-vy •!] 

■. 

I 
: 

i 
i 
i 

' 
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Q+(o))^8R;
2a"2T dkkl0(k) x < 

n 

nl0<-)n?n 

-1 

I 

n-  n* 
Z (-)nS 
a=0 n 

(2-143) 

With regard to the consequent modifications in the 

further approximations given in Eqs. (43) the previous 

g1(k,k2,cü)^= rL(k,ü))] must be replaced by g(k,k2,ü)):r1(k,^) 

x(l- Skyk^), whence the required derivative is given, instead 

of by (47), by 

Ä i 
<afi/ak2)0 =(z^pc)/^ = C^+ZO/PC> • <2-144) 

Likewise, condition (61) for use of (43) is replaced by 

|<%/p«>+ e|*l<ko«rl/2«i (2-145) 

(condition (62) is now irrelevant since k^R < 1 here by assumption); 

condition (60) is unchanged. In these expressions %> is understood 

to represent z(k,cü) at k = k^; this value, for the thin plate 

(n»4) or membrane (n=2), is given by 

«(k^.co) 2 i«^[(km/kn)
n-l] + oü3[(kü)/ko)

ni;+ß/a)] 0/ o' 

- iX0) + RCD" 

(2-146) 

2.6.3.1 Estimated Spectrum (Excluding Low Non-Resonant Wave 
Numbers) 

As an apt example for further consideration, analogous 

to the covered-dome example of Eqs. (115,-(123), consider a 

parameter regime where, with the modifications above, Eq. (43) 

holds for Z, but the resonance half width bk,  satisfies 

fk,a < TT so that Z and the resonant part of 5q_, say 6Q_ may be 

approximated by retention of the single mode nearest resonance 

at frequency CJD, say n = v. For validity of the modification for 
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plug cut-out, we must assume also that k R < 1 (nevertheless, 

we retain Ji(kv
R
0) without approximation).  The acoustic in- 

crement, by (141), is given by 

A     v\  °°       A 
Q-Q0 - W.+ / dkkI0(k)A_(k), 

where,by collection of previous expressions, 

(2-147) 

A Ar An 
6Q_ =   6Q_  +  5Q_, 

4l - ^/^[ZJ^Kj/k^h^kji li+r^k^d-UKj/vl 2-i] 

(2-148) 

Rigid-wall case: 

A 
~> on-2_-2, A_*8R-Vzk « Ji(MJ   kl/2 A 

(-)v -V^-^77 rl<kv)(l-iei2v/fcb)+ ^ 
v        k -k . 

(2-149) 

ü) 
^ (27r)l/yi/2 J1(W   W2PCJ^  (^J-H^W-lMCl-b) 3(2-150) 

CD k -k. 
CO 

Free-wall case: 

/y    -0„-2.-2,.-i;  , ,vJlW    k 3/2 A 

8R0'a 'k >(-) 12TTri(V(1-i^2v/kco)+Sco! k -k* 
(2-151) 

. 

A 
2co ^ (27T)1/2a-1/2    X k

m °        ^ A        J(-)3+1[M(b)-lMa-b) ] 
k^k7" 

Consideration of the non-resonant part 

to the following subsection. 

, 5Q? 

(2-152) 

of 6Q_ will be deferred 

As with the dome, we denote the contribution in (147) 

due to the squared resonance term of A. in (149) [or (151)] by 

5Q~_(UJ) , called the resonance overlap part, and that due to the 

squared non-resonance term E^ j in (149) by bQ^(^), called the 
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A 
propagating overlap part, and call 6Qm in (147) the direct low- 

wavenumber part, omitting further reference to the interference 

term in (149) . 
f\ J 

Again taking k — ^/U^, we estimate crudely the various 

contributions to Q-0. The non-resonance contribution, öQP for 

rigid walls, in approximation (150) is estimated roughly in terms 

of the high-wavenumber tverage-pressure spectrum Q (oS)  for a 

flush element of radius R0(» U«,/00) > by use of (65b), as 

- (ir/4) zjpc+e 2f(kü)a)(R0/a)3Q04.(co)   (rigid wall) *o+ 

(2-153) 

[cf.(91)l. In the case of free walls, estimate (153) is reduced 
9 

by a factor of the order of (TJII^/C) . The boundary-impedance 

ratio z /pc, by (146), may be written in terms of h(= a/p) as 

Vpc = ^[(k^/k^-l], RlD/pc=ka)h[(kcü/ko)
nC+ ß/cD]. (2-153.01) 

If the boundary may be approximated as rigid so far as the piston 

radiation impedance is concerned, then, under the present assump- 

tion that k^R X 1, we may approximate the piston-impedance func- 

tions by 

t  : r-ix * (l/2)(küJR0)^-i(8/3TT)ka)Ro. (2-153.02) 

If k^/k « 1, i.e., if at the wave length of sound the boundary im- 

pedes as a mass (the wave length of free waves in it being shorter), 

and if the plate damping is moderate, we have from (153.01) and 

(153.02) 

I 
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^ 
2 - (U)/c)2[(h+8R0/37r)

2
+R^] (2-153.1) 

for use in (153) or in the condition (145). The latter in such 
case, however, is satisfied only for very large a. Similarly, 
condition (60)  becomes approximately (cuh/c) (k^a) '  « 1. 
On account of conditions (60) and (145), estimate (153) is justi- 
fied only in a limited regime. In this regime, at least, the non- 
resonance acoustic average pressure on the plug is similar to the 

2 
direct pressure averaged over the entire plate area ^a demarked 
by the bounding structural members. 

Ar The direct resonance contribution 5Q_ will be estimated 
with neglect of the interference term in (148), which is linear in 
r,, on assumption that r,  » 1 near resonance. In the vicinity 
of resonance at ou ^ cu  we may write I,(k ,oo) in accordance 
with (1-66) as 

where, as described in Section 1.5, by modification of (111)- 
(113) 

'ulv " %v^l^2vhyl/2 tK2v= K-^lv/0)2] 1/2^ <2"155> 

blv - (TkJti'Hui/kjL)"1, (2-156) 

€lv ^(l/2)[C+(ß/ü)lv)(l+l/kvh)-1]. (2-157) 

2        2 ^ Since (K^/W = (kv/kU)) -1, we may express one factor in bQ_ 
from (148) by use of (155) as 

If k^/ic « 1 at the v pertinent to the interesting rangt of frequency 
(as true if kU)/k « 1 as supposed at (155)) and if kyRQ < 1 (as 
weakly assumed already), this becomes 
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1-ilK^/k^ 2^(l-8kvR0/3TT)l 

In this event we may estimate from (148) 

-Ar 6Q»^ (7r/a)k. IQ(k   (o)    —^ 2—r(l-8k R /37T) 
V °    V [(o>/«lv)-l]Z+e£v 

V ° 

/"\/ 
bJvd-8kvR0/3ir)^ T ^-^ (v->v°v<-). 

(2-158) 

where the second form follows from (69) on assumption that 

Similarly, the resonance overlap contribution, for 

k «üi/U , in the case of rigid walls is estimated from (149) as 

6Ar _T b^d-Bk^/Sr)
2 

5;^)^7 r    V "2  2 kva(R0/a)
JQ0+(co) 

[0)/(Dlv) -1] + €lv 
V 

(2-159) 

[independent of R , cf.(126) ]. In the case of free walls, an 

added factor (p/rfl^k  )~ is required. 

As a numerical example for resonance properties, we con- 

sider as in Section 2.5.2 a steel plate of thickness 0.25 in. (but 

now with water loading one side only) and a dome radius a=0.5m. 

With reference to the 3-kc region, the resonances v=8 and v=9 fall 

at frequencies 

üü8/2fr - 3060 cps and ^J2w^ 3910 cps, 

In the present case of flush mounting in a plate, as opposed to 
a dome, it would have more practical utility to consider a 
model with rectangular rather than circular boundary. 
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[cf. (114)], As before, the quantity kyh of (156)-(157) for 

v=9 has the value kgh=2.85. 

2.6.3.2 Contribution from Low Wave Numbers 

We refer now to the sum    (142) for 6Q_. The initial 

discussion of Section 2.5.2.3 again applies. If the modal spacing 

(^/ir/a) is small enough, the contributions to 6$_ from modes re- 

moved from resonance may be approximated by an integral analogous 

ta (93) . Near resonance this approximation will not ordinarily 

suffice, depending also on the degree of damping. In the preced- 

ing subsection the resonant contribution to 5Q_ was considered on 

the simplifying assumption that at most one mode is near resonance 

(k ^ k„) at any given frequency.  In any case, modes with k_ sub 

stantially greater than kr contribute negligibly, since 

in that range is small, as noted earlier. 
w 

No single approximation can be written for the entire 

sum (142) in the general case. Moreover, the form (142) was 

itself a valid representation of 6Q_ only when kR <^ 1 for all 

n, i.e., krR <  1.  In a certain opposite limit, however, it is 

possible to differentiate clearly betweei the contributing modes 

at resonance and those removed from resonance, and to write a 

rough explicit approximation to the partial sum contributed by 

the latter. The limit envisaged is that where k (o>)-R » 1, 

whence also kJl » 1, k (co) here being the resonant wave-number r o    ' oN 

of the free plate.  In this limit the contribution to average 

pressure from modes as high as those near resonance is reduced 

greatly by area averaging. 

We assume the modal spacing is sufficiently small that 

6Q_ may be expressed as an integral over k (£,k ) rather than a 

sum over modes. The form (142) or the related integral, however, 

is inapplicable when k R > 1, as will be so for some contributing 

n in the present limit. This inapplicability, we recall, arises 

from three distinguishable effects: (1) the velocity of the uncut 

plate varies appreciably over the area where the rigid plug is 

inserted in the cut plate, so that the changed radiation reaction 

on this area when the plug is inserted cannot be expressed as 
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due to eliminating a rigid motion; (2) elimination of motion of 

the plug-area of the intact plate by insertion of a stationary plug 

eliminates the acoustic field due to this area and hence elim- 

inates the correspond^« pressure on the plate, thereby affect- 

ing its motion; (3) the response of the cut and plugged plate to 

a given excitation pressure (of wave number k > R ) on its sur- 

I       face, excluding the plug area, differs appreciably from the 

1       response of the uncut plate to the same excitation, excluding the 

plug area, and therefore the acoustic field and force on the plug 

area due to vibration of the surrounding plate also differ from 

the cut to the uncut case. 

If kJR « 1, however, the effect (1) is negligible 

since the radiation reaction on the plug area is then negligible. 

Effect (2) also becomes negligible in this limit.  If knRQ » 1, 

the radiation reaction, though not computed here, is probably 

small independently of kü)RQ. Effect (3) is negligible if 

kCDRQ « 1 and h|l-q2(kn)| /RQ « 1, as implied by the preceding 

footnote.  In fact, in this limit the acoustic force just can- 

cels the force due directly to boundary-layer pressure fluctua- 

tions (6Q_= -Q0.)» leaving the plug an area of pressure release. 

In any case, those k, such that kR > v make contributions that * n no *v 
decrease as k increases on account of the area-averaging effect. 

Hence, one may still use (142) (or the integral form) for crude 

estimates, with £ still referring to a rigid piston but with i  set 

to zero for, say, lo > TTR* . We make a crude estimate only for 

the case where k^ « 1 (but k0(cn)RQ »1), i.e., the plug radius 

times 2ir lies between and well removed from the (long) sound wave 

length (27?-/^) and the (short) free-wave length in the plate. 

This is a very limited regime. 

Assuming conditions (51) and (57) for use of the integ- 

ral approximation and taking £ = 0, we rewrite the non-resonant 

part of (142) as 

The difference in plate response referred to under point (3) 
vanishes, however, in the limit of vanishing plate impedance 
(pressure-release boundary). 
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! mR"1 

■vv    r   O 5$(co) * / ° dkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]2I0(k)   [ j 1+r^k) | 2-l].    (2-160) 
o ' 

Neglecting damping, we rewrite Eqs. (1-16) and (1-17) for r^ as 

I^k) = 

f-l/[l-i(k2-k2)1/2h(l-q2) 

-l/[l+(k2-k2)1/2h(l-q2)] 

(k <kü)) 

(k>V 

(2-161) 

By virtue of the assumption that k (<u)R » 1, we have 

q z  (k/k )n « 1 for all k < mR" . To approximate better when 

q does not well satisfy this condition, however, we do not neglect 

q~, but regard it as set equal to a constant value, say 

ql" : <1 O^R« J^faji )      appropriate for a value of k near the peak 

of the factor k[2J1(kR0)/kR()] in (160). To perform the Integra- 

tion in (160) crudely and simply, as usual neglecting variation 

in IQ(k), we replace J,(kR ) by 

(l/2)kR0 for 0 < kR0 < 1 

{ 1/2 for 1 < kR0 < t = 2.88 

l/(7rkRj1/2 for t < kRrt, 

(2-162) 

the last of which yields correctly the asymptotic value of the 
2 

average of Jt(kR ) over several periods. Here t is assigned that 

value which yields from (160) in the case of a pressure-release 

surface (r,= -1) the desired result 

mR^1 

50! " -V  dk[2J1(kR0)/kR0]
2 * -2R0

2I0, 
o 

* 
obtained without approximation of J^(kRQ). 

Explicitly, t sacisfies (1/2) + lnt + 4/Trt = 2. 
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we find 
Approximating (160) by use of (162) and neglecting kü)R0, 

where 

öqP(u>) ^-(1/2)QO.((ü) jV2 [~31n(l+€)+€(3+2€)/(l+£)} 

.     (t-l)e ,_rl+tc        ,4        1     1 + (1+cHl+tc)  "ln
Ltn+Ü"_  + * tTT+t^j 

(2-163) 

c = (h/R0)(l-q2) (2-164) 

and the pertinent average I-C^Rl ) has Deen presumed nearly equal 
to IQ^RQ ) °^ ^^ * By con&truction, this yields in the limit of 
a massless plate 

Q0- + 6$! = 0 (e=0) 

as the net average-pressure spectrum. The result obtained from 
(163) to first order in e cannot be relied on, since only a con- 
tribution from the range k > tR~ fails to cancel, and this part 
has been inadequately approximated.  In the opposite limit of a 
massive plate, (163) yields 

Q0. + 6Q? - Q0. [l-€"
1(1.7-1.5e"1lne)]  (e » 1)   (2-165) 

to the given order in e  .  In this limit the high wave numbers 
(k > tR~ ) contributed little, so that the approximations entailed 
are passably justified. 

Under present assumptions, we note, the parameter e that 
measures the unyielding quality of the plate, i.e., the extent to 
which it preserves the net driving force on the plug without cancel- 
ing it by the acoustic force generated by its own motion in re&porse 
to the boundary-layer pressure fluctuations, is the equivalent water 

2 
thickness of the plate (reduced by the factor l-qn) in units of the 
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radius of the plug in question. In practice, the effective 

equivalent thickness in the frequency range of operation must 

be large lest signals be canceled by plate vibration (as we com- 

pute herefor the noise) especially near grazing incidence, at 

which k m  kw, making r, = -1 in (161). If resonating devices, 

which are effective in a limited frequency range, are used for 

this purpose, they may be regarded as implying a frequency de- 
2 

pendent effective thickness h(l-q ) having a sharp resonance. 

In some noise measurements, on the other hand, as opposed to 

actual operations with a viable configuration, the parameter 

e  may not be large, and hence acouscic cancellation may affect 

the apparent noise. 

2.6.4 Effect of Dome and Non-Rigid Boundary on ScalinR Law of 
Average-pressure Spectrum due to Turbulent Flow     ~ 

We consider how the scaling of the average-pressure 

spectrum differs within a dome from the scaling for a similar 

area exposed to the flow, and also how the scaling in the latter 

instance is altered by the acoustic field generated if the boundary 

is non-rigid. We are able to make the comparison only separately 

between the respective contributions due to high (k > w/UJ)  and 

to low wave numbers. Which comparison is most pertinent then 

depends on which contribution predominates for the regime 

in question. As we have noted, however, judging by 

the observed area dependence, low wave numbers apparently pre- 

dominate for an exposed area such that ^R./U^ » 1 and, if so, 

also for a dome-shielded area. 

We examine only the dependence on flow velocity Uro cor- 

responding to given dependence on a), starting with the fluid dome. 

The contribution Q°°(u),-L) as estimated by (89) is related to 
* + 

Q  by the form 

The argument ^/U^ of the function f^ is rendered dimensionless 

by L. We consistently omit in the following any dependence other 
than on U and co. 

00 
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-- %  £ hW^o+> (2-166) 

If Q^ has the form (74) (with v* «C UÄ), we see that, in a range 

of given dependence on to, Q+depends on U^ slightly differently 

from (5,. Likewise, in the regime of (91), for rigid walls Q? has 

the form 

QP«C u>2f((Da/c)0o+ (2-167) 

(where f is the specific function defined earlier).  It thus differs 

substantially from Q  in its U^-dependence for fixed co-dependence. 

(Unlike Q , we recall, for °^0/c ^ 1 it is also independent of 

R .) As for the contribution from low wave numbers, in the approx- 

imation of (98) we have 

Q. ^   [<">/c)2+d/2)L"2]Q0_ 

Hence at frequencies low enough that M«2irc/to) » 9L we have Q_ 

for the shielded area varying with cOjU^and other flow parameters) 

exactly as Q  for the exposed area. At frequencies high enough 

that ^ « 9L, on the other hand, Q  contains an additional factor 
2 to ; in regions of equivalent to dependence (which correspond to 

different ranges of to) Q_ thus increases with U^, more rapidly 
2 " 

than Q  by a factor U^, on assumption that Q  depends on to and 

U^ only via co/u^ as in (78) or the first term in (79) . If we com- 

pare the 0. and 0 m  spectea at equal to, we have the curve for 

Q_(u>,-L) below and parallel to that for Q-.O") up to to rv cA/2L 

and then approaching it (i.e., decreasing less rapidly than Qo-) 

according to 

dlogQ_/dlogto ~ dlog00jfllogto + 2 (2-169) 

where to >    cA/2L. 
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We proceed to the case of a covered dome. According to 

(124) we have 

Q+ < *£t2(*ftJQo* (2-170) 

At fixed co-dependence, Q thus tends to increase more rapidly with 

U^ than Qo+. With regard to Q^ in a previously defined regime, 

estimate (91) applies also for the covered dome and hence also (167) 

above. The resonance contributions Q* and Q* bear little resemblance 

to Q  and Q  in their dependence on cu, though differing by a simple 

resonance factor in the single-mode approximation of (125) atsi (126). 

To the extent that Qr and Q_ are important and have the single-mode 

form, Q_ will differ from the spectrum Q in having bumps where 

successive modal wave-numbers k become resonant, the non-dimen- 

sional frequencies at these resonances will differ for different 

values of the boundary-layer parameters employed in defining the 

non-dimensional frequency variable. As for the nonresonant contri- 

bution from low wave numbers, the behavior will be similar to that 

discussed above in the case of the cover less dome, provided h/L « 1, 

but some additional modulation dependent on the variable COL/C will 

be introduced in accord with the first form of Eq. (135) in the 

regime where this equation applies. 

Statements similar to those above for the domed dome 

apply to the acoustic contribution to the average-pressure spectrum 

for an area in an exposed non-rigid surface [see estimates (153)- 

(165) ]. With reference to the nonresonant contribution from low 

wave numbers, however, in the regime of the approximation (165) 

(for which, among other things, it is required that "^/c << 1) 

the augmented spectrum has roughly the same dependence on ^»u«,, 

and other flow parameters as QQ_. 
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LIST OF NOTATION 

r 
a 

ao 
a.(k) 

r s 

i A 

c A(ü)) 

AÄ e 

E 
*T 

r AJM 

I 
[ 

I 

"TO 

b 

B(k) 

b(ü>) 

BL(k) 

b^co) 

n 

B(k,y) 

Bx(k) 

Bn(k,y) 

lateral radius of dome or plate (Fig.  2-1) 

plate constant of Eq.   (1-3) 

overlap of s-thmodal function with plane wave,  Eq.   (2-8) 

area of pressure averaging [e.g., Eq. (2-9)1 

dome cross-sectional area, Sec. 2.2; active area of 

array, Sec.2.6.1.4. 

coefficient in Eq. (2-70.1) 
2 

=TTR /V» correlation area of pressure on face shielded by 

fluid dome 

total (active-plus-dead) area of array 

maximum permissible value of A„ 

minimum permissible value of A~, 

number describing value of sound wave number in fluid 

relative to adjacent modal wave-numbers, Eq. (2-43.1) 

numerator in frequency-resonance form for interior acous- 

tic-response coefficient, Eq. (1-54) 

numerator in wave-number-resonance form for same, Eq. (1-38) 

numerator in frequency-resonance form for acoustic-re- 

sponse coefficient on outside of plate, Eq. (1-66) 

numerator in wave-number-resonance form for same, Eq. 

(1-65) 

modal expansion coefficient of driving pressure, Eq. (2-2) 

(CJU suppressed) averaging-response function for pressure 

spectrum at excitation wave-number k and depth y, Eq. 

(2-17a) 

same at outer face of plate, Eq. (2-17b) 

modal contributions to B(k,y), Eq.(2-18) 
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Bln(k) same to B1(k), Eq. (2-18) 

B+(k,y) contribution to B(k,y) from modes with kR >  k+> Eq. (2-25) 

B.(k,y) same from n»°des with k < k_, Eq. (2-25) 

B,+(k) contribution to B1(k) from modes with kn > k+, Eq. (2-25) 

B1_(k) same from modes with kR < k_, Eq. (2-25) 

B1Q(k) defined at Eq. (2-25) 

B(n) asymptotically interpolated form of B (k,y)   for non- 
integer n 

B(ü)) coefficient in Eq.   (2-70.1) 

bv =B(kv)/o)v,  Eq.   (2-110) 

c (c ) sound speed in outer (inner)   fluid 

c =c—    if c    = c  ,or c    if inner fluid is absent (P =0) 

C(u>) coefficient in Eq.   (2-70.1) 

D(k) real part of denominator of  r(k,oo,y)   at Eq.   (1-37) 

D center spacing of elements  in ^square-celled array 
2 

Dw "^TM^7rrom ~ ro33^11111111 permissible spacing 
2 

D_      =(Arrrt/A)irr  „ = minimum permissible spacing m TO om r r        ° 
E Young's modulus for plate material 

en = 2hJi2M4'  Eq'   (2-23-1) 
F,(z, ,z2)  undetermined functions of dimensionless arguments z,^ 

[Eqs.   (2-71),   (2-73)] 

f(k a)        = 4ir far(l-b)+*r(b)J , a certain periodic function of ky a, 
Eq.   (2-91.1) 

F defined at Eq.   (2-95.1) 

c velocity of free waves in membrane, Eq.   (1-4) 

c,. shear-wave speed in plate material 

c     ,c modal overlap coefficient in circular geometry,  Eq.   (2-10.1) 

Cn(ka) =Nncn(k) , | 
' 
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fB 
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1 

fBn 

acoustic force on rigid element due to plate vibration 

acoustic force on plate element of same area 

same for plate vibration in mode n 

f,, fj       certain functions of an indicated variable, Eqs. 

(2-166), (2-170) 

g (y)        depth-dependence function of pressure field in mode 

n, Eq. (2-4) 

g, analogous coefficient for pressure on outer surface 

of plate 

^(kjkn.y)     (ü) suppressed) functional form representing r(k,y) 

[Eq. (2-43)] 

(dg7dk2)0     indicated partial derivative evaluated at k2=0 

^(kjkj)      functional form representing T\(k) 

G, (z, ,z2) >**_(z) undetermined functions of dimensionless arguments 

Zv  z2, z[Eqs. (2-72), (2-76), (2-78.1)] 

§ = r(k ,y) (oD suppressed), conditions (2-104) 

|(k,k2)       - ^(k.^d-^/kJ [Eq. (2-144)] 

h plate thickness 
o 

h— = c/p—, thickness of outer (inner) fluid having 

same mass per unit area as the plate or membrane 

+    +        + 
h = h- if p = p , or h if p = 0 

H (z),H(z)    undetermined functions of dimensionless argument z 

[Eqs. (2-73), (2-77^ 

H defined at Eq. (2-99.1) 

H-. defined at Eq. (2-102.1) 

H' defined at Eq. (2-134.1) 

I(k,oü)       wave-number-frequency spectrum of some pressure; 

k is magnitude of two-dimensional wave vector 

parallel to surface bounding flow 
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I (k,co)      same for pressure due to a turbulent boundary layer 
on a plane rigid wall [Eq. (1-28)] 

I ("^k1 ,co)    variously defined weighted average of I (k,co) over 
interval 0< k <k' 

I' constant wave number-frequency spectrum for k< k 
in sample computation [Eq. (2-103)1 

I" same for k> k c 
j mode with wave number next below tl at of sound in 

fluid, defined by (2-42.1) 

\ two-dimensional wave vector 

k (CD) ,k  (CD) free-wave number in isolated plate  (k    must be 
distinguished from k    for n = 0) 

kr = co/c"-,  sound wave number in outer (inner)   fluid 

kw = k±    if c+ = c-, or k+ if p- = 0 

kn y-component of wave number of pressure wave in 
outer (inner) fluid with (x,z)-component k, where 
k < co/c^Eq. (1-7.1) 

+     +   -     +    - ko = Ir if c = c , or kj if p = 0 

IKr magnitude of imaginary y-component of sound wave- 
number of pressure wave in outer (inner) fluid with 
(x,z)-component k, where k > co/c , Eq. (1-7.2) 

K2 = K£. if c+ = c", or K£ if p" = 0 

k (co)        hypothetical wave-number such that I (k,cu) is 
negligible for k < ^(co) 

k ,k       modal wave-number (defined with regard to (x.z) mn n v » \  » / 
plane) 

k (co)        surface wave number of resonance for coupled dome 
system at frequency co (k > co/c) 

6k(co)        half width in wave number of a resonance 

K2r^       K2 evaluated at k=kr 
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krl(o>) 

^ Ök^cu) 

K2rl(<o) 

krl(u)) 

k'(cu)        wave number of radiatively damped resonance for 

coupled dome system at frequency CD (k' <ü)/C) 

[läq.(1*531)] 

k2 evaluated at k=k' 

wave number of resonance for coupled plate-fluid 

system at o> (fluid on one side only) 

half width of this resonance at k , 

Kj evaluated at k=k « 

wave number of radiatively damped resonance for 

plate-fluid system at a> 

k ,k cutoff wave-numbers such that, on account of the 

smallness of l_(k) for k < k+ and of T(k,y) or 

r,(k ) for modes with k > k , wavenumber pairs in' n   -' r 

(k,k ) having k<k and k > k_ (simultaneously) are 

negligible 

k wave number of rapid increase in wave-number spectrum 

in sample computation Eq. (2-103) 

ku »-WTP. [Eq. (1-60)] 

k (u))        modal wave ^number nearest resonance 
v 

K» K2 evaluated at k=kv 

kE inverse distance defined by Eq. (2-134) 

K wave-number defined by'Eq. (2-129.1) 

MCk,oj) =r|(k,(jD)r, response function, Eq (1-18) 

M. (k,a>)      =|r (k,u>,-L) , pressure response function at inner 

dome surface 

M,(k,cü)      = 1 + r,(k,a>)| , total pressure response function at 

outer surface of plate 

M(b) certain function defined for 0 < b < 1 by App. 2, 

Eq. (26), and graphed in Figure 2-3 

m number large relative to unity (e.g. , /-v 2TT) , used 

in aiR~ , a wave-number cutoff for the area-averag- 

ing factor [fiq.(2-65a)j 
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n index for radial mode number; sometimes also 
represents parameter with values n=4 for plate, 
n=2 for membrane 

Nmn[Nn] normalizing coefficient for Jjk^R) [-0(
knR)] 

nQ,n2,nr integers» 1 [Eqs. (2-28). (2-42a), (2-42b)] 

n, mode numbers defined by Eq. (2-29) 

N2,N3 numbers» 1 [Eqs. (2-48), (2-53)] 

Nx number > 1 [Eq. (2-48)] 

N(z1,22)     undetermined function of the dimensionless argu- 
ments z,, z~ [Eq. (2-78)1 

N number of elements in flush array [Eq. (2-100)1 

N1 Same in shielded array [Eqs. (2-101) ,(2-101.1)] 

p(R,t) excitation pressure wave, Eq. (1-7) 

p amplitude of p(R,t) 

p~(r",t) pressure wave in outer (inner) fluid 

p amplitude of p (r,t) 

P(fc,ou)       wavenumber-frequency spectrum of some pressure; 
"k is wave vector parallel to surface bounding flow 

P (k,co) same for pressure due to turbulent boundary layer 

P, (k,cü) same for total pressure on outside of plate 

P(co) frequency spectrum of some pressure 

P (co) same for pressure due to turbulent boundary layer 

P(co,TL ,lü,y)  cross-spectral density of pressure between points 
]L, 1*2 at depth -y within dome [Eq. (2-7)] 

P ^.i0*) part of P (co) due to wave numbers k * co/U«, Eq. (2-63) 

qr(to) q(k,to) at k = kr(co) 

qj.(">) q(k,co) at k = kj.(u>) 

qrl(üi) q(k,cü) at k = krl(co) 

q0 q(k,ü>) atk^R^1 [Eq. (2-164)] 

q(k,cu) (k/(c0)
n/2 (plate n=4, membrane n=2) [Eq. (1-2) ]. 
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Q0(">) 

QKy) 

QL(co) 

(£(">) 

Q0+(co) 

Q(üO)        frequency spectrum of some pressure averaged over 

circular area of radius RQ JEq. (1-27)1 

same for pressure due to turbulent boundary layer 

same for acoustic pressure Induced by the turbulent 

flow at depth -y within dome 

same for total (turbulent plus acoustic) pressure 

at outside of plate 

= Q(cb,-L) In case of laterally Infinite dome 

resonance part of QL(u>) [Eq. (1-32)1 

nonresonance part of Q.(a>) [Eq. (1-32)1 

part of QY(ü>) from wave-numbers k > oi/U^ [Eq. (1-34)1 
2 

contribution to Q(u),y) from wavenumber element d k 

part of Q_(u>) due to wave numbers k 3- cu/U [Eq. (2-64)1 

Q+(a),y)fQ,+(co)| part of Q(to,y) [Q, (CD)] due to wave numbers k > k , 

~"     ~"   k < k_, respectively [Eq. (2-25)1 or, nearly 

equivalently, to k ^ co/U (convective and noncon- 

vective parts) 

Q+^iyJPl+C05)] part of Q+(ü>>y)fQi+(u3)l due to modal wave numbers 

kn > k+ (direct convective part) [Eqs. (2-37, (2-39)1 

Q+(">>y)fcl+(u)| P^t of Q+(tü,y)[Q1+(^ due to kR <k_ (convective 

overlap part) 

QfKy) 

Q?(o>,y) 

Q+(o),y) 

Q*>,y) 

Q!>,y) 

resonance contribution to Q_(to,y) (direct resonance 

part) 

nonresonance contribution to Q_(tü,y) , when dis- 

tinguishable from Q* (direct propagating part) 

resonance contribution to Q, (tu,y) (resonance overlap 

part) 

nonresonance contribution to Q (co,y) (propagating 

overlap part) 

part of Q^(co,y) from k < co/c (transmitted) [Eq. (2-129) 

: 
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Q^ (cu>y)      Part °f QlC^y) from k > '"/c (attenuated) 

§(to) frequency spectrum of total (turbulent plus acoustic) 
pressure averaged over outer surface of rigid cir- 

cular plug of radius R severed from plate bounding 
flow [Eq. (2-141)] 

6Q_(to)       acoustic part of Q(CD) due to excitation wave numbers 
k < k_ 

6Q+(°°)       acoustic part of Q(co) due to k > k+ 

6§*(co)       resonance contribution to 6§_(CD) [Eq. (2-148)1 

sQ^O")       nonresonance contribution to 6Q_(CD) , when distin- 
guishable from 6Q*(CD) 

6Q+(^)       resonance contribution to öQ (CD) 

ÖQ^(CD)       nonresonance contribution to 5Q (to) , when distin- 
guishable from 6Q+(co) 

A 
Q (co)       frequency spectrum of pressure due to turbulent 

boundary layer from k < k_ averaged over active 
area A of array of flush elements of radius R 

A 
Qo-jX00)        same from k > k+ 
A 
Q.^y)      spectrum of acoustic pressure induced by turbulent 

flow from k < k_ averaged over active area A of 
array of shielded elements of radius r_ at depth -y o 

A 
Q+O^y)      same from k > k+ 

r position vector (x,y,z) with x directed downstream 
and y directed normally to the boundary, into the 
region of flow 

R" planar position vector (x,z) 

R ,r ,       radii of circular averaging areas 
Rol'Ro2'Ro3 

R effective averaging radius defined by Eq. (2-99) 
1/2 R_ linear dimension of array,^ (A /ir) ' 

I 
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minimum permissible radius r of shielded element 

real part of z(k,a>), Eq. (1-36) 

real part of z(k ,<i>) , Eq. (2-146) 

(üi suppressed) factor in B (k,y) in case of free lateral 

wall, Eq. (2-23) 

same in B, (k) 

Sln(k) with added factor 1-^k^/k^ [Eq. (2-140)] 

modi with wave number next below specified excitation 

wave-number k, defined by Eq. (2-29) 

defined by Eq. (2-103.9) 

length defined by Eq. (2-133.1) 

(<D suppressed) factor in B (k,y) in case of rigid lateral 

wall, Eq. (2-23) 

saiue in Bln(k) 

Tln(k) with added factor l-Sk^/k^ [Eq. (2-140)] 

tension in isotropic membrane [Eq. (1-4)1 

function defined by Eq. (2-95.1) 

time 

asymptotic mean flow velocity over plane boundary 

mean flow velocity at distance y from boundary 

local velocity (y direction) of plate [Eq. (2-138)1 

same for mode n 

friction velocity for a turbulent boundary layer ("v/0.031^ 

for typical Reynolds numbers) 

imaginary part of z(k,oo) , Eq. (1-36) 

imaginary part of z(k ,cu) , Eq. (2-146) 

=k a, k a, eigenvalues determined by lateral boundary 

conditions, e.g. Eqs. (2-20), (2-21) 
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z(k,co)   acoustic impedance of dome cover for parallel wave- 
number k and frequency cu 

z        =z(fc ,ü>) 
CO * CO* ' 

z,(k,co)  acoustic impedance of surface (y--L) beneath dome 

z„(co) radiation impedance of piston of radius R in given plate 
[zq. (2-138)] 

a(k,o>) phase angle of pressure wave interior to dome, determined 
from zL by Eq. (1-11) 

&(k,co)   magnitude of imaginary phase angle, determined from z. 
by Eq. (1-11) 

ß       frequency parameter expressing viscous damping of dome 
cover [Eq. (1-1)1 

ß       modal expansion coefficient for interior pressure, Eq. (2-3) 

T(k,y) (to suppressed) acoustic response coefficient for pressure 
wave (k,co) at depth -y in dome, Eq. (1-8.1) 

I\ (k)    same for wave (k,to) at outer surface of plate 

7 phase angle of pressure wave interior to dome, determined 
from z. by App. 1, Eq. (14.2) 

7       magnitude of imaginary phase angle, determined from z, 
by App. 1, Eq. (14.1) 

7 coefficient expressing interior pressure response in mode 
n (normalized to y=0-) per unit exterior pressure excita- 
tion in mode s, Eq. (2-6) 

€       half width in logarithmic frequency of resonance of v-th 
mode, Eq. (2-113) 

€       reciprocal acoustic-cancellation factor for plug in plate, 
Eq. (2-164) 

t, dimensionless hysteretic damping coefficient for dome cover 
or plate bounding flow [Eq. (1-1)] 

X =(£i» Co) planar separation vector in spatial correlation 
functions 
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e(k,co) 

ö(k,ü>) 

e;(k,ü>) 

A(k,y) 

Ä(k9y) 

AcCk.y) 

A_0c,y) 

A0(k) 

A „00 

0) 

ü) 

displacement (y direction) of vibrating dome cover or 
plate at IS at time t 

coefficient yielding a variously defined effective mean 
flow velocity as r\U 

angle defined by Eq.   (1-11) 

magnitude of imaginary angle, defined by Eq.   (1-11) 

=6(k;,co) [Eq.   (1-53.1)] 

(ü) suppressed) cushioning-area-averaging factor for depth- 

y and excitation wave number k > k , defined by Eq. (2-80) 

local wavenumber (k) average of A(k,y) 

part of A due to k > k+ (direct convective part) [Eq. (2-81)] 

part of A due to k < k_ (convective overlap part) 

averaging factor for excitation wave, Eq. (2-84) 

local wavenumber average of response-area-averaging fac- 

tor for pressure on plug in plate from a k > k+, Eq.(2-147] 

=2TTC/U), wave length of sound in fluid(s) 

mode nearest resonance 

defined by Eq. (2-139) 

mass density of plate 

density of outer (inner)   fluid 
+ +       - + - =p- if p    = p  , or p    if p    =0 

mass per unit area of dome cover or boundary plate 

Poisson's ratio for plate material 

partial sum 2(-)nTn or S(-)
nSn from n such that kn - k^ 

when k^a » TT [Eq. (2-41)] 

similar partial sum from n such that k a* k 

as Z with T , S„ replaced by T . iL u)     n  n J    n' n 

time separation in temporal correlation functions 
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n Xn(l)    eigenfunction of two-dimensional Helmholtz equation 

[Eq. (2-1^ 

f(b) function defined by Eq. (2-91.1) and shown in Fig. 2-3 

co       angular frequency 

co (k)    frequency of resonance of coupled dome system for planar 
wave-number k [Eq. (1-54) ] 

6to(k) frequency half width of resonance 

co ,(k) same as to (k) for coupled plate-fluid system 

6co, (k) half width of this resonance at co , 

to frequency such tftat k (to ) = k 
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APPENDIX 1 

DERIVATION OF ACOUSTIC RESPONSE FUNCTIONS 

FOR THE INFINITE DOME SYSTEM 

The solution of the basic acoustic problem of the 

text will be given here (see Fig. (l-]))Jhe driving pressure p 

assumed to be applied to the plate or membrane is given by 

p(S,t) * po#***-l«*   [R«(X,Z)J. (0) 

Let 0 (r,t) [r «(x,y,z)] be the velocity potentials for the 

acoustic field in the outer (+) and inner (-) fluids and p (r,t) 

the corresponding acoustic pressures: 

p* - -p*d0±/ot. (1) 

The equation of motion °f tne membrane is 

a*Ti'-T(l-iOV2Tl ♦ «^ « (p"-P+)y:=0-P, (2) 

where T is the tension (force/length) on the membrane and a  its 

mass per unit area.  (Unspecified symbols are defined in the text 

at Eq.(l-3).) If a thin plate replaces the membrane, the equation 

becomes instead 

on + oaJo-ioA + aßn = (p"-p+)y=0-p,       (3) 

with a «ft p h . The acoustic wave equations for outer and inner ro o 
media are 

V20±-(c*)"2jj^- 0. (4) 
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The boundary conditions that apply to n, 0 , 0" are the following: 

f| » (^0+/^y)v=o    (contact of plate and outer fluid) (5) 

^ ■ (d0"/dy)       (contact of plate and inner fluid) (6) 

P"f0"/(a0"/dy)j -= z_(k,ü)) (specified impedance at  (7) 

inner surface) 

2 ? 2 (kZ=k|+kp 

0+ contains no traveling or exponentially decreasing      (8) 
wave in the -y direction. 

In view of Eq.(0)   and condition (8) we may assume 

[ 
[r,rs -\      „    iTt.R-iürt: ri(R,t)   = T)Qe (8.1) 

where, to satisfy Eq.   (4), 

rL    ikty + iTc.R -  ioot 
0+(r\t)  = 0j e    2 (8.2) 

L - cos[kZ(y+L)-Ki]       n:-5 .  «,.* 
0 (r,t)  = 0Q    K     e      *      1CJJt' (9) 

• cos(k2L+a) 

L 

t 
J (k|)2 = (a>/c±)2-k2, 

I and,  to satisfy Eq.   (7), 

f tana = ia>p /kozL • 
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The remaining Eqs. (2) or (3), (5), and (6) reduce to linear equa- 

tions for TU ,0+ and 0«, from which all desired quantities can be 

formed. Eqs. (2) and (3) may then be written in the generalized 

form 

"A"      -+!*+> -icuZTjQ = -iü)(p 0O-P 0p-Po (10) 

where z denotes the impedance of the plate or membrane, namely 

z(k,cu) = a[iüxf (l-iO-i"H£] (11) 

with 

q = 

aQk /CD  (plate) 

cJ*-/a>      (membrane) 

Eq. (10) and the reduced Eqs. (5) and (6) may be written 

-iCDZ ip+co 
- 

-i p co 

-i(D -ikj 0 

-iü) 0 k~ tan(k«L+a) 

1 
0; 

rf  = 

'PO 

0 (12) 

1 ° i J L    J 
From (12) we find, in particular, for the ratio of the 

interior to the driving pressure 

T(k,a,y) 
cosfk^y+lO+a] 

= P"(^|t) = -  
p(S,t)        cos^L-wO-isin^L+a)[(k2P+/k2P~)+(zk2/p~a)3 

(13a) 
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If k > üi/c  ,  the result is preferably written 

ch[Kl(y+L)-Kt] 
r(k,ü),y)  = £ — (13b) 

chCK^^+shCKJJL-ta) [ (K^/K^P )+i(*Kj/p"®)3 

where 

1$ = [k2-^*)2]1'2, 

tho = -io3p"/K2«L        (i.e. a= -ia) (14) 

as obtained from (13a) by setting ik| = -K|. If cup'/Kj jzjj > l(with 

z. pure imaginary), as for a pressure-release inner surface, the 

definition (14) is inconvenient; one may instead define 

r cth 7 = -iüp"/^^, 

.-      and obtain in place of (13b) 

L 
sh[Kl(y+L)+7] 

( (k,w,y)  = -r ^ -—       (13c) 
( sh(K2L-Kt)+ch(K2L+7)[(K2p /K2p")+i(zK2/p"fo)] 

Though not necessary, we nay also define 

cot 7 = -ip tu/kZz, 

If c ^c , there will be a range of k where k < a/c but k > cu/c" 
or vice-versa; the corresponding suitable form of r(k,a,y) will 
not be of sufficient use to be recorded here. 
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and obtain in place of (13a) 

sintkJXy+DHy] 

sin^L-Py) +icos (k^L-Hy) [ (kjp+/k2p")+(akj/p"a>) ] 
r(k.a>,7)  "    .   ..,.     ,     —     7TTTT-TZ       (13d) 

Likewise,  if the inner medium is infinitely thick, so that the 
impedance at any chosen depth y=-L is 

zL(k,cD)  = cop'/k^, 

we may write, in place of (13), 

I[l+(k2P+/k2p")+(2k2/p"ü))] e lV (k < (D/C^    (13e) 

[l+(K2p7Kjp )+i(zK2/p o>)]  e l (k > CD/C*)    (13f) 

We may likewise find from (12) the ratio of the acoustic 

to the driving pressure on the outer surface, i.e., 

rlM -^^-^. 

We write the result, only for the case where there is no interior 

fluid (p~=0), dropping the index +: 

/ 

r1(k,o>) = 
-[l+(zk2/pü))]"

1    (k < a>/c) 

-[l+i(zK2/pü))]"
1    (k > cu/c) 

(15) 
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APPENDIX 2 

ACOUSTIC EXCITATION WITHIN BOUNDED FLUID 
BODIES OF LARGE LATERAL DIMENSION 

I 
i 

[ 

1.  Introduction 

We present here an asymtotic solution for a group 

of acoustic boundary-value problems. The type of problem in question 

is pertinent to the study of models of sonar domes and sheaths 

(but not to boots on hydrophones where the area of the boot is not 

large compared to the active transducer area and not large compared 

to the wave length of sound in the outside medium). Some 

of the results obtained in the following sections will be outlined 

here first. Consider a semi-infinite circular cylinder of ideal fluid 

of radius a having either rigid or pressure-release lateral walls and 

terminated in a cross section (y - - L) of given impedance (see Fig. 

A2-1). At another cross section (y - 0) there is an applied pressure 

discontinuity of definite frequency <o and wave number k parallel to the 

cross section. Consider the resulting pressure transmitted acoustically 

to a point y on the axis between the cross sections (0 > y > - L). In 

an envisaged application the pressure source is due to a turbulent flow 

over the outside of the cross section y - 0. At the cross section y - 0, 

just inside the pressure source, there can be interposed a thin dynamic 

sheet (plate or membrane), provided it satisfies certain special boundary 

conditions at its periphery, r - a. 

A2-1, 
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FIGURE A2-1.   RUDIMENTARY FINITE DOME MODEL 
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If one lets the lateral size become Infinite, i.e. a ■* oo , at 

fixed k" and k" , where k » o/c is the sound wave number in the fluid 

and k > k , then the acoustic pressure is conveyed by waves with the 

same wave number k as the pressure source parallel to the planes 

y - constant and is attenuated nearly exponentially with increasing ) y j. 

If, on the other hand, one lets a ■*• oo at fixed k" and k" , but with 
CD 

jyj (and L) ■* oo, where |y), however, increases more slowly than 

.    a (e.g. as a , 0 < 6 < 1), then the acoustic pressure in the limit is 

conveyed exclusively by waves with the wave number k parallel to the 

i. 
[ 

source plane and hence with vanishing wave number in the y direction. 

The same is true if the circular cylinder is changed to a semi-infinite 

slab with faces normal to the wave vector of the planar pressure source. 

In the second type of limit in all cases the pressure varies with a 

(disregarding dependence on y) as a 

calculations. 

-3/2 We proceed to the detailed 

2.  Infinite rectangular geometry; dipole pressure source without dome 

Consider an infinite slab of ideal fluid subject to a fixed 

impedance condition on the two faces (x - + a) and a plane pressure 

source with time dependence exp(-iaat) on one side of a cross section 

A2-3. 
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(y " 0» - a < x < a) normal to the two faces (see figure). The pressure 

source, and hence all other quantities, are assumed independent of the 

y third coordinate, z. Omitting time dependence through- 

out, let the applied pressure be P(x). Denote by 

p(x,y) the acoustic pressure field in the slab, in 

which the sound velocity is c. The boundary condition 

x*~a ■* 
(b.c.) on pressure at y « 0 is then 

I t 

(1) p(x,0+) + P(x) - p(x,0-), 

pres: ture 
sou: ce 

«U^ -►x kx-a 

i.e. there is a discontinuity -P(x) in p(x,y) across \[ \ 
impedance condition 

the plane y ■ 0. Continuity of fluid velocity at y ■ 0 implies the 

second b.c. 

(2) <ap/öy)ysa0+ - (*p/*y)y=K)_ 

The solution can be expanded in normal modes for the x 

dependence. Taking account of (1) and (2) one has 

co 
(3) P(x,y) - + (1/2)    2    Vn(x) exp(ik2n|y|) 

n-o 

for y K  0, respectively, where the # (x) are a complete set of 

orthonormal functions satisfying the one-dimensional Helmholtz equation 

A2-4. 
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1. 

(4) (d2/dx2 + $*„(*) - 0 

and the given impedance conditions at x « + a$ c is given by 

(5) c„ - j  dx *T(x) P(K); 

and 

(6) 

n-J *♦■« 

2   2   2 
k  - k - k , k E oo/c. 
2n  CD  n   a)  ^ 

By virtue of (4) and (6), the expression (3) properly satisfies the 

Helmholtz equation for the acoustic field (where y / 0): 

I" 
(7) (V2 + k2) p(x,y) - 0.    (y f  0) 

2 2 1/2 
For n such that k„ < 0, one replaces ik„  by -(-k„ ) ' 

2n   '     r       2n J 2n 

2.1 Rigid walls 

Suppose that the walls at x ■ + a are rigid. Consider first 

a pressure source 

(8) 

Then 

(9) 

P(x) « p coskx, 
o 

-1/2 # (x) » a '  cosk x,   n > 0 
nv ' n *    ' 

*o00 - 2 
1/2 

(9.1) k = mr/a, 

A2-5. 
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and (5) yields 

'i 

(10) 

where 

c - 2 p s a"1/2 k slnka -^V n    on k2.k2 
n 

sn - 1 (n/O), so - 2'
1/2 

Hence 

(11) P(x»y) ■ 2 pa" k sinka 
{CD . 

I (-)°f(n) + ± 
n-1 L 

f(0) 

where 

(12) 

1        °° 
» p a  k sinka  Z (-)nf(n), 

n«-oo 

cosk x 
f(n) - + (1/2) 2 ;  exp(ik  | y|). 

k -k*       zn 
n 

The infinite sum in (11) can be transformed in various ways 

by forming the function vrf (z)cscjrz for complex z and integrating 

it around one or another closed contour in the z plane (Sommerfeld- 

Watson method), bearing in mind that a branch cut connects the branch 

points z " + k a/ir. at which k - k  and k_ ■ 0. One such path 
— (D ' ZÜ)       2z r 

yields a result that can be written (we assume k > k ) 

(13) P(x,y)  - P00<x»y) + AP(x,y), 

where 

(13.1) P00(x,y) - + (l/2)pocoskx exp[-   (k2 - k2)1/2^!] 
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AP(x,y) - + ir*1 p^"1 sinka(i(ir/2) 2    (-)" -4^p *M<^ -kV/2|y|] 
l n—m k -k n 

- P.V. r - [= sss ^« ■ ^i^w) 
cu)      •^?wsin^+(u/a)2ll/2,y, 

+ 
k a 

du^3wsln{[k»+(u/a)2]1/2,y,l 

'-     where the integer m is defined by m £ k a/V < m + 1, P.V. denotes 

\ principal value, and ch « cosh, sh ~ sinh. In Eq. (14), AP is 

expressed as the sum of a number of real integrals, whose values are 

real, and a pure imaginary term proportional to a finite sum. At y - 0, 

clearly Ap « 0 and by (13) 

p(x,0) = + (l/2)pocoskx, 

which satisfies the b.c. (1), in view of (8), as it must. 

Imagine now that the distance between the walls, 2a, increases 

indefinitely while the lengths, k , x,y remain fixed. The length 

k (« C/CD) may be taken to be fixed or to increase as a. The real 

contributions to AP clearly vanish in this limit. The number of terms 

in the sum in the imaginary part increases proportionally to k a, but 
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on account of the alternating signs (considered further below) this 

contribution vanishes as ;?ell, leaving only the first term p , in 

(13). This term is just the solution for the problem in the absence 

of walls, where the slab (and source plane) are infinite in the x direc- 

tion. That is, the pressure at a given point is unaffected by reflections 

from the walls when these recede to infinity. (See also Ref. 15.) 

Now imagine instead that as a •*> ao , so also Jyj ■+ oo , but 

that jyj does so more slowly, e.g. 

(14.1) y/a cc a"B with 0 < 6 < J . 

fixed 
In this limit one has rather p /AP -*• 0. In fact, consider for anyAwave 

number k^, such that k^ > k , that part pM(x,y) of p(x,y) in Eq. (11) 

that derives from modes n with k > k^: 

,        oo 
(15) PM(x,y)= 2 pa"1 k sinka  2 (-)n f(n). 

M ° n-N+2 

where N  is defined by k„ . < k. < kj. « (thus N increases as a, 

since k-^ is independent of a).  (This partial sum, if (k-kM)a » IT, 

includes those terms that principally contribute to p (x,y).) Each 

term in the sum (15) decreases exponentially wich | y j , and one recognizes 

that in the limit where a ■+ oo and \ y j -*• GO  in accord with (14.1), one 

will have P^/p ■* 0 and 
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(16) p(x,y) - 2 p^"1 k sinkaj | f (0) + 2 (-)" f (n) j . 

Stated otherwise without reference to limiting processes, in 

some domain of values of k,a,x, and y (a domain of considerable interest 

in the intended applications), the pressure at depth |y| from the source 

plane is well approximated not by the result p   for infinite a 

(dome size), but by the contribution from the lowest modes n up to some 

modal wave number limit, i.e. for k < k,, the contribution from higher 

modes, including those with k - k, being negligible on account of 

their rapid exponential attenuation with | y I . 

The limiting case to be dealt with here is that where, in 

addition to the previously assumed limiting parameter relations, namely 

1/ka ■+ 0, x/a •* 0, y/a •+ 0, 

and relation (14.1), we have also 

1/k a •» 0, 
' to 

i.e. the lateral extent (parallel to the source plane) is large compared 

to a sound wave length.  In this case the sum (11) £or (16)J  for p(x,y) 

-1 
can be summed, independently of any parameters, to leading order in a  , 

as shown below. 
I 
| 

Take N in Eq. (16) to be even. Let f(n) ;. T(k ), in accord 

with (12). For n such that T(k ) is analytic over k .. /n.  < k < k M,,.\\ 
n-(l/2)       n+(y;/ j 

(where Eq. (9.1) is extended to nonintegral n), we have, since 

A2-9. 
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kn+l " kn " */a' 

(17) f(n) - f(n+l) - (l/2)[f(n-l/2) - f (n+3/2)]+ 0(0r/a)3T' ■< (kn)) , 

where a prime denotes d/dk and 0(e) a quantity of the order of e. 

Hence, apart from a modification required for n such that T(k*) is 

not analytic for k1  near k , we have 

K+l , N 
(18) I (-)nf(n) - (1/2) [f(-l/2) - f(N+3/2)] + 0((ir/a)J 2 T'"(kn)) 

n«o n-o even 

By (12), T(k') is not analytic at k1 - + k , having branch 

points there on account of the factor exp[i(k -k ) ' |y|j .  Therefore, 

in a certain range of n where k - k  we do not use (17); this range ° n   co 

is specified as running from n - j + 1 - n_ to n ■ j + P.-, where the 

integer j is defined by 

(18.1) k. < k < k.^ . v j ^ co   j+1 

If the wave number range thus to be excluded is called Ak, we note that 

the number of modes 2n  in this range increases indefinitely as z\ka «♦> CD ; 

we are free to let Ak -> 0 in this limit, however, and so, as k a •+ OD , 
CO 

we let 

(19) n
2/^ a -»■ 0, while n? -» oo , 

«,g. n-/k a oc a"e with 0 < € < 1  (cf. (14.1)).  If we apply (17) outside 

the stated range of n, we obtain instead of (18) 

i 
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N+l N 
(20)  2 (-)nf(n) - (l/2)[f(-l/2) - f(N+3/2)] + S. + S+ + 0((r/a)

3 X'Tn"), 

8ven a"0 

where 

j-l 
S. -  I   (f(n) - f(n+l)l - (l/2)f(j + 1/2 - a,), 

n-J+l-n2
l 

even 

(20.1) 

3 -  X Z  £(n) - f(n+l) + (l/2)fü + 1/2 + n ), 
+  a-j+1 J * 

even 

we assume for definiteness that j is odd, and the prime on the sun 

over T1" is intended to signify that the interval j+l-n, £ n 1 J"1^ 

is omitted. 

Consider the final tern in (20). Fron explicit differentiation 

of (12) with respect to k it can be seen that the part of T^" of 

lowest order in a" (with x fixed) is 

(20.2) 

in which we have 

, cos k x 
+ i  S_ 

2  2   2 k - k n n 

(20.3) d Vdk«3 - * 3k»2knk2a » 

this part is of lowest order because for n near the lower limit, 
I 
i     j + 1 - n», of the excluded interval, we have 

kn~ ka> " V/*' whence k2n~ <2km
n2T/a) *  *8 VSD* "* °" 
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The dependence on a end n» of Che lowest-order pert of the lest 

term In (20) is thus given, in vie« of (20.2) end (20.3), es 

i.i k -n„r/e 

n»o t n 2n nv co   nJ 

(20,4) -1/2 -3/2* ^0(ev^n2
J/^) 

where s ^ 0(e n?) end factors unrelated to the dependence on a and 

n. in the limit k a -► oo , n, ■* GO , n^/k a -► 0 have been dropped. A 

contribution of the sane order as (20.4) results from the sum over n 

on the upper side of the excluded interval. It will be shown below that 

S + S (= S) in (20) is also of the order of a" '      in a but is 

independent of n- in the limit n^ •+ oo . Hence in the limit in question, 

according to (20.4), the contribution of the last term in (20) in fact 

vanishes relative to S_ + S • We therefore neglect this term. 

The term -(l/2)f(N + 3/2) in (20) we can write directly 

from (12). By definition of N and the limiting reletion (14.1), it 

can be neglected. The term (1/2)f(- 1/2) in (20) may be combined in 

computation of p(x,y) with the term -(l/2)f(0), which must be added 

to (20) to form (16). The difference (1/2)[f(- 1/2) - f(0)] may be 

found in the pertinent limit of large a by a Taylor expansion of (12) 

about n ■ 0. The linear term in this expansion vanishes leaving the 

difference ^0(a )  which is of no lower order than contributions being 

discarded. 
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In computing the remaining terns Sw + S  la (20), for 

generellty we replace expression (12) for f (n) by 

(21) f(n) - h(kn,x) *0^n,y)» 

where g(k, ,y) • + (1/2) exp(ik2 |y|) and suppress the x end y depend* 

«nee. We define b, a function of k a that described the position of k^ 

between adjacent nodal wave nunbers, by 

(22) 

Then 

ka - k, - bfr/ft)  (0£b<l), i.e. b (kaa/T) - j 

kB " kJ " 0-»)▼/» k^ - (j - n + b)i/a. 

The sums in (20.1) have increasingly many terns as n^ ■* oo but for 

all of then, as stated above, k * k  as a ■+ oo. Proceeding first 
I * '  n  a» 
!     with S_, fron (22) we have 

(23) 
k2n - 0i - ^)1/2 * VrkVV.)V*ü - n + b)V* 

to lowest order in T/S. Thus 

(24) 

f(n) - f(n+l) - h(k<o)(ög/ök2)o (k2n - k2n+1), 

f (J + V* - *2> * »(Vfg0 ♦ (ög/ök2)o k2J + 1/2 .  ] 

where    gQ - g(k2 - 0),  (dg/ok2)Q - (dg/bk2)k   m Q .    Fron (20.1),  (23), 

(24), we find in the unit of   n~ -► oo 
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(25)    S. - - (1/2) h(k(D)g0 +VFh(ka))(dg/dk2)okai
1/2(w/a)1/2M(b), 

where 

nÄ-l 

(26)    M(b) - lim  ( Z  [(m*b)1/2 - (m-Ub)1/2] - (l/2)(n24b-l/2)
1/2J. 

n„«*oo Vw-1 
z   odd 

Similarly, with regard to S , which involves a sum in which 

2      2 
K2n S " k2n > °» We h&ve 

f(n)  - f(n+l) - h(kfl))(ög/ak2)0- i  (K2n - K2n+l), 

Proceeding as before, we now find 

(27) S   - (1/2) h(k )gft - iVTh(k )(ög/ok,)fi ky*(i/a)VW*>. 
<D     O 06        V       2   O     (0 

Thus S_ + S is^0(a'1/2). Hence, from (16), (20), (25), and (27), we 

finally obtain, to lowest order in a" , 

(28)    p(x,y) -> 2 (2r)1/2 pQ a"
3/2k k^2 h(kQ>) (og/ok2)o 

x sin ka [M(b) - i M(l-b) j , 

where, in the present instance of Eq.   (12), 

(28.1) h(k(D) - cos k^xAk2 - k^2), 

(ög/ök2)o - + (1/2) i|y| - - i(l/2)y. 
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For values of k^a such that the integer j defined by (18.1) is even 

instead of odd aa assuaed above and b is still defined as at (22), the 

value of 3 is found to be the negative of the value of S for the 

sane b in the case «here j is odd. In other words, if we define 

j rather as that odd integer auch that 

kjSk«<kj+2' 

and   b   by 

I kffl - kj -b(v/a),    0£b < 2, 
» 

then, if S (b) denotes S as computed above fEqs. (25), (27)1 for 

0 £ b < 1, one has for the full range 0 £ b < 2: 

[ 
, |S0(b), 0£b< 1 

1 (29) S(b) "<j-S0(b-l),    lib<2; 

1 S0(b) -VTh(ka)(dg/ok2)o k^Or/a)1/2 [M0>) 

- i M(l-b)]. 

According to (29), p(x,y) will be a continuous function of k a, as it 
1 CD 

must be, only if S fl) - - S fO), or equivalently if M(l) - - M(0). o      o 

This equality in fact holds, as one can show from the definition (26). 

To lowest order, then, p(x,y) [ Eq. (28)1 has a dependence 

of ehe form 

' a"3/2 B<ka>e)» 
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where E(z) is a periodic function with period 2T (or, «pert from 

a sign reversal, r). The function M(b) was programed for machine 

computation by Dr. H. Steinberg; results, with use of (29), are given 

in Fig. 2-3 of the text. 

According to the result embodied in (28), in the limit 

considered, the principal contribution to the pressure at (x,y) derives 

from modes whose x-wave numbers k  nearly coincide with the wave 

number of sound, k , at the given frequency, and whose y-wave numbers, 
CD 

therefore, nearly vanish, producing a linear dependence on distance jyj 

from the source plane. 

Now consider, in place' of (3), a pressure source 

(30) P(x) - po sinkx, 

where we apply a tilde to quantities to distinguish this new case. Then 

in place of (9) and (9.1) 

(31) ?n(x) - a"
1/2 sinknx (for all n ^ 0) , kR - (n + l/2)ir/a. 
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Proceeding, we find in place of (11) 

(32) p(x,y) - - 2 p a~lk coska X (-)° f 00, 
n-o 

where 0 
^ ,    sink x 

(33) f(o)-+|   TT2«P <ik2nM>« 
k -k 

n 

As at (13), in the limit of a ■*■ oo at fixed k" , k  , x, and |[ 
y, the solution is that obtained in the absence of walls: 

i 
* 

|     (34)        Poo<*.y> - + <L/2)P0 sinkx exp [-(k
2-^2)1^2 |y | 

-. 

[ In the modified limit treated above, where jy J -»■ oo as a ■* oo as 

specified at (14.1), we may cut off the infinite sum in (32) at n ■ H + 1, 

say, as in (16). Introducing the expansion (17) for f(n) - f(n + 1) 

and proceeding as before, we obtain an expression of the form of (20). 

There is no term analogous to (1/2) f(0) to be subtracted this time, 

as seen on comparing (11) and (32); however, the term (1/2) f(-l/2) of 

(20) itself vanishes by (31) and (33), since 

sink , /2» ■ sin 0 - 0. 

-1 
To lowest order in a* , therefore, we obtain, as at (28), 
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P(*,y) - -2 (2T)1/2po«"
3/2k k^1/2 h(ka)(d^k2)o 

(35) x cos ka [M(b) - iM(l-b)] , 

where by (33) we have in place of (28.1) 

h(k ) - sinkx/(k2«k 2). 
CD CD CO 

(36) /x» 

(dg/ok2)o - - i(l/2)y. 

The pressure corresponding to an excitation 

* ikx 
F(x) - po e

1**, 

obtained by combining (28) and (35), can then be written 

p(x,y) 

(37) 

kkL/2y 

<2*>1/2Po a3/2(k2.k l\
m'^  + 'M(b)j 

x (sinka cosk x - icoska sink x) N CO CO 

2.2 Free walls 

Now suppose that the walls at x - + a are free (zero impedance) 

Consider first a pressure source 

P(x) ■ p coskx. 

Then, using the earlier notation for present quantities even if they 

differ from the earlier ones, we have 
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# (x) - a"1/2coskx        (n ^ 0) n' ' n 

with k  given at (31). The solution as a •* oo at fixed |y{, etc., 

it independent of the boundary condition at the wall and hence given 

again by (13.1). In the modified limit of concern, on the other hand, 

we obtain 

-1     N+1 P(x»y) * - 2 p a coaka %      (-) f(n), 
n«»o 

where 

A/ 

rJ tsl 

k cosk x 
f(n) - + \     ° 2/2   exp(ik2n|y|) 

n 

The term (1/2)f(-1/2) again vanishes, this time on account of the factor 

k  in f(n). We have 

p(x,y) - - 2 (2T)1/2 poa"
3/2 k^/2 h(kaj)(og/ök2)o 

(38) 

with 

x coska [M(b) - iM(l-b)] 

CD      CD    CD CD 

(dg/dk2)o - - i(l/2)y, 

Now consider a pressure source 

P(x) - p sinkx. 

We have 

*n(x) - a"
1/2 sinknx   (n ^ 1) 
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with k - ur/a as at (9.1). In the Unit of concern 

N+l 
P(*,y) +  2 pa"1 sinks £ (-)°f(n), 

n-1 

where 

, k sink x 
f(n) - + | -^ S-pexpdk^lyl). 

k - kQ 

-2 
The term (1/2)£(-1/2) is ~0(a ) on account of the factors k sink x 

in f(n), and hence of the order of neglected terms. We have then 

p(x,y) -     2  (2*)1/2 poa"3/2 kV
2 h (k^) (dg/dk2) *2'o 

(39) 

with 

x sinka [ M(b)  - iM(l-b)] 

h(k ) - k sink x/(k2 - k 2), 
CD CO CO CO 

(ög/dk2)o - - i(l/2)y 

For a pressure source 

T,/ \ Ikx P(x) - PQe        , 

by combination of (38) and (39) we obtain 
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(40) 

kV2y 
P(x,y) - <2v)l/2 p0 ^f 2 ?[M(l-b) + iM(b)] 

oo 

x (cos k x cos ka - i sin k x sin ka) 
CD CD 

I 
[ 

i 
L 
I 
I 

The amplitude of Che pressure in the limit, according to (37) 

and (40)» is smaller in the case of free walls than in the case of zigld 

walls by a factor k/k. 

3.  Cylindrical geometry; dipole pressure source without dome 

In place of the infinite slab we consider now an infinite 

circular cylinder of radius a with a pressure discontinuity applied 

over a cross section (y « 0) as before and an impedance condition at the 

cylindrical surface. Let the cylindrical coordinates be (y,r,6) s  (y,r). 

Consider a pressure source 

(41)    P(r,e)-poe
lkr ""<*-«, 

i.e. a plane (line) wave of definite wave number 

in direction p. 

i 

pressure 
source 

' ♦ fe<r; 
•f impedance 
condition 

(42) 

The resulting pressure field may be expanded in the form 

P(r,e,y) - WX/\"       1   Cm J.frjr).1»»^ g(k  y) , 
m—co n«o * 

to 
where the C  are expansion coefficients correspondingA(A1) which may be mn /» 

written explicitly, the k   are modal wave numbers that satisfy the 
nm 
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b.c. at r - a, and 

(43>    Sd^y) - + (l/2)«P(ik2illl y > for jr ? o, k^ - (kj  - kj)1/2. 

We shall consider only the average force, say F(y), on a circular area 

of radius R centrally located in a cross section of the cylinder at 

y. Let any quantity <i   for va - 0 be denoted simply by <j . Then 

we have 

2T   RQ 

(44) F(y) - Jde|  dr r p(r,e,y) - (2ir)1/2poICn k^1 Ro W^gO^ y). 
o  o n 

The C are found to be given by 

1/2 ** Jo(xn) Jl(ka) " sn Jo(ka) Jl(xn) (45)        Cn(ka) - 2(2*)
1/2    ° n l n °    1 n , 

[(ka)2-xn
2][Jo

2(.n)+Jl
2(xn)] 

where x_ 5 k a. n   n 

3.1 Rigid walls 

In this case the eigenvalues x  are specified by ' 

(46) Jl(xa) - 0   (n^O) 

Eq. (45) then yields 
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1/2      to Mka> 
Cn - 2(2T)1/Z ^—5 rr 

(47) o   n i ni 
! 

[ 2»(-)n k« J1(kÄ)(enkna)1/2 

I (k2 - k„V 

where e  is defined by 

W - (-)n«AVn>l/2 • 

By virtue of the asymptotic form of J, in (46) and of J , we have 

e ■* 1 as n •* oo, 

but for n « 0, since k - 0 and J (0) ■ 1, one must regard the product 

e k as inseparable and given by e k - 2/ra. Eq. (44) thus becomes 

(48)        F(y) - (2T)3/V*"1/2 kR J. (ka) X (-)° f(n), 
O        O      L _ _ 

CO 

Z 
n«o 

where 

J, (k Rn)  (ek )1/2 
(49)        f (n) - J^S-2 nn___ g(k  y) 

Kn     k* - k L *n' n 

[cf. (11) and (12)]. 

In the limit of a ■* oo with other lengths fixed, the 

solution becomes that in the absence of the wall, namely 
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P^Cr.e.y) -+ (l/2)p0 exp[ikrcos(e-e)]exp[- (k2 - kffi
2)1/2lyl], 

^oo^ T* (1/2)P0[2Tk"1Ro JXQ*0)] e*p[- (k2 - k V^M]. 

Che first square-bracketed factor in F  (tines p ) being merely the 

2 
integral of the source pressure over the area wR • 

In the limit of special concern [Eq. (14.1)j , on the other 

hand, as usual the sum in (48) may be terminated at some n ■ N + 1. 

Application of the previous procedure based on (17) in this case can be 

made only at large n, as will be seen below; in consequence, in addition 

to the contribution of lowest order in a* deriving from '.hose u such 

that in the limit k - k ,we might find a second contribution of this 

order from those n such that in the limit k ~ 0. The latter contribution n 

did not occur previously and is associated with the circular geometry of 

the present case; in fact, however, it proves to vanish. 

Consider those terms in the sum 

N+1 

Z    <-> f(n) 
n»o 

in (48) with n > n.  for some even n.  such that 1 « n, < N. As 

k a -»• oo , we shall let 
CD       * 
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(50.1) n.*oo but n,/k a -► 0, 

just as for n« at (19). For n > n., then, we have 

r    (51) en * 1, xn - (n + 1/4)* , 

[    where the latter results from the asymptotic form of J, In (46). For 

these n. we may thus omit e  in (49), whence f(n) depends on n 

I    only via k , and we may define 

f(n) = T(kn). 

For non-integer n we may define T(k ) by use of the asymptotic form 

Now, having T(k ) an analytic function and k , - k •* ir/a   ' 

for n > n,, we may apply Eq. (17) to those n outside the intervals 

0£n£n.,j + l-n2£n£j - 1 + n_. Analogously to (20), we have 

now 

tt+1  _ 3 

(52) Z (-)nf(n) + Sx + S^ + S+ - (l/2)f(N+3/2) + 0((ir/a) X"T"'(kn)), 
n"0        A n even 

where 
nl 

(53) SL - £ I f(n) - f(n+l)] + (l/2)f (n1+3/2) 
n-o even 

S^, S  are defined as at (20.1) (for odd j), and zM denotes a sum over 
\ 

i 
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the intervals n,+2£n£j-l- n„, j + 1 + n, £ n £ N. Again we 

may neglect the term - (1/2) f (N+3/2) in the limit in question. 

The last term in (52) requires consideration with regard 

to terms n such that n ^ n, as well as the terms such that 

n /v (k a/r) + n„. The contribution of the latter terms depends on a 

and n_ just as previously determined at (20.4). As for the former 

terms, we may write (49) in the form 

(54) T(kn) - (S/3)^
1/2 t(kn),  (n> nj 

where the factor 8/3 is introduced for convenience. Then t(k ) at fixed 

n (or at fixed a-a.) approaches a nonzero constant as a -»• oo. Likewise, 

by differentiation of (54) we obtain a result of the form 

(55) T« • • (k ) - k "5/2 t + k "3/2 u + k 'l/2 v + k ^2 w , v/        v n'   n    nn    nn    nn   n' 

where u IE u(k )1, v , and w , like t , approach constants at fixed n n L   n •>  n     n      n 

as a •* oo. Consider, for example, the contribution of the first term of 

(55) to the residual sum in (52) with regard to its dependence on a 

and n. &s a •*• oo: 

1-1-n °° 
(56) (ir/a)3   £ 2 k "5/2 t(kj ^ (1/2) (ir/a)2 ,'  dk k'5''2 t(k ) 

n"nl+2 W* even 1 ' 

MXCr/a)2^^)'3/2)- 0(a"1/2 nx"
3/2). 

Similarly, the remaining terms in (55) are respectively 
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n 
(57) 

■zP 

n/."V2 n -1/2*  nf -5/2 „ 1/2.  A, -7/2 m  3/2. 0<a ' n^ '  ), 0(a -  n^' ), 0(a ' n^ ' ). 

By comparison we shall see below Chat the contribution S-, defined 
-1/2 i 

at (53) is M)(a ' ), as was the contribution S_ + S+ in (52), and is 
independent of n, in the pertinent limit. The terms in (57) are 
thus of higher order in a and will be neglected. As n, •> oo , in 
accord with (50.1), the term (56) also vanishes relative to 
Sj + S_ + S [cf. (20.4)] and may also be neglected. 

To evaluate S,, write (49) as 

! 

. .-X/2 ¥'.V" »<k2n'">      x   1/2 

9     9 5 
with k* - k  - (x^a)*. In the limit, in view of (50.1) we have, in 

the pertinent range n £ n. + 1, 

f(n) + (1/2)R g(k ,y)k*2(ex )^2 a"1/2 . 
o w^ (0 n n' 

Hence by (53) 

(38) SL - (l/2)Ro g(k(D,y)k"
2G a"1/2 , 

where the constant G is defined by 
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(59) 

u. f xl ((Vn)1/2 - (viVi>V2]+ v» W^1^ 

- {* [<v„>1/2 - <ww>1/21♦ <*l/2/»<°i+ w*) • 
•♦00 v n«*o 

lim 

Representing (49) as 

(60) f(n) - h(kn) g(fc2n'y) 

in analogy with (21), we have also from (25) and (27) 

(61) S f  S. + S+ *VTh(k(D)(dg/ök2)0 k^Or/a)1/2 [M(D) - iM(l-b)] 

with 

(0 

(62) 

(dg/ök2)o - - i(l/2)y. 

Eqs.   (48),   (52)  then yield 

F(y) -► 4irpk1/2 Roa"3/2 cos(ka - 3r/4) { (l/2)RQk"2G g(k<|),y) 

(63) . 
+ (2T)1/2 k^/2 h(kco)(ög/dk2)o[M(b)  - iM(l-b)| 

with    h(k ) and (dg/dk,)      as given in  (62) and *2'o 

g^.y)      -+ (1/2) expdk^lyl). 
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sine«, la the limit ka ■* oo, 

(64) J1(k«) * (2/Tk«)
1/2 coa(ka - 3T/*) • 

The envelope of r*  limiting form (63) for F(y) varies as a~ '   , just 

as in the cases of rectangular geometry in Sec. 2. 

A numerical evaluation of the constant G of Eq. (59), how- 

ever, indicates that 

(65) G - 0 . , 

This result could presumably be established exactly 

analytically. Thus, according to the result expressed in  (63) with 

G - O,for cylindrical geometry in the limit considered, the principal 

contribution to the (average) pressure near the axis of the cylinder 

at distance ] y I from the source plane derives exclusively fKom modes 

with k « k , just as in the case of rectangular geometry. 

3.2 Free walls 

In this case the eigenvalues x  are specified by 

(66) J0(xn) - 0  (n^.0). 

Eq. (45) then yields 

* i,-5 
From the computation it is directly inferred that G < 10 
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(67) 

1/9 X«J
rt^

ka) C    - -2(2T)1/2    SO       
W[(ka)2-*n

2] 

■ 2T(-)° JQ(ka) e^k^a)3/2 

(k2 I 0a2 

where   e      is now defined by n ' 

whence again 

J!<V - (-)n(2/«a«n)1/2. 

e   •♦ 1    as    n -*• oo. n 
Eq.  (44) thus becomes 

(68)        F(y) - - (2T)3/2na*1/2 R J (ka) S (-)nf(n), 
00 

V o o n«o 

where 

J (k R ) e l/2k 3/2 
(68.1)      f(n) -  * k

no  -J S_ g(k2n,y) 
n   k - k 

n 

We may procsed as previously for rigid walls through 

Eq. (52)* In place of (54), however, we have a summand of the form 

. 

T(kn) - (8/3) kn
3/2 t(kn).  (n > nx) 

Hence the terms corresponding to those of (56)  and (57) are each of the 

order of the respective previous one multiplied by n./a. As for S,, we 

write (68.1) as 
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[222 
with lu  ■ k  - (x /a) . In the limit', in the range n £ n- + 1 we 

|     have 

r *<■>> * (V«*0 g^.rtk"2 an
1/2 xn

3/2 .-V2, 

I 
whence 

Sx ■*  (1/2)R0 g(kD,y)k"2P a~3/2, 

i     where the constant F is defined by 

n,-*ac ^n«o 
F 

On the other hand, 

(69)     S *VTh(kto)(ö&/ök2)o k^
1/2 (ir/a)1/2 [M(b) - iM(l-b)] 

with 

J.(k R )  k 3/2 

h(k )   J-A-ft-   * 

(70) 

a     k    .2,2' u)   k - k 
CD 

(ög/ök2)o - - i(l/2)y. 

-1/2 Hence, whereas S is ~0(a ' ) as in the case of the rigid wall, 

-3/" S,  is ~0(a '   ) and the leading residual term (corresponding to (56)) 

is ~0(a" ' n." ' ). Therefore, in this case the leading term is due 
■A 
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only to S.  Eqs. (68) and (69) thus yield 

(71) 

F(y) - -^TV/^E^'^V1
/
2
^^^ 

since J0(ka) +  (2/Tka)
1/2 cos(ka - T/4), with h(k(o) and (dg/dk2)o 

as given by (70). 

4*  Generalization to certain interposed domes 

With a view to sonar domes, we may imagine that a thin planar 

dynamic element, i.e. a plate or membrane of negligible thickness, is 

present at y » 0 -, just beneath the source plane. We also 

generalize to the case where the lower fluid does not 

extend to y ■ - oo, but is terminated at a plane y «■ - L on which an 

impedance condition is given. In addition, since little complication 

results, we permit the fluids on the two sides of this dynamic sheet to 

have different densities and sound velocities, namely p , c for y > 0 

and p" c" for y < 0. 

Now for certain boundary conditions at the periphery of the 

dynamic sheet, related to the impedance conditions given at the lateral 

walls of the fluids, the set of modal functions for the sheet and the sets 

of planar modal functions for both fluids will all coincide. (This point 

will be discussed more explicitly in another report). in such case the 
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previous work can be trivially generalized to treat the new problem. 

Let these nodal functions and wave numbers again be denoted 

♦ 00» k , respectively, where we assume the rectangular geometry for 

definiteness. An acoustic impedance can be defined for the sheet in 

each mode, say z « z(k ,©). 

Analogously to (3), we expand 

(72) F<*,y>- x •t*.««<4") for y*°* 
n-o 

respectively, where the   ^(x)    are orthonormal and satisfy (4), and 

g(k2n,y)    is given by 

(73) f exP(ik+y)  , y *. 0 

&<k2n»v> 

*2n 

cos [k^n(y4L)-f a] 

tk2>H 
y < 0 

C08 

w2n *    ' kn2>V2 N
 <D       n 

± ± 
k~ ■ o/c    , 

where   a    is related to the Impedance at    y - - L, say z., by 

tan a - ^"A^x * 
+ 

and the function g is arbitrarily normalized to R^Tn»0^ " l* For 

k  such that k„  < 0, it is convenient to rewrite (73) as 
n Zn 
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*2n' 
ch[K;n(y-A) -t-gj 

(73.1) 
ch[K-nL + S] 

, y < o 

+      9   ± 2 
K~ - (k  - k   ), *2n  v n   co 

th a - - i**>'/hn\ ' ((* " " la) 

The acoustic velocity field corresponding to the pressure (72) 

in mode n has a y component 

V2n(x,y) - (ipV
1 cn*n(x) ö^kIn'y)/öy> 

Boundary condition (1) is now replaced by 

(74)        p(x,0+) +P(x) + 2 V2n(x'0) " *<*>°'h 

Likewise, (2) is replaced by 

+ ,^ 
(75) P <öp/öy)y-o* " 

p (öp/öy'y-o 

whence, by substitution o£ (72), 

(76) 
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We expand 

oo 
(77) P(x) - I cn*n(x), 

nmo 

Substituting (72) and (77) into (74) and using (76), one obtains 

(78) »; - cn(l - i tanej (k"n PW2a p") ♦ (ßJi/p'^'1  . 

where 6 - k„ L + a. A similar result can be given for c . By (77) n   zn n 

the present c  is the same that of Eq. (3) and is again given by (5). 

The limiting processes of Sec. 2 can be carried through once 

more mutatis mutandis, as will be shown. In (3), for example, c  is 

± ± " 
replaced by c  and +(1/2) exp(ik_ |y|) by g(k- ,y).  Similarly, the 

result for a ■+ oo at fixed y now becomes 

+ 
P00(x,y) - P(x) g(iK2,y) 

with K2 » (k2 - k~ 2)1/2  [cf. special cases (13.1) and (34)]. With regard 

to the second type of limit, however, where | y | -*• oo while y/a •* 0, if 

k  / k , one roust consider separately the groups of terms with 

k - k and k - k , since k and k are then distinct branch points, 
n   to    n   CD       to    CD 

+ + We assume rather once more thac c - c , whence k ■ k , and also that 
CO    CO 

p » p" . The index + will be dropped from these quantities. In this 

case the product c" g(k" ,y) in (72) for y < 0 may be written by (73) 

and (78) as 
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C08(k2ny + V 
(79) cn g(k2n,y) - cn C089n . t 8lRan p + (znk2n/p<p)] 

^cng(Vk2n^>» 

in which the new function g thus depends on *2 in part via 9n(k2n) 

and on k. via z . All the work of Sec. 2 and 3 is once again n    n ° 
applicable, the only required change beinfe that the former SO^n'?) i8 

replaced by the present g(k ,k2n»y). In particular, with this change 

the results (28), (35), (38), (39), (63), and (71) sti 11 hold, [in (63), 

for example, (og/dlO becomes (dg(k ,k2,y)/dOk  , since the arguments 

kn,k2n of g are related by kn
2 + *£ - k^2.] 

Where, as here, a sheet of impedance z is interposed, there 

is generally some resonant wave number k for each frequency co. If z 

includes some damping, the previous work is applicable in the extreme 

limit in question. If the damping vanishes, the contribution from 

modes having k — k must be separately considered even in the limit. 

5.  Approach to the limiting solution as the lateral dimension 
a increases at fixed depth jy I 

It may be suggested that the asymptotic solution found for 

the limit as a -* oo and J y J -*- oo with y/a -» 0 represents also the 

-1 
correction to lowest order in a  of the asymptotic solution applicable 

in the limit where y remains fixed as a •* oo , i.e., in the case of 

circular geometry, that the term (63) or (?1) may be added to the term 

(50) to give the solution to the lowest two orders in a" , namely 

to orders a0 and a" 'ly  as a -> oo at fixed y. That this result 

probably does not hold, however, can be seen by proceeding with the 

full sum on n for p(x,y) as given at (11), as we did previously with 

t.he truncated sum at (16). For definiteness, we consider the case 

of rectangular 
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geometry, rigid walls, and excitation p cos kx, but the same procedure 

applies directly in the other cases. 

A corrected version of Eq. (20) again holds when N ■ oo, 

provided we sum explicitly over an interval n - s - n + 1 to n«s+n 

which includes the additional point k - k at which £(n) is not 

analytic, where s is the integer defined by 

k, < k < kf+l 

and we let n ■* co as a ■* oo but as usual with n /ka ♦ 0. The form 

of Eq* (20), thus modified, merely has added to the right side the quantity 

|    Sk, where 

s-l+n , . , 
(80) S. - I   ° [f (n) - f (n+1))- (l/2)f(s + ± - no)+(l/2)f(s + ± + nQ) 

n«s-n +1 
even 

and we assume s to be odd for deflniteness and choose n  to be even. o 
-1 

To form p(xty) in (11), however, ehe sum (20) is multiplied by a sinka 

(among other factors), and it is convenient to consider S.  together with 

this factor and write 
I 

(81) U. z  a"1 sinke S. - 1     ° (-)n f (n) »a"1 sinka 
* k  n-s-n +1 

+ a"1 sinka [-(l/2}f(s + ± - no)+(l/2)f(s + | + nQ)]. 
■t 

I 
Inserting (12), replacing + (1/2) exp(ik2nly|) by 

g(k ,k, ,y) for generality in accord with Sec* 4, and noting that 

(-)n sinka - sin(ka - nr), we may rewrite the summation term in (81) as 
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(82) 

S-Hl 

«tu   ° 
n»s«n +1 o 

(-)n f(n) • a"1 ainka 

. ,,.     cosk x 
y aln(ka-oy    n  A 

a n 

where the limita on the sum remain the same. Aa a -► 0, the range of 

k  in the sum contracts to zero relative to k  or k itaelf, aince n n 

n^ka -► 0. In (82) let 

(83) 

Since 

(83.1) 

cosk x 

n 

■ 

OB 
% sin(ka-nir) m . 
n—oo   ka - nr    ' 

the sum (82) can be rewritten as 

(84) Uk 
H(k) - 

/    8"nn oo 
Uk)   2 +   2 

\n»-oo n«»8+n +1 / 
0 

sln(ka-mr) 
~ka - mr 

s+n 

+ *  \ •,T^iK0)-»«)- 
n-8-8 +1 o 

When a ■* oo and n ■+ a witn n /a -»• 0 and fixed y, all of the term; 

in (84) but the first vanish, yielding by (11) and (83) the approp- 

riate result for this limit: 
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P(x,y) * PopCXfY) - PQcot kx g(k,k2,y). 

We «1th to consider Che correction to this result to next higher 

order in a" , so far as contributed by the subject interval near k - k. 

This correction is due to the remaining terms of V!    in (84), to the 

second part of the right member of (81), and to the residual terms in 

Eq. (20) that derive from values n just outside the interval 

s "U0 + l£i*£*+n which is summed over explicitly. We find readily 

(noting (ka-nr)" ^  n " ) that the contribution of the second group of 

terms in (84) is of the order of a°n " relative to the zero-order 

contribution from the first term. The contribution of the last group 

-2 
in (84) we find to be of the higher order a n . The pertinent residual 

terms of (20) (related to the third derivative of (ka-ror)" -f(k-kn)a]" 

with respect to k ) yield a contribution of the order given by 

oo 
o -3 

I 
| 

(r/a)J a'l(aA) j dkn(k-kft)"
4 oC a°n 

J k+no*/a 

Also, the latter set of terms In (81) immediately yield a contribution 

of the order a°n * . This contribution is found, however, to cancel 

that of the second group in (84) in this order. All remaining contributions 

are then at most of one of the following orders: 

(85) nQ"
3 , a"2no . 
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Unless the tern» of one or the other of these orders cancel, the highest 

order in a' achievable for the lowest-order one of the pair (85) by 

choosing 6, where n cc a6, is obtained for 6 - 1/2 and is of the order 

-3/2 
a ' . This»however, is the same order as the asymptotic forms obtained 

in the previous sections for the case | y | -*■ oo [e.g. (fc3) or (71)1. 

Though cancellation of the leading-order terms considered above has not 

been excluded, it appears unlikely.If there is no such cancellation, we 

thus see that such results as (63) and (71), though representing the 

leading terms as a ■*> oo when j y ) •* oo , represent only part of the 

correction to next-to-leading order in a"  in the limit when y remains 

fixed. 

6.  Use of limiting forms or simplified sums as approximations 

The approach in this appendix has been to consider results that 

hold rigorously in a certain limit without detailed regard to how this 

limit is approached or whether it is approached sufficiently that the 

limiting form constitutes a useful approximation in applications of 

concern. These questions are considered in the text. Some of the 

intermediate work  is useful for approximation under conditions where 

limiting expressions are rot. In particular, we can make the expansion 

(20) and may drop the residual terms without, however, passing to 

the limit a -> a> , n« ■» OD in (20.1) and without, therefore, using 

the limiting forms (24). In this way we merely use (20) to sum 

out the intervals where f(n)  changes slowly and which therefore 

contribute little to the sum, leaving explicit sums over intervals where 
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the contribution is large. A similar procedure was applied in 

(52) and (53), and for isolating and summing explicitly over the 

interval near resonance in the more general case of Sec. 4. The 

point here is just that the intervals that tend to contribute most 

to the sum (20) are those where the third derivative of f(n) with 

respect to k is large or where f(n) is not an analytic function 

of k at all. Such approximations are expounded in the text. 
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APPENDIX 3 

RADIATED POWER 

We consider the power radiated by the dome or plate in 

the model considered in the test. First, for the laterally in- 

finite casv,  the frequency spectrum of the time-average radiated 

power per unit area is given by 

w (CD) = /dkki0(k,ü>) r (k,w) 
o   ü   > L 

2
A(k,w) (1) 

where A, one half the real part of the reciprocal outside radia- 

tion impedance, is simply 

r 

k£/2p+oo     if k < CJO/C
+ 

] 0        if k > u)/c+ 

(we recall k+ = [(ü)/c+)2-k2]1/2). 

For the finite circular cylindrical dome or plate of 

radius a, the spectrum of the total time-average radiated power 

is given by 

W^) - I I A(kmn>*> ri<kmnH 2/<*kVk^> |Cmn<k>| 2    <2> 

where A(k,u)) represents the same function as above and the sums run 

over all modes m, n*c„(k) was given at Eq. (2-11).  It is seen 

that the sums can be limited to propagated modes, i.e., to m, n 

such that k , < CD/C+. Each such mode, however, is excited even mn '      " 
by driving components with k» CJJ>/C . 

Expression (2) could be simplified on assumption of 

large a in a manner similar to that employed in Part 2 of the text, 

with a contribution given approximately by Wro of Eq. (1) above and 

a further a-dependent contribution deriving from low k. 
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The radi&ted power is more often of interest for a 

rectangular rather than a circular plate. The present model 

could be altered accordingly and corresponding results obtained. 

The power radiated by rectangular plates has been considered 

previously by Kraichnan (Ref. 4), among others.  His assumption 

of no correlation among contributions from different orthogonal 

modes is exactly true in the present model, as seen from Eq. (2), 

having resulted here from the assumption of certain conjugate 

boundary conditions on an imagined cylindrical projection of the 

plate boundary normally into the outer fluid. 

Kraichnan computes results for an explicit driving turbulent 
pressure spectrum PQ(R,GD) obtained from a crude model. 
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APPENDIX 4 

CONJUGATE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR EXTENDED-WALL DOME MODEL 

We consider here the simplified dome model introduced 

in the text, where the cylindrical lateral wall of the dome is 

imagined, so far as the acoustic fields are concerned, to be ex- 

tended infinitely outward into the outer fluid with the same bound- 

ary condition applied (see Fig. A2-1). 

Suppose first that the dome cover is a membrane, not a 

plate. Suppressing time dependence and following the notation of 

App. 1, we may expand the cover displacement and acoustic potentials 

as 

0+(r)  = (2ir)-1/2
ffi0^N,linJm(kmnR)el'»eexp(l41Ilny), (2) 

i/o                               ,-mQ cos[kö"m„(y+L)-Ha
m"] 0-<r) - W-^^N^JpwOe"* 3L -HL. , (3) 

cos(k0„L+aj v ^mn      mn' 

where n  and 0j\  are expansion coefficients, N°    and N  are known 'mn     mn      r ' mn     mn 
normalizing coefficients for the J , and D m 

tan am == ^P'/kj^z,^; 

the eigenvalues k  are to be fixed by the boundary conditions 

on the acoustic fields, in the fluids at the lateral wall (R=a) and 

the eigenvalues k  by those on the membrane at its periphery (R=a). 

If the boundary conditions on the membrane are so related 

to those on the fluids that k° = k , the eigenfunctions in the mn   mn      ° 
expansions (1) and (2)-(3) for the membrane and fluids are the same, 

and the equations that determine the coefficients n  and 0~L, ^ 'mn     mn 
namely Eqs. (2) , (5) , and (6) of App. 1, relate r\      and 0- inde- 

pendently for each m and n.  For each mode m,n, the relations and 
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mn response coefficients of App. 1 are again obtained, with k = k 

and the previous quantities indexed by m,n as required. 

In particular, for a rigid wall on the fluid, the kmn 

are fixed by 

Ji(k a) . 0. (4) mv mn ' 

The conjugate condition on the membrane must likewise yield 

Ji(k° a) = 0, m mn ' 

and by Eq. (1) this condition is seen to be that 

dj\(S)/bK = 0 at R=a. (5) 

This condition of a vanishing normal derivative of displacement 

of the membrane at its periphery corresponds to a vanishing force 

in the T\  direction, i.e., a freely sliding attachment, as in slots 

perpendicular to the equilibrium plane.  Similarly, for a pressure- 

release fluid wall, such that 

Jm(k a) = 0, 
mx mn 

the condition on the membrane yielding k mn km is mn 

n(a) = 0. 

(6) 

(7) 

This corresponds to an immovable attachment of the membrane at its 

periphery. 

Now suppose the dome cover is a thin plate rather than a 

membrane.  In this case Eq. (1) does not represent the! most general 

expansion for arbitrary boundary conditions.  In general, apart 

from the J , another type of Bessel function must be included, the 

expansion being one in eigenfunctions of the fourth-order equation 

[V -(k° ) ][V +(k° ) ]n=0 rather than the second-order equation o  mn' n wzv      ' 
[V +(k° ) ]T)=Q-    Wü may, nevertheless, achieve the simplifying 

identity of the plate and fluid eigenfunctions, as before, by pre- 

scribing boundary conditions on the periphery of the plate such that 
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even the generalized expansion (1) reduces, in fact, to the given 
form of (1) containing only the functions J and such that we again 
have k° = k .  In particular, for a rigid wall on the fluid, so nm   mn '       ° ' 
that Eq. (4) applies, we again require Eq. (5) to apply, We confine 
attention to the modes with m=0, which are the only ones that con- 
tribute to averages over a circular area concentric with the cylindri- 
cal fluid, dealt with in the text. For these modes, with the con- 
straint that the radial functions include only the oscillatory type 
J of Eq. (1), the vanishing slope,  [Eq. (5)] implies 

that the force on the plate (in the r\  direction) vanishes. The 
boundary condition on the plate thus corresponds to a freely slid- 
ing clamp, which fixes the slope at the periphery but offers no 
resistance to displacement normal to the plate. For a pressure- 
release wall on the fluid, on the other hand, so that Eq. (6) applies, 
we again require Eq. (7).  For the m=0 modes, the vanishing displace- 
ment, Eq. (7), and the previous limitation of the radial functions 
to J , may be shown to imply a moment at the plate periphery which 
vanishes in the limit of large plate radius (k° a ■* ») . The bound- 
ary condition on the plate in this instance thus corresponds to a 
hinged periphery, which fixes the displacement but offers no resis- 
tance to rotation. 

In the text and App. 1, hysheretic and viscous damping 
are attributed to the dome material.  In practice, depending on what 
the dome material or construction is, the main damping may occur 
rather at the joinings with the supporting structure, i.e., in the 
present model, at the periphery of the dome cover.  Such an effect 
can be incorporated in the model by assumption of a resistive 
boundary condition on the plate (or membrane) displacement TI(R) .  In 
the case of the membrane, for example, the force per unit length in 
the normal (t|) direction exerted by the membrane on its periphery 
at R=a is given in the usual notation (e.g., see App. 1) by-T(l-iC) 
X@T]/dR)R  and the velocity there by -IJOTJ.  If the ratio of these 
two quantities, the mechanical impedance per unit length of boundary, 
is the same for each mode, say 

P   P    P v ' 

3F  
That the condition corresponds to a hinge only in the limit of large 
radius accords with the fact that free motion on hinges is possible 
only for a straight-line boundary. 
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from Eq.   (1) we obtain 

ran 
Jm<kmna> 
Jm<C*> 

Ico 
TO^T(rP + *Va* (9) 

Previously we considered explicitly only the cases «^(kj^a) = 0 nr 
or ^(k^a^O«corresponding respectively to vanishing or infinite 
impedance z In an intermediate case where the ratio (9) is 

finite, a resistive component of force, le., damping in the bound- 

ary attachment, is present if r 4  0.  In order to achieve identity 

between dome-cover and fluid eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, as 

before, we must attribute to the fluid walls a certain damping re- 

lated to that at the dome-cover periphery. 

The eigenvalues k° from (9) will be complex unless it 

happens that r/x -  £. With boundary damping inserted, then, we 

have, in general, complex k^. The imaginary part of k 

contributes an additional imaginary (damping) term in the denominator 

of the acoustic response coefficients r(k ,ou,y) used in the text 

(see also App. 1). Correspondingly, in the consideration of resonances 

an additional contribution will be present in the wavenumber half 

width 6k and similarly in the frequency half width 6u> (see Part I). 

It would be needlessly detailed to consider these expressions ex- 

plicitly.  It is worthwhile, however, to recognize that boundary 

damping would appear in a way similar to other types of damping 

explicitly treated in the text, so that the more general dis- 

cussions of resonances aad their role in determining average pres- 

sure spectra may be regarded as applicable whatever the main 

sources of mechanical damping. 
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APPENDIX 5 

AVERAGE-PRESSURE SPECTRA ON A CIRCULAR AREA FOR 
CERTAIN WAVE-NUMBER-FREQUENCY SPECTRA 

A.5J. Area Dependence vs Spectrum at Low Wave Numbers 

We point out first the dependence on the radius 

R of the averaging area that results from a sansple vavenumber 

frequency spectrum of pressure I (k,a>) in a turbulent boundary 

I is defined to include an integral over direction 8 of layer. 

the surface wave vector k": IQ(k) = /d0P (fc,6). Let the dependence 

of I_(k) at low k correspond to a constant value up to k=k , fol- 

lowed by a power-law rise to k=k,, followed by arbitrary dependence 

(see Fig.A-5-1). 

I0(k)  = { 

Bn(kc/kl>n for 0 < k < kc 

Bn(k/k1)n    for kc < k < kx (1) 

Io<k> for k, < k 

where the frequency dependence of I and B are suppressed. Here 

B is independent of k; if the assumed form (1)  is required to 

yield a fixed value, independent of n, for the spectrum deriving from 

k < kj^ i.e., for P_(ca) » J  dkkl0(k,cu) , then Bn is given by 

Bn = (n+2)k1"
2[l+n(kc/k1)

n+2j" P_. 

The spectrum of average pressure is given as usual by 
00 

Qo(a>) = Jdkk^J^kR^/kRj^Ck.oo). (2) 
o 

Eq.  (1)  yields 

I0(k,a>)| 
- Q. + Q+. (3) 

Figure A5-1. Hypothetical wavenumber spectrum of boundary- 
layer pressure fluctuations at low wave number. 
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where 

Q. " *», 

[CO .1 o 

(kc/kl>n J    te^J^Cx) + (^Vj   dian"1J1
2<x)   ,    (4) 

kcRo J 

09 

Q+ = f dkk[2J1(kR0)/kR0l
2I0(k). (5) 

_3 
We consider R0 such that k]R » IT. Then, as at Eq.(2-65b)JJ+ «* RQ , 

and, assuming that I0(k) changes relatively little over an interval 

TTR" , we have 

Q+* (4/TT)R;3 Jdkk-2Io(k). 

We consider Rrt such that, however, k R   < 1.   Eq.(4) then rapidly 
reduces to 

Q. * Bn|[n/(n+2)]kc
2(kc/k1)" + ^ W ' VklRo>] ' 

(5.1) 

(6) 

where 

P„M . I dxx      J,4 (x). 

For the assumed large k,R, we have asymptotically 

n for 0 < n < 1 

4Fn<klRo>  * { V*lRo        for n = l 

l8n<klVn"1 for l < n' 

where f, h  , and g    are numbers depending only on n.    For 
k,R   » TT, we may thus write   (6) as 

Q. - Bn|[n/(n+2)]kc
2(kc/k1)n + q^^.R^ (7) 
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with 

Vkl>Ro> ' 

fnkinRo"(2+n)    for Ö < n < 1 

for n - 1 V"1^3!^^ l~o (8) 

8nklV for 1 < n 

The first term in the partial average-pressure spectrum 

* (7)  is independent of R (on account of the assumption R £ k 

Ix IQ(k) in the assumed intermediate, power-law range k < k < k, 

increases more rapidly than as k, the second term in (7),  accord- 

ing to (8), 

Q+ of (5.1). 

depends on R   as K o    o 
-3 just as the high-k contribution 

If I increases less rapidly than as k, i.e., as kn 

with n < 1, the second term depends on R rather as R~' n'. Hence 

we see that an observed dependence of Q0(<") as R~ with m * 2 implies 

a rather rigid restriction on the rate of increase of I_(k) in the 

range where kR is not very large. There is, of course, a substan- 

tial uncertainty in the experimentally observed area dependence, on 

account of the measurement uncertainty, the limited number of areas 

used and the variability of extraneous factors. 

The actual dependence of I (k,o>) at low k is naturally 

less simple than that of (1).   In particular, when compressibility 

is considered there is reason to expect peculiarity in the behavior 

of I where k — oo/c, i.e. , near the wave number of sound at the 

given frequency.  This range of k, like the initial range in (1), 

yields a contribution to Q that is independent of R for R £ C/CJD. 

Theoretically, in a somewhat higher range, where k > cu/c, it appears 

that Irt(k) should increase as k (e.g., see Ref.14). *  if so, this 

range would contribute to Q0(u>) a term varying as R -3 according to 
the third form of (8).  It is suggested, therefore, that average- 

pressure spectra in some area range with U^/CD « R < c/ai may have 

an area dependence more as 

9E  
In particular, the view that the turbulent velocity field, which 
plays the role of a source in the equation for pressure fluctuation, 
may be regarded as unaffected by compressibility even if the latter 
is otherwise incorporated in that equation, i.e., the view that the 
turbulence drives the sound field without being appreciably affected 
by it, appears to fail where wave-numbers k * oo/c are in question- 

Inhomogeneity in the direction of flow, however, represents another 
complicating effect of presently unknown consequence. 
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.-2 than as R *". Further considerfttIon of the available measurements 
o 

with this point In mind might be useful. 

A.5.2 Results For Certain Wavenumber-Frequency Spectra 

Let W (C,T) denote the space-time correlation function of 

pressure for separation vector X  in the boundary plane and time delay 

r. Then the spectral density is 

(10) 

(11) 

P0(E.«D) - 2(2T)-
3[d2TjdTe-^^+iü)TW0(Tr,T), 

where P is so normalized that the mean squared pressure is 
00 

<p2> = Jda>|d2ttP0 (*,a>). 
o •* 

We consider first the form sometimes used in previous 

work on boundary vibration: 

W0(T,T) - <p
2>exp|-a[(CrvT)2 + S3

2    - e"l|T||. 

Here v represents a mean convection velocity, a"    a correlation 

distance corresponding to a fixed time, and ö  a decay time such 

that the correlation corresponding to a point fixed in the convected 

frame decreases by a factor e. By a gross fit to the measured 

(12) 

W (?»T), Ref. 2 specifies the parameters as 

a * 25"1, e " 306*/U , v * 0.8U 

From (10) we find 

(13) 

k-l 
?n(Z,<x>) = 4(2TO~2<P2>      2 \ 3/2    9 2    -2 • 0 (kz+az)J//    (oo-vkjT+e L 

Suppose u)/va » 1 and ui » 8"  , as will be true according to  (13) 
if CDDJVU   » 1«    Then the point spectrum is given by 

Po(oo)  m   fd2k"P0(k\ü>)  * 4(27r)"1<p2>(l/ave+l)avco"2 

(14) 

(15) 
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in agreement with Ref.  2  , Eq.   (29),  in this approximation.    The 
first term derives from the region k^ <; a and the second from 
k, ~ co/v.    According to    (13),    the second is larger by a factor 
~»48. 

The average-pressure spectrum on a large area,  i.e., where 
ü)R /v » IT,  derived from (14)  is found to be given approximately by 

QO(ü))-4(2TT)"1<p2>9"V2 [s+O^ave^/v)'3), (16) 

where 

1 if R0 « a"1 

S ■= I (17) 
]2(aRo)"

2 if Ro » a-1 

and it is again assumed that o>/av » 1 and CJO » 0" .    The second 
term in (16)  derives from k, — co/v, and the first from k^ ^ a if 

RQ « a"    and from k^ £ ^o*1 lf R
0 » a    •    wltn the values  (13) , 

in the case R   « of* the second term in (16)   is smaller than the 
first roughly if ooR0/v > 3, which is true by assumption;   in the 
case R   » a      the second term is staslLer if (av/cu)   (v9/R )£ 3,  i.e., 
according to  (13),  if (.0&o/Uj~l(ufiie/\JJ~Z £0.03.    The second term, 
it is noted, represents a high-k component that varies, as usual, 
as R      , and the first term a low-k component that in the case 
R   »a*    (corresponding to a nearly flat wavenumber    spectrum 

-1 -2 where k £ TTR0 ) , varies as RQ . 
_i 

We note further the results obtained when a » (art-©    )/v, 
which is implied, in particular,  if one approximates by assuming a 
vanishing correlation scale at the outset,  so that  (12)  becomes 

W0(C,T) ocB(C1-VT)6(C3)exp(-e"1 |T| ) (18) 

(e.g., see Ref. 2 ). The point spectrum in this regime ic flat, 

namely 

Po(co) = 2(27r)"
1<p2>(av)"1 (19) 
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(cf.   (15)).     For oAQ/v » ir, i.e., a large area, we find 

Q0(">) " 8(2TT) "1<p2>e" V2(aRQ) '2 (1+2^ WR^ . (20) 

The contribution of the first term is the same as in the case of 
(16) (i.e., for üj/ov » 1) when, in reference to (17), aR » 1, 
That of the second term, however, which derives from k, -%/ CJD/V and 

-3 varies as R , differs drastically from that of the second term 
in (16). This reflects the fact that (18) may be regarded as a 
valid approximation to (12) only so far as low wave numbers (k < a) 
are concerned. 

For comparison with the results based on (12), we now 
consider a time correlation, in place of exp(-9~ f-rJ), who a fre- 
quency transform declines more rapidly with CD, namely 

g(T) = (l+e"1|r|)exp(-e'1|T|) 

This form satisfies g(0)=l, as required, and, unlike the earlier 
form, has a continuous derivative at T=0: g'(0)=0.  In place of 
(14) we find 

P0(*,cu) - 8(20"
2<P2> 2    Z VI 

° (k%cT)J 
9 J 
 7 -7 7 
[(co-vkjT+e zr 

If cü/va »  1 and co » 9"   ,  the point spectrum is  found to be 
given approximately by 

(21) 

(22) 

PO(Cü) * 4(27r)"1<p2>avcü"2[2(ave)"1(eco)"2+l]. (23) 

The contribution from high wave numbers (k, -^ co/v, second term) is 
the same as in (15); now, however, except at very low frequency it 
dwarfs the contribution from low wave numbers (first term).  For 
a large area (cuR /v » rr) we find 

Qo(co) * 8(27r)
_1<p2>e"V4[S + (3/8)ave(a.Ro/v)"

1(vQ/Ro)
2],     (24) 

where S is again defined by (17).  In this instance, unlike that 
of (16), the contribution from high wave numbers (second term), 
which varies as R  and is the same as in (16), exceeds that from 
low wave numbers (first term) typically up to rather high frequency. 
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The form (12) corresponds better to the gross observed 

time decay than the form based on (21), and the magnitudes and 

frequency dependence of the resulting P0(ü>) and Q_(<JU) accord 

generally better with observed spectra. Still, there is no ap- 

parent reason to consider that It has any detailed or unique valid- 

ity. 

We note now the area scale, or correlation area, cor- 

responding to (12) and to the modification using (21). The corre- 

lation area A is properly defined, in the elementary statistical 
2 

sense, by writing the force spectrum A Q_(u)) on an area A, in the 

limit of large A, in terms of the point-pressure spectrum PQ(u>) as 

A
2
Q0(ü3) = AAcP0(cu). 

Since in this limit we have 

QO(ü)) - (2T)
2
A-

1
PO(0,CO), 

we may write A also as 

Ac = (2,r)2[Po(0,a))/Po(ü>)]. (25) 

Corresponding to (12), we then find in the approximation of (15) 

A_ = 2Tra"2/(l+av0). 

With acceptance of (13), this becomes 

A„ ** 2TT(0.0051)6 2 (26) 

Corresponding to (21) [i.e., (22)], on the other hand, in the ap- 

proximation of (23) we find 

A„ * 27ra"2/[l+(l/2)av9(eu))2]. 

With acceptance of (13) this becomes (except at very low frequency, 

where cuo^/U^ £ 10"4) 

Ac*27r(1.2)(10"5)(Uo>)
2. (27) 
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The magnitude of (27) is too small to accord with measured values 

of Q (ü)) ; it does, however, depend on frequency and the flow param- 

eters in a manner more consistent with observation (see Ref. 3) 

than the result (26). 

The correlation field prescribed by (12), or (14) , may 

be formally expressed as a superposition of contributions from a 

range of convection velocities u without decay. A fixed convection 

velocity is reflected in a factor 6(u>-uk,) in the wavenumber-fre- 

quency spectrum; for example, if 9" -K) in (12), corresponding to 

pure convection (at velocity v) without decay, P ("k,a>) of (14) con- 

tains a factor with limiting form given by 

e -1 ■w  n ■*  irö(u)-vk,) 
(cD-vkp +e 

In general, we write this factor in (14) as 

(e"1^)) (28) 

-1 
 n 7 = TT I du f (co,k, ,u)6 (uj-uk^ , 
(^-vkj^+e*^    J        i       i v
       1/ —00 

(29) 

whence 

f^.k^cu/kp = 
(u)/krv)2 + (e-1/^)2 

This relation does not determine the weighting function f(u),k,,u) 

uniquely.  If, however, we prescribe that f depend only on the 

velocity difference u-v, we obtain 

f(oJ,k1,u) 
rr'1e"1/k1 

(u-v)2 + (e'Vk,)2 
(30) 

The weight f, we note, has a nonvanishing value for all 

compaction velocities -«> < u < ».  The present formal superposition 

(29), however, though suggestive, is contrived and presumably not 

significant, since the point of the form (12) or (14) with 9 ^0 

is to embody a deviation from pure convection in the correlation 

function.  That is, the superposition (29) does not imply that a 
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correlation function of the character of (12) is applicable only if 

some portion of fluid is actually convected at each velocity u. 

If one actually had pure convection, but with a superposition over 

all convection velocities 0 < u(x») < Uw that are equal to the mean 

velocity at some depth x~ in c^e boundary layer, the corresponding 

factor 5 (u>-u(x2)k,) contained by P (It,CD) , after integration over X2» 

would imply PQ(lc,a})=0 for k^ < co/U^, in contrast to (14). 

► 

M 
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component may vary more as R~ . If the latter component predominates In 

the spectrum at given frequency for a large flush element, It pre- 
dominates still more for a shielded element. The high-wavenumber 
component for a shielded element contains a part that is indepen- 
dent of lateral dome size (face area) when this is large, but this 
part is highly attenuated by the dome if L » U^/to, where L is 
dome thickness, cu angular frequency, and U^ asymptotic flow velo- 

city. The other part of this high-wavenumber component is reduced 
somewhat as though the pressure wtre averaged over the face area 
of the dome section. On assumption that the wavenumber spectrum 
changes little in the pertinent interval (in accord with area 

-2 dependence as R  for a flush element), the low-wavenumber component 
is reduced rather as though averaged over an area of radius given 
roughly by the smaller of one-third the sound wave length or three 
times the dome thickness whenever this area is larger than the 
actual area of the element. With reference to the noise-to-signal 
ratio for an array of elements, though a thin unilayer dome can 
thus be very effective against the high-wavenumber component of 
flow noise, it can reduce the low-wavenumber component by no more 
than the array factor, or by not as much if L < d/5, where D is 
the element spacing. *** 

In the case of a dome with cover having impedance, the 
effect of flexural resonances of the dome-fluid system is studied. 
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Errata 

&Q for Report TRG-Oil-TN-66-l, "Flow Noise Transmitted Through 
^ Domes or Acoustically Modified by Non-Rigid Boundaries," by 
\T David M. Chase, January, 1966. 

/ 

p. 0-3, line (-5): Preceding "a range" insert "in." 

p. 0-5, line (-2): For "borader, having" read "broader, leaving." 

p. 0-25, Eq. (0-32): For " (OXL/C)1/2"  read " ((oa/c)"1/2." 

p. 0-25, line (-4): For "(0-4)" read "(0-24)." 

p. 1-11, Eq. (1-31): Second form should read 

3  °°   -2 
"(4/irR/) /  dkk X(k,co)." 

°  k     ° 
tn 

p. 2-36, Eq. (2-94): Following Q(co,-L), for "-" read " =* ." 

p. 2-49, line 5: For "A(D/vr 2)" read "A(D2/irr 2)«" o o 

p. 2-54, Eq. (2-103.8): For "(TR^)1/2" read " (irRo
2)"1/2." 

p. 2-54, line (-2): For "k " read "k ." 
2 CD 

p. 2-74, Eq. (2-143): For "Q+(o>)" read "6§+(a>)." 

p. Al-1, line (-2): For "po" read "p ." 

p. Al-4, Eq. (13c): Left member should be 'T(k,u),y)." 

P. A5-4, Eq. (10): For "/d2?' read "/d2;." 


